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THE TURKISH DEVELOPMENT POLICY PROBLEMS 

and 

TURKEY-EEC RELATIONS: An Overview 

Merih Celasun(x) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

' With the advent of the 1977-78 foreign exchange crisis and 

its disruptive impact on the economy, Turkey is now facing the 

politically demanding tasksof implementing a stabilization program, 
' 

reassessing the relativemerits of her past development policies, 

and designing a new tr.ansitional strategy which will serve more 

effectively the country's aims of achieving growth, emplayment, 

an improved income distribution and external fi~ancial viability. 

The serious and probably not so short-run nature of the present 

economic impasse, coupled with the concurrent political difficulties 
' faced at home and abroad, calls for a nation-wide effort to search 

for and establish a working-concerisus on internal policy reforms to 

pull Turkey out of the present bottlenecks, and place her on a morP. 

viable development path in the next decade, 

The f~ct that the current crisis is felt most severely in the 

external trade area gives rise also to a need to re-examine Turkey's 

relations with .the European Economic ·community (EEC), The latter· 

has been structured around the Association Agreement of 1963 and, in 

particular, the Additional Protocol of 1970 together with various 

supplementary accords made in recent years. The Additional Protocol 

commits Turkey to the process of gradual trade liberalization so as 

to form eventually a Customs Union with the EEC towards the mid-1990's. 
• I 

(x) Department of Operational Research and Statistics (Chairman), 

Middle East Technical University, Ankara, 
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The Turkey-EEC relations have, hot<ever, begun to be strained 

in recent years, even before the full emergence of Turkey's 1977-78 

crisis on the account of several developments t<hich could not be 

foreseen properly in the early 1970's. Some of the latter are the 

conjunctural difficulties faced in expanding Turkey's cotton yarn 

exports; the reluctance observed in specifying a target date for free 

movement of labor; and the rapid erosion of Turkey's relative export 

advantages -~<ith respect to her potential competitors- due to EEC's 

new Mediterranean policy and general trade preferences furnished to 

a number of developing countries. Also, having slowly begun to realize 

the real nature and scope of the problems associated with raising 

the degree of competitiveness of the Turkish industry, a significant 

portion of the earlier supporters of Turkey's EEC connection (among, 

them some major private industrialists) have come to display less 

sanguine attitudes to~<ards the full implementation of the timetable 

· for trade liberalization envisaged in the Additional Protocol, 

The Turkish policy-makers'dilemma in formulating a more 

decisive policy stance as regards the EEC relations has become 'further 

confounded in the context of the application of Greece, Spain and 

Portugal for full EEC membership in the coming years, The possible 

expansion of the EEC, incorporating several additional South European 

countries into its economic and inner political structure, portends 

several implications for Turkey's prospective export growth, because 

of the certain similarities that exist in the resource endowments of 

these countries and Turkey, 

·All in all, it is evident that Turkey-EEC relations are going 

through a 'difficult phase at the end of the 1970's, and· thus require 

rethinking on a number of economic and non-economic issues, In the 

present discussion, I would like to provide an overview of Turkey's 

development orientation and policies with an eye on their possible 
' 

implications for the future Turkey-EEC relations, Unlike in the early 
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1970's, discussions on Turkey's association with the EEC can not 

continue to be based primarily on political factors as the 1977-78 

crisis demonstrates once again the critical bearing of external trade 

policies (i.e., exchange rate, import duties and restrictions, 

export subsidies, etc.) on Turkey's overall performance in the 

development process. Thus, any reassessment of the applicability 

and/or suitability. of the Additional Protocol must come to grips 

with the basic facts of Turkey's structural problems and development 

strategy, characterized by an inward-looking import-substituting orien

tation. It seems therefore useful to discuss structural aspects 

briefly, and to draw attention to Turkey's adjustment to the changing 

external environment. in the .1970's, as critical elements in the 

re-examination of Turkey's future relationship with the EEC. 

II. TURKEY'S STRUCTURAL TRANSITION IN THE CONTEXT OF WORLD DEVELOPMENT 

EXPERIENCE: 1953-73 

Despite a sluggish expansion in agriculture, Turkey's GNP 

growth performence has been quite substantial in recent past, averaging 

6.7 per cent (per year) over the 1963-73 period, compared with the 

rate of 4.8 per cent attained in the 1953-63 period. Considering the 

moderate levels of external assistance, relatively slow growth of 

agricultural production and virtual stagnation in mineral output and 

exports; the 1963-73 performance (which involved moderate rates of 

inflation) was encouraging. The 197Q-73 period, following the 1970 

devaluation and introduction of a new policy package, saw a rapid 

growth of total exports, a notable. increase in the share of manufactured 

exports, and a huge rise in workers' remittances, which culminated in 

a,sudden and sizable accumulation of reserves •. Such·favorable developments 

in the balance of payments, which benefited from the rapid expansion 

of the OECD countries, workers' migration to Western Europe, and the 

commOdity price boom of 1972-73, provided a suitable context in which 

significant steps .were taken towards relaxation of .import rationing 

and implementation of the initial steps envisaged in the Additional 
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Protocol with the EEC. 

The 1974-77 period provides a totally different economic 

picture, however, characterized by favorable GNP and investment 

growth, but featuring spiraling inflation (averaging around 20 per 

cent per year), an explosion in merchandise imports (only pertly due 

to four-fold rise in oil prices), stagnating exports and invisibles, 

unprecedented trade and current account deficits, rapid decumnlation. 

of reserves and massive short-term borrowing, which eventually paved 

the way for the 1977-78 foreign exchange crisis (see Table. 4 in 

Appendix). 

As. part of a background to review Turkey's adjustment to the 

economic shocks of the 1970's, it seems useful to recapitulate the 

major peculiarities of Turkey's observed structural transition and 

strategy within the framework of data summarizing the world development 

experience. 

All countries undergo, in some fashion and rhythm, a set of 

structural changes in several dimensions and in a series of stages • 
• 

On the production and resource allocation side, the early stages 

normally feature predominance of primary production and exports, "easy" 

import substitution and concessional external aid. In the latter stages, 

the productive structure shifts towards industrial and ·service sectors, 

non-traditional exports gain more importance., deeper import-substitution 

becomes feasible, and non-concessional foreign borrowing becomes 

manageable. Chenery and Syrquin (1975), in their· comprehensive study 

of some 90 countries over the 195Q-70 period, investi~ate these 

issues and establish, by the use of statistical analysis, standard or 

normal patterns of development for specified values of universal factors 

that affect development in all countries. The major universal factors 

are identified as the country's income level and size (measured by 

population), as distinguished from the country-specific factors (such 

as social aspects, government policies and characteristic resources) •. 
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The overall structural transition is then described by a set of 

processes 

which are 

(accumulation, allocation, urbanization, 
· · · · in · 

measured, asmuch as possible,/comparable 

distribution, etc.) 

quantitative terms, 

The empirical analysis of the cross-country experience then provides 

a basis to predict the structural norms for a country a.t given levels 

of income and population. The statistically predicted norms may then 

be contrasted against the actual data at given points iri time, Such 

an analysis may shed light on the manner in which the country's 

development performance. conforms to or deviates from the intercountry. 

experience, The main results of an investigation for Turkey along 

these lines are .given in Appendix Tables 1 and 2 for the benchmark 

years 1953, 1963 and 1973.JJ, They can be summuized as follows: 

(i) In the 1950's and early 1960's, Turkey performed substantially 

below the standards of a :country of its size and income in the accumulation 

of capital and skills, in restructuring demand and production, and 

particularly in developing a "normal" export base. 

(ii) Quite unlike in the preceding decade, the 1963-73 period 

saw considerable structural transformation in capital accumulation, 

primary schooling and in reducing the share of primary production th·rougb 

an inward-looking industrialization, In thiS period, the change in 

the share of industrial employment was disappointing in view of the 

rapid pace of population growth and urbanization, and the continual 

·presence of a large labor surplus in rural areas, Despite the 

favorable cyClical conditions and relative export buoyancy in the 

early 1970's, the shares of total and industrial exports continued to 

remain drastically below the intercountry norms, 

(iii) As regards the social aspeCts, it is'noted 'that income 

distribution (measured in terms of the shares of highest 20 and lowest 

40 per cent) is clearly unsatisfactory, but somewhat ·comparable with 

the predicted values, The actual 1963 and 1973 figures point' out some 

distributional deterioration in the 1963-73 period f.or the poorest 
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Th d , , b h 1 d b , /ll"r c'!P_i ta groups, e 1spar1ty etween t e rura an ur an 1ncomes ~s ve~y 

high (1: 4 in 1975), implying the existence of large economic rents 

in.non-agricultural activities partly due to high rates of effective 

protection behind a restrictive forEdgn trade regime~ In the field 

of education, it'is observed that Turkey's educational efforts increased 

substantially from 1963 to 1973, but the primary and secondary school 

enrollment (taken as a whole) remained below the intercountry standards, 

The latter signals the need for vigorous vocational training programs 

in the secondary school level. 

The observed deviations of the Turkish structural transformation 

.from the .standard patterns of development place Turkey in the cluster 

of countries grouped under the category·of import-substitution strategy, 

which exhibits inward-looking biases in production and trade activities. 

In particular, the deviation of Turkey's export performance from the 

typical country standards (even in 1973 when the external conditions 

were most favorabte) indicates the limited nature of the role played 

by export-promotion in the growth of industrial production, The latter 

has been sustained mainly by the expansion of domestic markets, involving 

.increases as well as compositional changes in the various components 

of internal demand. 

Another complementary research on the "sources of industrialization"· 

in Turkey throws additional light on the basic determinants of industrial 

growth over the historical period of 1953-73, as compared with the 

experiences. of other countries (see Table 3 in l).ppendix)~ The results 

of this research confirm the limited role of exportexpansion in 

Turkish industrialization, and also indicate the comparatively modest 

contribution of "net" impo.rt substitution towards growth and structural 

change in Turkey. In ·Sum, the ways in which industrialization has' 

proceeded in Turkey have not been sufficiently effective in generating 

new sources of foreign exchange augmentation (i.e. earnings and savings) 

and employment·in a labor-surplus environment. 
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The developments in the 1974-77 period have worsened further 

the relative r8les of foreign exchange augmenting activities in the 

domestic economic structure. As a result, the picture of the Turkish 

economy at the end of 1977 features an exceedingly narrow r8le of export 

expansion. 

A major residual impact of inward-looking industrialization 

process observed in Turkey has been in the sphere of Turkey's economic 

institutions and policies which thrive on a restricted trade regime, 

a compartmentalized and inefficient financial superstructure and 

highly interventionist governmental methods. The striking fact is 

that the private sector accepts and in most instances derives substantial 

benefit (in the form of government guaranteed economic rents) from the 
.systeJ.l. 

In retrospect, it seems quite clear that the institutional 

rigidities and inefficiencies of the growth process were quite 

underestimated by the early proponents of the Turkey-EEC Additional 

Protocol within and outside the government, The net result has been 

an absence of political consciousness as regards the need for substantial 

reforms in several fronts of development policy to achieve rationalization 

in the productive and institutional structures, 

III. DELAYED INTERNAL ADJUSTMENT TO THE ECONOMIC SHOCKS OF THE 1970'S 

The present Turkish Government is .currently in the process 

of responding to the 1977-78 foreign exchange crisis· by implementing .. 

ran IMF-supported stabilization policy package, incorporating the usual 

measures such a de jure devaluation (from 1~.2 to 25 TL. per dollar), 

increased import rationing, tight monetary and fiscal policy, and 

moderated increases in government administered prices with minor ('-......, 
modifications in the export premia, The re-scheduling of the existing I 

foreign debt constitutas a helpful component of the present program, ) 

The difficulties thus far encountered in obtaining fresh and untied · 

capital inflows place a binding constraint on domestic output for· lack 
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of imported intermediate inputs. Hence, the ,Turkish economy is not reacting 

to the 1978 devaluation as it had done to the 1970 devaluation program 

mainly due to the limited nature of immediate import-financing 

facilities. As a response to restricted inflow of foreign exchange, 

the government also atteinpts to achieve an Increased degree of 

geographical diversification of external trade and financing to 

expand the range of import and export possibilities. 

These new developments in Turkey's external trade and trade 

policies, accompanied by intensified import controls and rationing, 

are likely to render the uninterrupted and/or unaltered implementation 
~----

of the Additional Protocol quite difficult, unless a decisive switch 
. ..~ -

is made to a more outward-looking strategy in the Fourth Plan period 

(1979-83). 

The making of Turkey's 1977-78 foreign exchange crisis reflects, 

to a large extent, the country's delayed internal policy adjustment 

to the unprecedented economic shocks of the 1970's or more specifically 

to the "boom and recession" of 1972-75 in the world econo~. Upon· 

experiencing a remarkable export buoyancy, a huge rise in workers' 

re~ttances, and a rapid built-up in foreign exchange reserves (despite 

a large increase in imports) during 1972-73, Turkey chose to respond 

to the steep rise in the world price of oil, ensuing OECD recession 

of 1974-75 and consequent long-term shifts in the terms of trade by 

sustaining the growth of domestic investment, GNP and imports to 

preserve the country's developmental momentum, This choice was made 

possible by massive {and unplanned) short-term borrowing and reserve 

decumulation with the expectation that workers' remittances would 

somehow continue to flow at high levels to provide room for eventual 

improvement in the medium-run, The ratios of external resources 

(current account deficits) to GNP were around.5.5 per cent in 1975-76, 

and.reached 7.4 per cent in 1977~. The external gaps of such staggering 

proportions could no longer be financed in view of a weakening 

international· confidence in the future growth of Turkey's payments 
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capacity which could only be improved by export e.xpansion. No 

significant IIEasures 'lo(ere however taken in that· d-irection, 

Turkey as an oil-importing country with a threatining large-· 

scale unemployment could not drastically reduce the current deficits 

to historically normal proportions without incurring substantial 

welfare losses and risking social unrest. Nevertheless, with the 

benefit of hindsight, it can now be stated that the internal 

adjustments to the boom of 1972-73, and world recession. of 1974-75 have 

been too little ·and delayed for too long with a consequent balance 

of payments crisis and general economic impasse of 1977-78. Viewed 

retrospectively, it appears that a set of suitable policy responses 

were needed for (i) short-run anticyclical adjustments (perhaps oy 

new tax measures in 1972-73, moderated increases in agricultural 

support prices in 1973-74, and restrained public expenditures in 

1975-76) to reduce excess demand, and (ii) medium-term resource 

allocational adjustments to promote exports and new import substitution, 

to induce lower growth of import-intensive consumer demand,' to 

encourage oil-saving measures in the energy economy, and to increase 

the economic and financial profitability of the state economic 

enterprises, collectively referred to as the ,SEE's. 

in 
An important missed opportunity/the 1972-77 period was the 

large-scale channeling of workers' remittances (which simply accelerated 

the primary issue of money) to viable investment projects, The 

inefficiency of the financial system has been the key factor behind 

the difficulties faced in translating migrant workers' savings into 

a rational investment program in the productive sectors of the 

economy. The suc.cessive governments responsled to this problem by half

hearted ad ho'c measures and creating several weak agencies rather than 

embarking upon reforms to improve the resource mobilizing capabilities 

of the overall financial system. 
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If viewed and examined more closely, the highly mixed economic 
I 

picture of the 1972-77 period reveals the adverse allocational and 
' 

distributional effects of (i) the unchecked continuity of high rates 

of domestic inflation {which has been annually about 9-10 percent 

above the world inflation); (ii) the erosion of the real exchange 

rate due to insufficient successive adjustments in the official 

parity; and (iii) coincidental decline in the relative value of 

incentives for foreign exchange augmenting activities in the short-
. .21 

and long- run perspective • Although the world price increases 

contributed in a significant measure to domestic inflation, the 

contribution of a steep ris·e in high-powered money has been more 

prominent as a cau"sal factor. The monetary inbalances originate 

mainly from the government's agricultural price-support schemes and 

SEE's massive financing requirements. In addition to the uncorrected 

continuity of the domestic and world inflation differential, and to 

the continual erosion in the real value of the exchange rate fixed by 

the 1970 devaluation, a series of other phenomena further increased 

the opportunity cost· of foreign exchange. These phenomena include 

long-term shifts in Tu"rkey's terms of trade, higher cost of energy, 

and compositional shifts in domestic demand requiring more import-

and capital- intensive inputs • Such adverse distortions in the 

relative price_ structures could not be coped by ad hoc and non-market 

interventions in the economy, and accordinglyresulted in an import spree 

and stagnating exports with the eventual balance of payments collapse 

of 1977-78. 

Of the many lessons that can be drawn from the 1973-77 

development experience, there are two which deserve particular attention 

in medium'-run" policy discussi,.ons. The first pertains to the management 
' of Turkey's state economic enterprise (SEE) system, and its large 

investment program. Concurrent with the rapid. inc-rease in the operating_ 

deficits· of the SEE system, the SEE investment program has also grown 

to very large proportions, requiring huge transfers from the Central 
' Government's Budget, various pension funds. and in some cases the 

" 
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Central Bank. A major concern with the SEE's existing investment 

program is related to the massive accumulation of initiated but 

uncompleted projects in the pipeline, which will put heavy claims on 

the available financial resources in the future. Hence, a renewed SEE 

management system needs to be structured to attain higher levels of 

efficiency in this strategic sector of the economy, and to shorten 

the ge.station periods of some of the major import-substitution 

projects. 

The second lesson that emerges from the experience of the 1970's 

is the proven importance o·f co-ordinating and harmonizing planning and 

market mechanisms in the country. The absence of a public concern 

with the improved functionining of the market mechanism creates a 

milieu in which development planning becomes one of merely formulating 

goals and as~irations with' limited interest in the proper design of 

consistent ·policy instruments, adjustment mechanisms and new distribu

tional patterns. The experience of the recent past also shows clearly 

that an inefficient market mechanism, high rates of protection and 

unintegrated financial markets (although accepted and used by the 

private ·sector) do not serve well the country's objectives of achieving 

external financial viability and improved income distribution~The 
fact that planned st,ructural changes require major shifts in relative 

prices as well as in policy instruments needs to come to the forefront 

in development planning in a mixed economic environment, 

IV. FUTURE EVOLUTION OF ~RKEY-EEC RELATIONS 

The overview of the Turkish structural experience of 1953-73 

and main economic events of the 1970's provides a background to 

discuss the future evolution of Turkey-EEC relations in a medium-run 

perspective; 

A need for reconsideration o! Turkey's relationship with the 

EEC has become quite obvious after the world energy crisis and recession 

in the 1974-75 period, which generated a substantial cyclical and 
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structural impact on the oil-importing economies of EEC and Turkey, 

While the relevant cyclical effects relate to the·slowdown of 

expansion in EEC markets for Turkey's exports and the reduced Aemand 

.for "guest" workers, the longer-term structural effects pertain to 

fundamental shifts in comparative advantage in the international 

division of labor. The energy -and material- intensive industries and 

activities have Clearly become expensive, and probably portend major 

changes in the world-wide distribution of industries. Put differently, 

the long-term shifts in the terms of trade (from 1974 onwards) create 

a new set of perspectives for the Turkish (as well as EEC) industriali

zation, which have yet to be explored. The extension of EEC's various 

trade concessions to other non-member Mediterr~nean nations, and a 

number of Third World countries, caused rapid erosion of Turkey's 

con~essional export advantages provided by the Additional Protocol, 

The possible expansion of the EEC, through the additional membership 

of Spain, Portugal and Greece is likely to create increased competition 

to capture larger shares in fruits, vegetables and processed food 

markets, 

All these new developments do not nec·essarly imply for Turkey 

a need to have a sharp reversal in the EEC relations, primarily 

because of the long-term advantages of the· EEC connection when Turkey 

eventually switches to a· more outward-looking industrialization 

strategy at.some suitable stage in the 1980's. The·critical question 

in this regard therefore becomes one of determining the optimal· 

timing of a switch to. an o~tward-lookirig strategy which· identifies 

exports as a major source of growth and structural change, Such a 

strategy, if implemented in a mixed economy context, will have to 

adopt liberalized trade policies which cease to rely on import 

rationing, and/~: exchange rate as a prominent policy tool in 

coiQbination with other appropriate fiscal and monetory instruments and 

·institutions in the economy. 

Considering the objective realities of Turkey's current 
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ec~nomic situation. and outlOok, there seems to be two types ·of 

stumbling blocks to a. sudden switch in the development strategy, 

besides the usual difficulties that would be faced in creating a 

. working political concensus to support such a move.· The first pertains 

to the nature of the present foreign exchange crisis, which features 

the siun•ltaneous occurrence of a number of structural imbalances in 

the economy, and faces shortages in external resources -at suitable 

terms- to embark upon a sudden trade liberalization program. The second 
of · 

type/potential economic difficulty, which may not be obvious to some 

observers, is related to the current state of resource mobilization 

in Turkey. To provide Q tangible success without delay, a switch to an 

outward-looking strategy would require a rapid and substantial 

reallocation of resources towards foreign exchange augmenting activities. 

In entering a new Plan period (1979-83), Turkey finds herself, however, 

in an ·investment environment where a large proportion of investable 

funds to be available over the medium-run are already tied to ongoing 

projtcts, especially in the operational SEE sector. •roreover, the 

highly compartmentalized nature of the domestic financial system would 

precludP a large-scale mobilization of fresh capital .for new and export 

oriented projects (with perhaps some ·relief provided by external private 

capital inflows to the extent they are allowed by the official authori

ties). Thus, Turkey would need time to design and implement a 

transitional economic program to prepare her economy for the eventual 

adoption of an outward'"looking orientation ·in the future. 

An aesesqment of Turkey's economic conditions and outlook along 

the general lines put forward in the present discussion lends itself 

to the suggestion that an interim Turkey-KEC agreement is needed over 

the Fourth Plan period (1979-83) to provide an adjusted time frame 

for the implementation of Turkey's import liberalization program envisaged 

in the Additional Protocol. The new interim program, while modifying 

and/or delaying the tariff realignment and import liberalization 

schedule, would preserve Turkey's association with the EEC. It would 
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offer a bre~thing space for Turkey to take steps· to overcome the 

current crisis and bring about a long-term improvement in the 

productive structure of her·economy. To lend support to Turkey's 

renewed export efforts, the new interim agreement should entail 

additional trade preferences and facilities by the EEC on a number 

of agricultural products at various stages of processing, .for Which 

Turkey has production and export potential (e.g., cotton yarns, 

fresh fruits, grape, wine, olive oil, beverages, concentrates, etc.) 

As part of the preparatio~ for long-term industrial co-operation 

at 'the sector and enterprise levels (in view of the recent shifts 

in comparative advantage), the suggested interim agreement. may also 

usefully incorporate a package of measures to facilitate the development 

and adoption of new technologies, and formation of mutually supportive 

·industries. Tn th .. current Turkey-F.F~C 'dialogue, these poi~ts deserve 

more detailed consideration. 

~1. Ce la sun 

August, 1978 

FOOTNOTES 

1. For the method of analysis and data sources, see Celasun (1977). 

For. the calculation of predicted values, the national income data 

are expressed in constant 1964 prices as In Chenery/Syrquin (1975). 

2, The "rent or excess profit" element in Turkey's national income 

formation and growth is investigated and interpreted by Hatibo~lu 

(1978) within the framework of a "sources of growth" analysis based 

on factor contributions. 

3, The analysis rests on price-deflated interindustry data, see 

Celasun (1977), 

4, See Okyar (197~, Krueger (1974) and Hatibo~lu (1978) for various 
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assessments of Turkey's industrialization and related trade. policies, 

' Korum (1975) provides a thorough comparative study of public and 

private manufacturing industries, 

5, The current deficit/GNP ratios are computed at the current rates 

of exchange, which were considerably overvalued. Under more realistic 

measurements, these ratios would be higher, 

6, Dervi9 and Robinson (1978) analyze retrospectively the movements in 

the annual-flow equilibrium exchange rates with the aid of a general 

equilibrium 'model. for Turkey and estimate the 1977 equilibrium rate 
, year-end 

at 28.2 TL, per dollar (agunst the actual/rate of 19.2 TL./~), An 

earlier macroeconomic modelingstudy by Celasun (1974) provides an 

estimate of ·the opportunity cost of foreign exchange for the Third· 

Plan period at 18 TL. per dollar in 1971 constant prices, which becomes 

-after adjusting to domestic and world inflation differential- about 

29 TL/S in 1977. The latter estimate had been derived within the 

framework of the structurai aims and costraints of the Third plan, 

which have been only partially fulfilled in the actual i~tplementation. 

· 7, See Hatibo!l;lu (1978, pp. 192-5) for a discussion. of economic rents 

and their ·distributional implications, 

8. Se~ Sava~ (1978), 
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APPENDIX 

Table 1: Accumulation and Allocational Processes: 1953-1973 

(Unit: Percent ~f GDPr!J 

Aetualy Predictedl/ 
1953 1963 ' 1973 1953 1963 1973 

A. Accumulation 

1. Investment 
a.Savings 
b.Gross Investment 
c.Capital Inflow~ 

2.Government Revenue 
a.6av't Rev)/ 
b,Tax Rev. 

3.Education 
a.Educational 

Expenditures 
b. School Enrollment, 

Ratio 00 
Primary 
Prin.ny ~utl Secondary 

B. Allocation 

!.Domestic Demand 
a.Gross Investn~nt 
b. Puh lie Consumption 
c .Pri vnte Consumption 
d,Food Consumption 

2.Pror.!~1ct i.nr~ 
(value added at factor cost) 
a. Primary 6 , 
b. Industry :1 

c. Utilities 
d. Services 

3. Trade 
a.Imports 
b .Exports 
c.Primary 

· d .Manuf. 
e.Service 

Exports 
" 
" 

• 

11.5. 
14.8 

3.3 

16.0 
12.6 

1.7 

58.0 
33.3 

14.8 
11.0 
77.6 
41.4 

45.9 
12.8 
5.7 

35.6 

11.3 
8.0 
7.4 
0.6 

12.0 
15.6 

3,6 

16.6 
13.9 

2.6 

72,Q 
43.4 

15.6 
11,5 
76.6 
38.9 

40.1 
19.2 
8.8 

31.8 

9.6 
6.0 
4.0 
1.0 
1.0 

14',8 
18.3 

3.5 

21.1 
18.5 

3.4 

90.0 
56.1 

18.3 
14 .1 
71.2 
28.9 

29.7 
22 •. 9 
10.7 
35.7 

11.4 
7.9 
4.1 
1.8 
2.0 

16.3 
18.0 

2.8 

15.6 
15.0 

1.9 

46.4 

18.0 
12.2 
71.5 
33.9. 

34.4 
22.6 
6.2 

36.2 

17.0 
17.3 
10.8 
4.4 
2.1 

18.0 
19.6 
1.6 

16,8 
15.8 

3.0 

57,0 

19,6 
13.6 
70.1 
30.4 

30 • .2 
23.5 
7.1 

38.8 

16.2 
15.2 
9.7 
4.8 

1}. Definitions and units of measurement follow Chenery/Syrquin (1975). 

19.8 
21.0 
1.2 

18.7 
17.8 

3.1 

65,4 

21.0 
13.7 
68.9 
26.7 

24.5 
26.8 
7.5 

40,5 

15.6 
14.8 
8.3 
6.0 

~ Actual data for 1953, 1963, 1973 refer to respectively to 1952-54, 1962-64 and 
1972-73 averages, except that B.2 is based on 1972-74 averages, and A.2 refers 
to 1973 data. 

1f . Predicted shares may not add to appropriate totals 

jJ Capital inflow is net imports of goods and non~factor services • 

.,2/ Excludes sayings bends and public factor income, 

_§/ Includes manufacturing and construction 

Sources: - State Institute of Statistics national acconts data 
~ Sea Celasun (1977) for other sources. 
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Table 2: Demographic and Distributional Processes: 1953~1973Y 

· As;tya11f PredictedJ./ 
1953 1963 1973 1953 1963 1973 

A. Labor Allocation 

% Share of 

a. Primary labor 79;2 77.6 64.8 56.9 53.8 47.2 

b. Industry labor 7.4 10.1 13.6 15.8 17.9 21.7 

c. Utilities and Service 
Labor 13.4 12.3 21.6 17.4 28.2 30.8 

B. Urbanization · 

Urban percent of total 
popul,ation 20.8, 28.9 40.1 33.9 39.0 46.4 

c. DemoS!al!hic Transition 

a, Birth Rate (per thousand) 39.6~ 37.5 35.2 31.5 

b. Death Rate ( . " ) 14.64 14.9 13.8 12.1' 
~ 

D. Income Distribution 

a. Share of Highest 20% 57.0 56.5 56.1 56.1 . 55.7 

b. Share of Lowest 40%' 13 .o . 11.5 11.7 11.5 11.2 

].j See footnote 1 in Table 1. 

.11 " " 2 " 
]} " " 3 " 
!./ 1966/67 estimates from

11
1966/67 Demographic Sur-vey, Hacettepe University"' 

Sources: - State Institute of Statistics (Yearbooks) 

- State Planning Organization for income distribution estimates. 
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Table 3: Sources of Industrialization in Various Countries 

Domestic 
Final 
·Demand 

(%) 

Japan . 1964-54 38 
195D-60 . 44 
1960-70 53 

Sweden 1819-1913 39 

U.K. 1907-1935 
1935-1954 

19 
45 

Argentina 1935-1953 · 18 

Greece 

India 

'Israel 

Korea 

1 Turkey 

1950-191'>0 

1950-1960 

1951-1958 
1958-1964 

1955-1963 
1963-1973 
1955-1973 

1953-1963 
1963-1973 
1953-1973 

50 

85 

18 
17 

37 
27 
33 

29 
51 
44 

1 Tentative estimates. 

I 

Trade Effects 
. .Import 

Exports Substitution 

. (%) 

6 
'6 

22 

18 

37 
16 

22 

5 

7 

19 
41 

4 
42 
39 

11 
13 
13 

(%) 
15 
10 
11 

19 

26 
8 

34 

20. 

9 

27 
24 

31 
10 
11 

19 
8 
7 

Technological 
Change 

(%) 
42 
40 
14 

23 

18 
. 31 

26 

25 

36 
18 

28 
22 
17 

41 
28 
36 

Source: - Syrquin, M., "Sources of Industrial Growth and Change," 
~lorld Bank, 1976 

~ Celasun (1977) 



Table 4: Turkey's Exterr.al Trade an<! Current Account Deficit: 1969-77 

(Unit: Million S) 

Total Trade 
(Merchandise) Current EEC Trade Petroleum 

WorKers' Accont 
Imports Exports Remitt. Deficit Imports Exports Imports!J 

1969 801 537 141 -221 384 251 61 

1970 948 588 273 -172 421 283 67 "' 0 
1971 1,171 677 471 -122 572 309 122 

1972 1,563 885 740 - 8 830 405 155 

1973 . 2,086 1,317 1,183 +485 1,142 611 222 

1974 3, 777 1,532 1,426 -719 1,708 717 ( 763l 

1975 4,738 1,401 1,312 -1,880 2,338 615 812 ) p 
1976 5,128 1,960 983 -2,301 2,342 959 . _1,106 /..; • 

1977 5,796 1,753 982 -3,425 2,470 868 [1,436 ~ . 

!1 Includes petroleum product imports. 

Sources: - State Institute of Statistics. 

- Sava§ (1978) for EEC trade • 
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THE OUTWARD ORIENTATION OF TURKISH FOREIGN TRADE 

Symposium on the Enlargement of EEC and Turkey 

AUGUST 25 - 26 1 1978 

The aim of this paper is to present the case for an outward 

orientation of the Turkish economy and of Turkish foreign trade. 

The paper will also touch upon the .role of Turkey's association 

with the EEC and on the possible consequences of the enla~gement 

of EEC upon Turkish foreign trade. 

We begin by asking ourselves why the moves towards an outward 

oriented economy have become an absolute necessity for Turkey 

at this stage of her economic development, quite apart from the 

consequences which may arise on Turkey's balance of payments 

as a result of the enlargement of the EEC. 

The paper continues by examining the principal factors which 

have caused thw Turkish economy to remain inward-oriented since 

WWII and especially since planning was introduced in Turk~y in 

the early sixties. 

What are the main policies and other changes and m~asures 

necessary to bring about a fundamental reorientation in Turkey's 

economy and foreign trade ? These questions will constitute 

the third section of the paper. 

The paper ends by taking a look at the.contribution which the 

operation of the Brussels Annex Protocol can make to the 

proposed reorUntation of Turkey's economy and at the probable 

effect~ of the.EEC's future enlargement upon Turkish foreign 

trade. 
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Turkey has continuously had balance of payments problems for 

about three decades. Both internal and external factors 

aggravated the problem, intensifying it to the level of 

serious economic crisis From time to time. In each instance, 

however, the governments have invariably resorted to the 

same policies, .involving, in the first place, the curtailment of 

imports through r~strictive measures. Neglecting the export 

side has meant that the rise in exports has remained very . 
slow in the terms of the growth of the domestic production and 

GNP. This has resulted in restricting the ,import possibilities 

of the economy, a process which was accompa11ied by accumulated 

heavy debt burdens. The export situation, and the lack of 

invisible earnin'gs have made it very difficult to repay these 

debts through export proc~eds. 

With the beginning of development planning in the 1960's, the 

policy of import substitution was officially adopted. This policy, 

which was chosen in the light ~f the payment troubles experienced 

in the fifties, resulted finally an increased dependence of the 

economy on imports. Thus, the policy largely failed in this 

objective and also brqught about other harmful effects in the 

economy (i.e.,production with absolute protection, leading to 

the creation of high cost, uncompetitive industries.), although 

through internal production effects, it contributed to maintain 

the high level of the growth rat~, For a tim~. 

Thus, in the past,Turkey has managed to live with its balance 

dr payments problems, but this was a6hieved not so much 

by eliminating them through structural measures, as cushioning 

them through foreign borrowing and temporarily pursuing 

devaluation and stabilization programs, with the re~ult of 

deferring solutions to a late date. 

The present economic crisis, however, has indicated that Turkey 

has come tb a point where it can no longer go on applying the 
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inward looking policies of the past. The reasons why, are 

elabor~ted below. 

The simple truth is that Turkey has to go'back on inward
looking policies and bring about fundamental changes in her 

economy and foreign trade, because she simply cannot go on 

living on foreign .borrowing forever. Turkey has now to repay 

.accumulated for~ign credits of the order of i 11 billion as 

well as begin to close the growing foreign trade deficits 

which have been the major source of her balance of payment 

deficits. The table below indicates the amounts and sources 

of balance of payments deficits between 1974-1977, a period 

of rapidly growing external defi~its when.the appearance of 

a new external factor i~ the •hape of .oil price rises, added 

its weight upon the existing balance of payments strains. 

These strain~,we shall argue below, are the result of long

term structural tendencies, such as industrialisation based 

on import-substitution, and of the built-in inflation, long 

characterizing the Turkish economy. 

TABLE I. 

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS (l MILLION) 

1974 - l'J77 

1974 1975 1976 1977 

Exports 1.532.2 1. 401.1. 1. 960.2 1. 753.0 

Imports ... 3.777.5 -4.738.6 -5.1:28.6 -5.796.3 

rrade Balance -2.245.3 -3.337.5 -3.168.4 -4.043.3 

Invisibles (net). +1.526.3 +1.575.0 +2.876.9 + 618.2 

Current Account 719.0 -1.880.0 -2.300.5 -3;425., 

Long Term Capital 
Movements (net) + 290.8 + ·519.8 + 534.5 + 457.5 

Short Term Credit 
(net) + 52.3 + 967. 2 +1.669.0 +2.341.5 

Changes in Reserve 
(Diminution +) + 430.9 + 417.0 + 111.8 + 550.8 
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During this period the-balance of trade deficit grew from 

t 2.245 million in 1974 to t 4.043 million in 1977, a rise of 

t 1.798 million. This has been the major cause of the 

worsening in the balance of payments deficit, from t·719 million 

in 1974 to 3.425 million in 1977, namely t 2.706 million. 

The second negative factor has been the worsening in the trend 

of net invisible earnings, which come down from t 1.526 million 

in 1974 to t 618 million in 1977, namely a drop of t 9~8 million. 

In this perspective, the balance of trade problem can be 

considered as Turkey's economic problem No.l, at the present 

time. 

The worsening of the balance of trade during the above period 

was the result of sharply increasing imports while exports 

remained practically stationary. 

The increase in imports during the period 1974-1977 was 

t 2019 million, wit~ imports of petroleum products ri~ing by 

t 974 million from t 726 million in 1974 to t 1600 million in 

1977. Therefore, the imports of noh-petroleum products rose 

by t 1.045 million in this period, indicating that the total 

rise of imports can be attributed half to the increase in the 

cost and the voulme of petroleum products and half to i~creasing 

imports of non-petroleum products. 

The rise in the value of petroleum imports is a problem largely 

separate from the general basic issues influenc~ng the balance 

of payments deficits in Turkey. Born from the three(old 

increase in the price of raw petroleum at the end of 1973, 

the rise in the cost of petroleum imports was also fed by a 

subsidisation policy which kept the internal prices of 

petroleum products at around l/3rd of world prices, until late 

1977, when an all-round increase of internal prices brought 

• 
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the internal prices to about half world prices. So, large-scale 

subsidisation continues, albeit at a decreased rate. 

The present paper concentrates rather. upon the long-tetm 

factors which are behind continuing Turkish balance of payments 

deficits, expressing the realities of an inward economy. 

We have argued above that the main field in which the inward 

direction of the Turkish economy has manifested itself has 

been the field of foreign trade. It would be wrong to ignore 

the manifestations of the same inward looking tendencies upon 

the .invisibles component of the balance of payments. In this 

field, the single positive element of the 70's has been the 

emergence and growth of workers' remittances from abroad. 

These remittances have grown from % 107 million in 1968 to a 

peak of% 1.462 million in 1974. After 1974, workers' 

remittances began to decrease, falling to % 982 million in 1977. 

The emergence of this single ite~ transformed the whole position 

of net invisibles in the Tutkish balance of payments from being 

a minus element in the early sixties to becoming a slightly 

positive element in the late sixties (+ % 37 million in J.968) 

and a major balancing factor in the early seventies 

(+% 1.462 in 1974). However, the oth~r items composing 

invisibies such as freiQht, insurance, ~durism, profits have 

constituted largely negative elements in th~ total picture of 

invisibles, again reflecting the basically inwarrl looking bias 

of the Turkish economy. 

Our concern in this paper,however, will be with foreign trade 

movements, rather than with invisibles. 
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We would like to continue by indicating the reasons why it has 
now become imperative for Turkey to begin closing the· 

underlying deficits in the balance of trade through a funda

mental reorientation of her economy. 

The first reason why the reorientation is necessary arises 

from the fadt Turkey's economic development will continue 

to require .in the future a rising level of imports, in the 

shape of intermediate goods, constituting the current inputs 

for industry and agriculture, as well as a rising volume of 

investment goods imports. It will be stated below that the 

indiscriminate import substitution pol~cies of the sixties 

and the seventies have been self-defeating and ~ave led to 

sharp increases in overall imports. Even if we assume that 

the strategy of import substitution is changed in the near 

future, economic development will still require a volume of 

imports, growing perhaps less rapidly than formerly, but 

growing all the same. The close relationship between the 

level of imports and economic development has been illustrated 

by the events of 1977, when very serious shortages of foreign 

exchange led to the curtailment of imports, especially 

intermediate goods, spare parts, etc. required by industry. 

This was probably the main reason why the rate of growth of 

GNP in real terms fell sharply in 1977, according to the 

latest estimates of GNP prepared by the State Institute of 

Statistics and published by the Milliyet newspaper on July 13, 

1978. The annual real rates of growth of GNP which has been 

near 8% in 1975 and in 1976, fell by 50% to 4% ih 1977. It is 

not far from the truth to assume that a major factor in the 

decline was the restrictions of imports, caused by foreign 

exchange shortages. It is now estimated, certainly optimistically, 

that similar restrictions will keep the rate of growth of GNP 

around 5% in 1978. These rates of growth are well below the 

ptan target rates of 7-8% per annum. 
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The dependence of economic development upon a growing volume 

of imports shows that sound-economic development in the future 

requires growin~ imports. Growing imports, ~n turn, must 

depend, in the long run, on the growth of exports. It seems 

impossible to expect that growing imports in the future can 

continue to be financed indefinitely through large-scale private 

or public foreign credits or through invisibles, such as 

workers' remittances, reaching the required l~vels of around 

t 3 billion per anhum. 

The second reason why a reorientation of the Turkish economy 

is necessary, stems from the role of foreign trade in economic 

development. Turkish development policy has so far tended 

to regard foreign trade as a passive factor in development, 

something that could always be regulated to meet the import 

requirements of the inward oriented economy, through adjustments 

in the levels of foreign aid or of foreign credits, through 

import restrictions or with the help of unexpected windfalls, 

such as the emergence of workers' remittances in the 1970's. 

In these various ways the continuingly growing gap between imports 

requirements and a v~ry slowly rising volume of exports could 

be somehow closed. This view of foreign trade in economic 

development and in the five-year plans has been dominated by 

export pessimism, a feeling that Turkey or the Turks could do 

very little by themselves to increase Turkish exports. How far 

.this feeling was justified by the underlying conditions of the 

world economy is a moot point, which is difficult to evaluate. 

However, the continued prevalence of such a feeling tended to 

discourage efforts towards increasing exports. Thus, in a sense, 

export pessimism justified itself by its very existence. 

Such attitutes and beliefs could perhaps be ·explained up to a 

certain point, during the initial phases of economic development, 

when human management and marketing s~ills were scarce and yet 

underdeveloped. But such feelings have come to diverge more 
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and more from realities and basic requirements. Thus, they 

have become positively harmful in a stage of development 

following the take-off of the Turkish economy and its passage 

into the middle stage of economic development, the st~ge in 

which Turkey finds herself presently, with an average income 

per head of around $ 1000. 

At this stage,foreign trade ~hould become an active factor 

in the development process of a mixed economy, in which the 

private sector has lately assumed a dynamia role. The 

enlargement and diversification of exports then becomes one 

of the key elements, besides the growth of the.internal market, 

in stimulating industrialisation. If' reliance is continued 

to be placed more or less exclusively nn the enlargement of 

the internal market, firms will not find it possible to 

operate at optimum levels in many fields of industry. 

Therefore,tne reaping of technological advance and of economies 

of scale will be severely obstructed. 

The thiid major element necessitating an outward reorientation 

of the economy, consists in the obligation o~ repaying the 

large foreign debts accumulated by Turkey. Rough estimates 

concerning the total amount of foreign debts outstanding at the 

beginning of 1978 (x) are as follows : 

(in million dollars) 

Long term consolidated fore~gn debt 6060 

Official and private short term debts 4841 

T o t a 1 $ 10901 million 

(x) See 11 1978 iikbahar1nda TUrkiye 1 nin iktisadi DurumU 11 

EtUdler Konferans Heyeti, Istanbul 

1978 ilkbahar1nda D11 Ekonomik llilkilerd~ Geli1meler, 
GUngor Uras, Page 3, 
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According to Ministry of F~nance estimates,the total debt 

repayment due in 1978 (principal and interest) will amount to 

t 1210 millioh. In 1977, the total debt repayme~ts had 

totalled t 574 million. Most repayment terms For the short

term private Foreign debts have not yet been agreed upon 

between the Government and Foreign lenders. However, it does 

not seem far from th~ truth to assume that yearly debt 

repayments in the coming five years will range between 

t 1000 - 1~00 million. This burden wlll be additional to the 

need for financing future balance of payments deficits during 

the coming five years. On an optimistic estimate, yearly 

current balance of payments deficits may average around 

t 2000 - 2500 millfoh per year, dUring the coming five year 

period. 

Thus, the yearly Foreign exchange f1nancing. requirements of the 

Turkish econo~y during the coming five year period may amount 

to something around t 3000 ~- 4000 million. Clearly, the 

financing of such burdens can not be left p~rely to new short 

and long-term private and public borrowing. A major effort 

to increase both exRorts and invisible Foreign exchange 

earnings will be required. 



I I 

In the second section of the paper, we are examining in more 

detail, the main reasons why the Turkish economy has remained 

inward-oriented, even though economic development took rapid 

strides after WWII. 

A complex of interrelated Factors, some economic, some socio

political, some psychological, come to our mind when trying 

to explain the above situation. Perhaps, it is possible 

to group these elements under three main headings : 

[1) Economic development policies., more particularly the 

policies of indiscriminate import substitution, aiming at the 

establishment,in fact, if not in name, of an autarchic 

industrial structure in Turkey; (2) Built-in inflationary 

tendencies which exhibit·a certain cyclical pattern, with 

pronounced upswings and downswings and which seem related to 
the particular way in which political democracy is working in 

Turkey; (3) Long established behavioural patterns, inhibiting 

contacts with the outside world. These three groups of 

causal Factors are examined in turn in this section of the 

paper. 

(1) Industrialisation Policies 

Industrialisation and economic growth during the past 

thirty years have brough Turkey to the level of a semi

industrialized country, and to an economic size which may 

allow her to make a new choice among alternative 

industrial policies. In the mid-sixties, the turning point· 

came ~hen th~ total active population in agriculture 

began to decrease, and when the relative share of industry 

in GNP equalled the share of agriculture, which had been 
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the largest sector of the Turkish economy until then. 

However, the share of investment goods production in 

total industrial production remained low, and no 

significant development occured in the home technolo

gical base during this period. 

In general terms, there are two main industrial policy 

options for a developing semi-industrial country. It can 

take the direction of "gradualism'' and selective 

industrialization, an approach mainly recommended by 

economists in already industrialised countries or it can 

take the path of "structuralism", as has been the case 

in some countries in the developing world. The basic 

objective of the structuralist approach is to achieve an 

industrial structure, similar in all aspects to the 

structure of industrialised countries. The Turkish 

planning approach has accepted, at least in theory, the 

goal of structuralism. 

The problem which occur in the path towards structuralism 

stem mainly from the shifts in demand caused by economic 

growth, from agricultural and consumer goods industries 

towards "producer" goods (i.e. intermediate goods and 

investment goods) industries. It can easily be shown 

that such shifts in demand have occured in Turkey. How 

should these shifts in demand be realized ? Through 

increased import~ or through import substitution ? Other 

problems arise from the consumer goods industries already 

established but now suffering from shortfall in demand. 

Should some of the industries be'curtailed in size or 

should they be encouraged to export7 

It seems that Turkish industrialization policy could have 

been more flexible in the past, emphasizing both exports 

.. 
' " 
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in comparative·ad~antage industries and import-substitution in 

certain producer goods industries. These directions were not 

so mutually exclusive, as had been assumed in Turkey. 

Apparently, the policy of import-substitution was adopted in 

Turkey on the following grounds: The replacement of imports of 

durable consumer goods constituted a relatively easy affair 

in the earlier stage of developmeht,and secondly, it was thought 

that import-substitution would substantially ease balance of 

payments problems. 

So, import substitution occured since the sixties,mostly in metal 

products, electrical equipment and electronics, transport 

vehicles, chemicals, petrochemicals, paper and iron and steel. 

This drive was mainly directed by the pr~vate sector, with 
some contribution of foreign capital. The state sector's 

contribution to import-substitution has been on a smaller scale, 

especially when the two sectors relative shares in industrial 

output are considered. 

Import-substitution did not achieve positive effects on balance 

of payments, on the oontrary,it led to very substantial increases 
in imports. The increase· in import demand over the past 3 years 

was of course-intensified by the effects of the oil crisis. 

The outcome was the necessity to curtail imports of non-petroleum 

products so that the present needs of heavily import dependant 

industry have remained largely unsatisfied • 

. Apart from its negative results on the balance of payments, the 

contribution of the import-substitution strategy to sectoral 

output growth h~s been minimal, much less than the contribution 

provided by manufactured exports. 
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The adverse side effects of the above industrial policy 

have been manifold, such as increasing internal costs 

and prices, worsening comparative advantage aituations, 

increasingly unequal income distribution, more underutilized 

capacity and increased concentrations. 

(2) Built-in Inflation 

Inflationary tendencies, especially since the early 1970's, 

have played a major part in preventing the economy and 

Turkish foreign trade from taking an outward oriented path. 

The Turkish economy during the 3 decades since WWII and 

even during the early fairly successful period of planning 

during the sixties, has never been free of inflatiohary 

tendencies. Thus, between 1963 and 1969, the average 

annual rate of inflation in the Turkish economy, as measured 

by the GNP deflate~, has averaged 5%, a figure distinctly 

higher than the OECD average for the same period (3%). In 

Turkey, the pace of inflation increased to 6.7% in 1970 and 

to 15.9% in 1971. These continuously unfavourable pride 

developments were the cause of a long-delayed devaluation in 

August 1970, of ~he order of 66%, in a rate of exchange 

which had not been changed since 1958. The effect of this 

adjUstment on the balance of payments proved to be only 

partially successful, because long-term industrialisation 

policy remained unchanged, oil prices rose sharply in 1973 

and the built-in inflationary tendencies of the Turkish 

economy accelerated after 1970. 

'The table below shows the annual average rise in wholesale 

prices in Turkey, compared with the average annual price 

rise in the OECD area in the period 1970 - 1977 : 



. . 

1970 

1971 

1972 
1973 

1974 

1975 
1976 

1977 

(GDP 

- .15 -

OECD Area 
Price Deflator) 

5.8 

5.6 
5.0 
7.3. 

12.0 

11.3 

7.0 

n.a. 

. Turkey· · 
(Wholesale Prices) 

6.7 

15.9 

18.0 
20.5 

30 .• 0 
10.1 
15.6 

24.1 

Except for 1975, price rises in Turkey were to 2 to 3 times 

higher than price rises in the OECD area after 1970. This was 
bound to necessitate further adjustments in th~ Turkish rate 

·Of exchange which had been more or less tied to the tin 1971, 

after the.introduction of floating rates. However, the 
readjustment of the exchange .rate was again d~layed until 

1977, when the dollar/lira rate was increased by a clearly 
insufficient margin from 15 TL to the t to 17.50 TL to the t. 
Another adjustment followed in January 1978 with the rate 
of exchange increas~d. to 19.25 TL tci the t. This move was 
followed by yet another devaluation in March. 1978, the 
dollar rate risi~g to tl = 25,25 TL. The last two moves 

were.made in conjunction with negotiations with the IMF for 

a stand by credit. 

What were the effects of these moves upon the rates of changes 
registered in imports ~nd in exports ? The following table 
gives the annual rates of change in Turkish exports and 

imports since 1970, in dollar values• 
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ANNUAL RATES OF CHANGE IN FOREIGN TRADE 

(In % over previous year) 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

'· 

Imports 

18,3 

23,5 

33,5 

33,5 
81,0 

25,4 

-8,0 
-13,0 

Exports 

9,7 

14,8 

30,0 

48,0 
16,3 

-8,6 
39,0 

-10 ,o 

The year 1974 was one during which the effects of the oil 

price rise was obseived upon the value of imports and 

indirectly upon the value of ex~orts, which .registered a 

marked fall i~ their previous rates of increase •. 

Between 1970 and 1974, the rates of incre'aBe in imports 

remained higher than the rates of increase in exports, 
except for 1973 which witnessed a remarkable export 

performance. Between 1974-1977, imports went on rising 

until 1976, when the trend was.checked by import restrictions 

owing to foreign exchange shortages, while exports presented 

an uneven picture, with little real growth. 

Thes~ developments 

factors, long-term 

were effected by a number of casual 
. ' 

and short-term. However, the marked 

disparities between the inflation rates of Turkey and of the 

ourside world and the acceleration of inflation in Turkey in 
1973-74 were certainly among the major causal factors, through 

the effects of unfavourable price and cost changes upon the 

Turkish economy and through. the continuous expansion of 

iNternal demand in Turkey, leading to larger import demands 

and to lower availabilities of goods for export. 
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One does not hav~ to go very far in looking for the major 

source of the built-in inflationary tendency of the Turkish 

economy. 

For the whole period since WWII, the so~rce of inflation 

has continued to be the total current and capital account 

deficits of the public sector in Turkey, in the wide 

definition of the terms. The total deficit of the public 

sector can be broken down into three main categories: 

1) The deficits of the central government budget 

2) The deficits, both ori current and capital accounts, 

of the state economic enterprises 

1) The deficits of the price-support operations of the 

government, in the fields of agricultural prices and. 

lately in the field of petrole~m products. 

The total size of t~e above deficit and the relative shares 
in the total of the three main constituents have varied 

over the years, thereby accelerating or decelerating the pace 

of annual inflation rates. However, in addition to the 
major source of inflation in Turkey, there have been other 
internal or external factors, which have also contributed 

to the inflationary process in Turkey. 

The fact that devaluations have.been carried out at long 

developed .intervals, and generally in a massive dose, have 

exerted s~dden and large pushes on cost structures and have 

created psychological expectations of further price 
increases.· 

Internally, the recent wage awards obtained by trade-unions 

have also been very large. Very often the rate of wage

increases have exceeded the rates pf price increases, leading 

to a new phenomen,on in· the Turkish economy, namely cost-push 

inflation. 
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Finally, we should not overlook the effects of external 

factors upon price developments in Turkey. The rise in 

prices of petroleum products in late 1973, although 

cushioned by massive subsidies, is the outstanding case 
illustrating external influences. 

Although the role of side factors upon the rate ot 

inflation has been gaining ground lately, we think it~ 

true to consider that inflation in Turkey is still mainly 

a demand-pull type of inflation, fed by the continuing 

deficits of the public sector. It is not easy to quantify 

the various elements entering into the total public sector 
deficits. For instance, no Figures are available for the 

yearly amounts of petroleum subsidies. The most exact 

figures concern the deficits of the central government 

budgets, which are covered partly through the issues of 

bonds sold to the public ahd to the banks, partly through 

direct advances of the Central Bank to the Treasury. 

The Following table contains rough estimates of the possible 

sizes of the different components of the total public sector 
deficit in recent years: 

Central Government Budgets 

Agricultural price Supports 

SEE deficits not covered 

through double counting and 

through non-inflationary 

sources 

Petroleum deficits 

T o t a 1 

1975 

8.880 

3~000 

10.500 

7.000 

29.380 

1976 

12.026 

4.000 

11.000 

8.000 

35.026 

1977 

36.000 

4.000 

11.000 

9.000 

60.000 
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The relative sizes of these deficits in teTms of GNP at 

current prices are the following 

1975 5.0% 

1976 5.2% 
1977 8.5%. 

The relative and absolute increases in deficit financing 

in 1977 are striking. 

(3) Behavioural Factors 

So far, we have been speaking about the economic factors 

responsible for the inward orientation of the Turkish 

economy, namely industrialisation policy and the climate 

of built-in inflation. 

At this point, we should add a f~w words about the non/ 

economic, cultural, ~ocial and traditional elements, which 

have influenced the Turk's attitudes and behaviours towards 

trade and the outside world. These deep-seated cultural 

and psychological factors have not yet lost their hold on 

the behaviour of people. 

Until recently, well into Republican Turkey; trading and 

commerce were activities ~hich were generally looked down 

upon in the set of values. transmitted from the Ottoman EmpiTe. 

A stigma was attached to the making of money,_of profit 

from commerce and industry and although these attitudes 
have changed partially since WWII, they are still noticeable 

in the anathema linked to profit and maney-making by 

left-wing intellectual circles irt Turkey. 
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In addition to the slowly changing prejudice against trading 

and money-making in general, language and culture barriers 

have been hindering wider contacts with the outside ~orld 

in the commercial and economic fields. The Ottoman outlook 

on the outside world of Christianity took the form of 

looking down on it from.the superior vantage point of Islam. 

The Ottomans expected the Europeans to come to them for 

business and never thought oF going out into foreign 

countries with the objects of commerce and money-making. 

The minorities of the Empire were the intermediaries between 

the Europeans and the Ottomans in questions of trade and 

diplomacy. They also constituted the bridge which broke the 

·language barrier. 

Some of these sentiments and behaviour patterns have changed 

with Republican Turkey, but one wonders whether they have 

completely disappeared. There are still many reluctances 

and reticences operating generally inmany foreign contacts 
upon Turks. 



Ill 

What are then the policies or measures which can bring_ about 

the necessary outward orientation of the Turkish economy and 

of foreign trade ? It would be simple to answer that the 

solutions lie in doing the opposite of what has been done so 

far, namely, changing gears into reverse. This would involve 

abandoning the goals of self-sufficient industrialisation, of 

going it alone or almost alone, under absolute protection and 

instead turning towards selective insdustrialisation, emphasizing 

comparative advantage, both in export promotion and in import 

substitution and welcoming the participation of foreign capital 

and know-how. It would also mean turning back.on the inflationary 
financing policies carried out in various fields by the public 

sector. 

Basically, and in the long-term, the required solutions lie in 

the above directions, but it is easier to say so, than to do so. 

The Turkish economy has for so long been geared to absolute 

protection, to bureaucratic interferences of all kinds and to 

a secu~e, although inflationary domestic market, that it will 

not be easy to reverse gear that suddenly. Perhaps, the most 

difficult change to bring about will one in economic philosophy, 

in the approach towards economic policy. Certain minds have 

long been wedded to such thinking as the one that it is the 
government or the SPO which knows best what is good for everybody 

concerned, that state enterprises are, in some sense, superior 
to and better than private enterprise and that foreign 
enterprise is essentially wicked and its only goal is to exploit 

the country. It will be difficult to change quickly the minds 

and hearts of a good number of politicians and of bureaucrats , 
in these respects. 
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However, changes in attitudes towards industrialisation, towards 

the role of the market mechanism and of foreign capital are 

essential to an eventual outward orientation of the economy and 

of foreign ~rade. One may begin by thinking whether any other 

alternative than the above pzesents its~lf for Turkey. 

tontinuing to tread past and present paths would result in 

further economic isolation, further inefficiencies such as the 

growth of government enterprises at the expense of the dynamic 

and cost-conscious private sector, in continued inflation and 

bureaucratic interferences in the economy, with similar 

results, i.e. slowing down economic growth, trying to live at 

the expense of others with large balance of payments deficits, 

while desperately squeezing meager internal resources in order 

to pay back large accumulated debts. Therefore, the point that 

has to be driven home to Turkish public opinion, (oremost by 

the government and by politicians, is that the only viable 

alternative to continued crises is to_resolutely open the 

economy, reduce bureaucratic interferences and allow market 

mechanisms to work.· 

If such are the final goals of the changes designed to bring 

about a fundamental outward reorientation of the Turkish economy,· 

it is esse~tial that they b• translated clearly into official 

thinking and that they form the basis of the fourth five-year 

plan now prepared by the government. 

Thus, the question facing Turkey, in its present crisis,is more 

that of choosing among the alternative tactics or paths leading 

to a final commonly accepted goal, rather than that of choosing 

among alternative strategies or final goals themselves. 

In this sense, there are two basic choices to make in the road 

leading towards· an open, outward orien t·ed economy, First, is 

the change to be brought about quickly, suddenly by an all at 
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one go or is it to be achieved gradually, through a number of 

steps, leading successively towards the final direction ? 

The second choice lies between trying to bring about more 

an open an flexible economy, purely through internal ~fforts and 

relying as little as possible on outside help, such as foreign 

capital and technology; and between travelling on the same 

road, not 

the forms 

by oneself, but together with other companions, in 
. ' 

of foreign capital and technology transfers. Before 

examining these choices, it is necessary to point out that the 

main internal policies needed to bring about the reorientation 

of the economy, namely, the change in industrialisation.policy, 

the dismantlement of absolute protection, the allowance of 

freer rein to economic variables, such as the rate of interest 

and the foreign exchange rate, the moves towards finance and 

price stability through curbing inflationary pressures, form the 

different parts of a single jigsaw puzzle and constitute the 

interrelated and interdependent parts of a single strategy. The 

strategy will survive and become successful, only if these 

various moves are combined and are undertaken together. The 

strategy will fall, if one or more of its constituent elements 

are allowed to go by default. 

However, such changes are all difficult to bring about, 

psychoiogically and physically, at any iime and particularly in 

the present circumstances. Most of the changes which will 

bring about a growing volume of exports are to our mind, linked 

very closely to th• proper application of the Brussels Annex 

Protocol, and these questions will be taken up in the last 

section of the paper dealing with the role of Turkey's 

integration in the EEC. There are also certain measures Turkey 

should take up on her own, to develop her export~. These will b~ 

taken up briefly at the end of tms section. On the other hand,the 

changes necessary to curb inflationary pressures within Turkey 

present formidable problems which, to our mind, have political 
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rather than economic dimensions. They will be discussed below, 

after we have touched upon the choices of tactics involved 

in the whole operation. 

As regards the choice between a sudden complete reversal of 

previous policies and a more gradual and slow approach towards 

new policies, it seems that the great advantage of a sudden 

decisive move would lie in its Finality and irreversibility. 

Turkey's past experience is littered with half-he~ed attempts 

·at the liberalisation and the stabilisation of the economy, 

quickly Followed by reversals to old ways, in the forms of 

forcing the pace of industrialisation and development through 

public investments and inflationary financing. In other words, 

the danger of a gradual and slow approach lies in the temptations 

it offers of reversing gear and going off again into opposite 

directions. This is why a sudden and decisive turning, on the 

lines of the South Korean example of 195B,for instance, might 

be advisable. On the other hand, how can a country which has 

been geared to so much protection, bureaucratic interferences 

and inflation absorb the sudden shocks of foreign trade 

liberation, of freer markets and of a stable cu~rency ? Would 

such shocks not brin~ about unbearable political and economic 

difficulties in the forms of bankruptcies in the state and 

private sectors, of unemployment in many fields ? Would they 

not appear intolerable to a bureaucracy anxious to keep its 

privileges ? So, the risks and difficulties of a decisive and 

quick move are very great, probably too great for any govBrnment, 

especially a parliamentary government, to contemplate accepting. 

Inevitably, the slower and more gradual path will impose itself 

upon decision-makers. The main problem will be to persist 

advancing in the right direction and here, we submit, the close 

adherence to a slow but clear and rigid time-table for opening 

up the economy and for introducing successively larger doses of 
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competition will be crucial. The role of the model provided 

by the Brussels Annex Protocol will be of key importance in 

this respect. 

Secondly, can the outward orientation of the Turkish economy 

proceed by going it alone as in the past, a period characterized 

by willingness to accept credits and .foreign aid of a general 

type and by reluctance to accept foreign cooperation in specific 

fields and forms, exemplified by coolness towards foreign capital 

participation in the private and public sectors and towards 

other forms of foreign cooperation in technology and know-how ? 

It ~eems to us that the possibilities of the existence of a 

choice between going it alone and cooperating with foreigners 

in the road towards opening up the Turkish economy are rather 

thin, to say the least. Outward orientation will require that 

existing or newly founded Turkish industrial firms turn resolutely 

and on a large scale towards exports. The future growth in 
1 Turkish exports will have to come largely from the Turkish 

industrial sector, while the growth in exports of agricultural 

goods is bound to remain in the background. This means above 

all that Turkish industrial firms will have to operate on a 

much larger scale than before and will-have to adopt their 

technology to changes in world technology. Can such changes 

take pl~ce by themselves within Turkish industry, without. 

cooperation from abroad ? We would think that thlse chances are 

very remote. This is the second field where growing integration 

with the EEC will play a major role in helping the outward 

orientation of the Turkish economy. 

We shall return to the role of Turkey's association with EEC in 

the global task of the reorientation of the Turkish economy. 

Next we turn to a consideration of the problems involved in the 

curbing of internal inflation, a vital element of the whole 

enterprise. It should be noted that the curbing of inflationary 
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pressures in Turkey is desirable from oth~r standpoints than 

the outward reorientation of the economy, such as social 

considerations, a more eqOitable income distribution ~nd 

the emergence of genuine savings in the economy. 

Looking at. the q~estion now from the point of view of 

reorienting the economy towards the outside world, we may ask . 
ourselves whether the achievement of this goal is compatible 

with continuing high inflation rates in an economy such as 

Turkey's, with high growth expectations, with comprehensive 

government interventions and administratively dictated 

rigidities ? If Turkey had been a country geared for inflation, 

on a Latin-American style, with rapid adjustment mechanisms 

in economic variables, such as wages, salari~s, interest and 

exchange rates, the answer might have been positive. Howeve1, 

Turkey is no such country, its economic variables are mostly 
rigid, due to bureaucratic intervention, and therefore change 

very slowly. This means that the distortions caused by severe 

inflation, both social and economic, are nor corrected or 

alleviated over long periods of time. Turkey is not a country 

geared to living with inflation. The proper-Functioning of the 

mixed economy in Tutkey,· especially with regard to the essential 

process of resource allocation·, requires a mor,e or less stable. 

price environment, free from excessive inflation, excessive 

inflation being defined in the meaning of continuous rates of 
' inflation far above the levels currently prevailing in the 

areas df Turkey's trading partners, namely the BECD area. 

In analyzing above the course of inflation in Turkey over the 

recant past, we suggested that its main cause have lain in the 

financing policies of ~he public sector as a whole. An additional 

causal factor·in· the form of wage-push or cost inflation has 

also been contributing to the inflationary process in recent years. 
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This is not the place to go into a detailed analysis of causes 

and effects. The essential question about the nature of 

inflation in Turkey is whether the underlying cause is economic 

or whether it lies outside economic&, namely in the s~here of 
Turkish politics. It has to be remembered that the multi-party 

system and parliamentary democracy have been operating in 

Turkey since 1946. with the context of the mixed economy 

framework, which gives the government in office, large powers 

of decision over investments in the public sector, over the 

fixing of proces in the industrial and agricultural sectors, 

over the determination of interest rates and exchange rat~s, 

over foreign trade, and over the channeling of finacial flows 

within the economy. 'In the course of time, with the sharpening 

of political competition between the government of the day and 

the opposition of the day, the use, or rather the misuse, of 

the large powers of decision of the government became more and 

more pronounced, with governments resorting to deficit financing 

from the Central Bank to cover current and capital account 

deficits in the public sector. In this way, contending political 

parties tried to obtain support from the electorate in national 

and local elections. The political parties were trying to outbid 

each other in their courting of the electorate, with the result 

that the inflationary doses administered by the party which 

happened to be in power become worse and worse especially near 

election time. In the 1970's we have witnessed a rapid 

intensification of this process. Political parties have also 

started to court organised labour on a large scale, encouraging 

labour to come forward with impossible demands when they were 

in opposition, with the intention of embarrassing the government. 

This process has also intensified during the 1970's. 

If this view about the underlying cause of the inflationary 

mechanism in Turkey is accepted, then the slowing down and 

eventual solution of inflation depends, above all, on a political 
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concensus to be reached by major political parties on economic 

issues. We do not want to speculate here over the possible 

nature of such political decisions, i.e. whether they may take 

the form of a coalition government or of an agreement oetween 

the government and the opposition. In any case, the inescap~ble 

conclusion is that the way towards the solution of inflation, 

something that is essential in the outward reorientation of the 

Turkish e.conomy and foreign trade, goes through comprehensive 

political decisions, rather than through economic decision

making by the government in power. 

To end this section about the policies and methods which seem 

necessary to bring about the reorientation ot the Turkish 

economy, a few word~ will be said about each of the special 

problems or measures of a more specific nature, which are 

involved in the desired .reorientation of the economy. These 

concern such matters as marketing, the problems raised by the 

insufficiency of infrastructure installations in Turkey, the 

questions of tax rebates for export and of the foreign trarle 

regime. 

Research about world markets mn one side, and the ~roblems of 

marketing Turkish exports on the other, are two obviously related 

important issues. Since the government has trade representatives 

in most foreign countries, a foreign trade canter sponsored by 

the government and fed with information from trade representatives 

may be a solution for publicizing information about trends in 

world markets. 

The question of marketing of Turkish products requires special 

research. It see~s that many Turkish industries, with 

possibilities for export, do not possess means or abilities 

I " 
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necessary to market their goods in foreign markets. Specialized 

export companies or joint marketing associations to be 

established by groups of Turkish firms, with toraign partici-
. . . 

pation, would seam appropriate answers in this vital field. 

The questions raised by the insufficiency of infrastructure in 

Turkey such as warehouses, ports, roads and anergy are important, 

both for the ovefall development of Turkey and for the outward 

raoriantation of the economy. It appears that the sum allocated 

under the recant Five-year plans to d~ractly productive state 

investments have bean too larga.in relation to public investments 

on infrastructure. Some readjustment is called for in this 
respect. 

The question of giving spacial incentives in the Form of tax 

rebates for exports has bean. on the agenda since the exchange 

rate adjustments carried on in the 1970's ware not sufficient to 

correct the disparities between world and internal Turkish price~. 

These tax rabat•s are given to manufactured products and to 

certain agricultural goods, s~ch as fresh fruit ~nd vegetables. 

The percentages of tax rebates range between 5% and 30% of the 

value of exports and a~a highest for Finished man~Facturad goods 
', ' ' 

such as refrigerators, cars ~nd TV sets. 

It appe~rs that such tax rebates have been useful in the growth 

of exports registered after 1972. Thus, it is significant that 

the total amounts paid out in tax rebates .For exports showed 

large increases in the year 1972 when _it jumped to 719 mi~lion TL 

· From 385 million TL in the previous year, and in 1973 when it 

Further increased to 1053 million TL. It is also significant 

that in spite Of the large devaluation cartied out in the 

Turkish currency in March 1978 whan·tha margins of tax rebates 

• 
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were drastically reduced, it has subsequently become necessary 

to increase the upper margin of tax rebates to 35% and the 

lower margin to 5%,in July 1978. Thi,.Js, as long as prices 

iricrease in Turkey at rapid speeds, tax rebates will remain 

as a special measure designed to make Turkish exports 

competitive on world markets. 

Finally, we should mention the extremely cumbersome formalities 

still surrounding foreign trade and especially export activities. 

It has been estimated that a single export action requires 

the fulfillment of some 40 formalities and authorisations. The 

existance of such bureaucratic formalities is obviously 

incompatible with the achievement of large-scale growth in 

exports. 

J 
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The outward reorientation of the Turkish economy will be no 

quick and easy matter. It will require, first of all, a 

change in the complacent frames of mind and attitudes which 

have allowed, for so long, the continuation of indiscriminate 

import substitution and of inflation, on the premise that 

the resulting external deficits would be taken care of by 

the outside world,in one way or the other. Harsh economic 
realities are now proving that complacency is no longer 

possible. The realisation that Turkey is faced now with a 

deadly serious economic crisis, the solution of which lies finally 

moeLly in her own hands, in beginning to dawn upon the 

politicians and t~e planners. As a result, talk about the 

pressing need for increasing exports and for a general outwa~d 

reorientation of the economy is widespread within the 

government and in the press. However, it does not seem that 

the politicians and the planners are yet quite aware of the 

fundamental changes in policies which will be required, if the 

Turkish economy is to move in the right direction. 

In the conclusion of our paper, we shall examine the role that 

Turkey's association with the EEC and more particularly the 

operation of the Brus~els Protocol as regards the liberalisa

tion of other trade and factor movements, may have in the 

outward reorientation of the economy. We believe that this 

role can be of great significance in assisting the change 

in the direction of the economy. However, the first and 

foremost condition for success still lies with the 

crystallisation of internal economic policy based upon an 

internal political will. As suggested above, there are two 

main requirements. As regards the curbing of inflation, we 

had said that the solution in the context of Turkey's present 

political and economic framework, lies in the·achievement of 
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soma political concensus between the major political parties 

and,above all,batw~an the Justice Party and tha.Republican 

People's Party. The ground for rapprochement between the 

major parties is at present far from being cleared. Thus 

it seems that the Turkish economy will have to suffer from 

mora distortions and hardship~ before eventually the 
political parties coma together on a common platform of 

minimum actions needed to curb inflation. The shift towards 

a new industrial strategy would also benefit greatly from a 

joint approach between major parties. The former coalition 

government led by the Justice Party had no clear cut common 

industrialisation policy. Within it, the National Salvation 

Party tried to force what seemed to be an autarchic policy 

of heavy industrialisation without much success. This was a 

policy with which its former coalition partners, the Justice 

Party and the National Actbn Party, did not seem to concur. 

The Justice Party's own views on industrialisation are not 

always clear. On paper, they seem to be pragmatic, outward 

looking and open to foreign capital participation, on the 

other hand, it should not be forgotten that the policies of 

indiscriminate import-substitution during the sixties were 

applied under Justice Party governments. The Republican Party's 

views again, on papa~ favour government enterprises as against 

the pri~ata sector, they tend towards an autarchic approach, 

inimical to foreign enterprise. On the other hand, its policy 

pronouncements since it has been in office during the past 

seven months, have been mostly in the opposite direction, 

stressing the encouragement of the ~rivata sector and of foreign 

capital. Thus, it seems possible that from their previous 

respective·policy attitudes and their subsequent somewhat 

contrary practices, the major parties can develop a common and 

clear industrialisation progr~mma, the main points of which 

would be selectivity, export-orientation ahd openness to 
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foreign capital. The major economic requirement of the present 

crisis is a clear and definite statement of the future 

direction of industrialisation. In view of the past climate 

of hostility towards foreign capital,it would make it ~asier 

for each party to present and defend a common industrialisation 

policy open to forei~n capital, rather than defend such a policy 
on its own. 

What is then the part that Turkey's relations with the EEC, 

meaning particularly the mechanism of trad~ restriction 

reductions under the Brussels ~rotocol, can play in the 

outward orientation of the Turkish economy ? This question 
should be seen first under the light of the above political 

considerations. In other words, unless a change in 

industrialisation policy and a marked slow-down in inflation 

are realized,the role of the Brussels Protocol in-helping the 

Turkish economy to reorient itself is bound to remain 

negligible. The flow of goods and of factors between Turkey 

and the ECC area can only increase significantly, as fores~en 

under the operation of th~ Brussels Protocol, if the two economic 

preconditions concerning industrialisation and inflation are met, 

something which depends primarily on political conditions and 

on political will. It is obvious that if uncontrolled 

inflation and indiscriminate import-substitution continue 

to•prevail in the future, there will come forward again 

repeated demands from industry or from the Plan Organisation 

to postpone the import-restrictions reductions time-table of 

the Brussels Protocol, whether these arrangements are kept as 

they are today or whether they are lengthened fur~her and 

toned down, as presently demanded by some political •nd 

industrial quarters. 

Let us briefly consider what would be the effects flowing from 

the operation of the Brussels Protocol, assuming that more 

selective and test-sensitive industrialisation and more stable 
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budgetary and financial policies were pursued in Turkey. When 

the probable effects of the. Brussels Protocol on the Turkish 

economy were discussed in Turkey by economists and planners, 

economists tended almost exclusively to think about the 

disadvantages or dangers which the prucess of gradually 

bringing down Turkish import barriers, in the form of tariffs 

or quantitative controls, would have upon existing industry or 

upon certain particular sub-sectors and on large firms, within 

present Turkish industry. Naturally, most of these effects 

would come out negative, since the considered sub-sectors or 

firms were the ones with extremely high costs and with ineffi

cient and uncompetitive operation. This essentially static 

approach at tariff reductions assumed implicitly at least, that 

the preservation, ~ithin the Turkish economy, of extreme 

high cost inefficient firms constitutes an asset of unqualified 

benefit fOr the economy. This assumption is, to say the least 

controversial, it considers only production effects, but ignores 

·the consumption side and also the distortions (continued 

protection and/or subsidies) which such unqualified support of 

inefficient firms will entail for the economy. But where this 

approach at looking at the effects of the Brussels Protocol is 

most dangerously wrong is in its concentrat~on oft effects upon 

past structures, i.e. the volume and structure of industry as it 

exists at any particular point of time. Unless we assume that 

the future will consist of a sad repetition of the past, this 

static evaluation of the effects of the Brussels Protocol will 

not anly·be incomplete, but plainly wrong. 

It seems to us that the effects of the Brussels Protocol upon 

the Turkish economy should not be evaluated unilaterally and 

statically as has been mostly the case in Turkey, but 

multilaterally and from a dynamic view-point. While the effects, 
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negative or positive, f~om the gradual dismantlement by the 

Turks of import restriction reductions have to be considered 

on one side, on the other side, the effects of the almost 

compl·ete dismantlement of tariff and .other barriers by the 

EEC against Turkish industrial goods has also to be taken 

into consideration. 

This is not the place to go into a detailed analysis of the 

possible various effects of a reciprocal reduction of import 

barriers, upon Turkey and upon EEC. Suffice it to point out 

that both positive and negative, short-term and long-term 

effects may be involved in such reciprocal import restriction 

reductions, and that to concentrate only on negative effects 

is to blind oneself to large parts of the truth. 

A few thoughts upon the potential advantages entailed by the 

dismantlement of European import restrictions upon Turkish 

manufactured goods ~ay illustrate the point we are trying 

to make. 

Turkey is yet only semi-industrialised, but possesses assets 

which are of value in an advance towards a sound and fuJly 

developed industrial basis, such as natural resources, yet largely 

unexplo~ed and undeveloped, a strategically situated transit 

position flowing from its being a bridge between Europe and 

the developing economies of the Middle East, a large and still 

relatively cheap labour-force, which if well managed, can 

become as productive as European labour, some experience in 

organisation, skills and industrial management derived from 

fifty years efforts towar~s industrialisation and economic 

development. Although these assets are of value in the task 

confronting Turkey today, they are not enough in themselves 

to achieve the outward reorientation of her economy through · 

the development of export-oriented industries and other 
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activities. The Turkish economy's weaknesses consist in the 

lack of sufficient investible funds, of foreign exchange, 

of t~chnological know-how and of foreign marketing skills, 

items which are of special importance in the build up of 

export activities. In this respect, the role of the 

Brussels Protocol could be critical in helping the trans

formation of Turkish industry. On one hand, industries 

already established or to be established in Turkey should 

benefit. from the almost total dismantling of European 

import-restrictions. On the othe~ hand, the provisions of 

the Brussels Protocol concerning increased flows of foreign 

capital,both public and private and cooperation in -

technology and marketing should be fully used. The weaknes~ 

of the Turkish economy could thus be gradually filled and 

the basic problem confronting Turkey today could begin to 

be solved. 

As suggested above ,such an outcome is greatly dependent on 

the realisation of fundamental political changes within Turkey. 

Without clearly laid down political directives about 

industrialisation and the curbing of inflation, no significant 

progress seems possible~ 

In ending the paper, a few words about the effects which the 

imminent enlargement of the Community is likely to have on 

the Turkish economy. Here again, the talk in Turkey has been 

wholly about dangers and negative influences, with reference 

to increased competition from the agricultural sectors of the 

three countries concerned (Greece, Spain, Portugal) for 

similar Turkish products and from industrial sub-sectors such 

as textiles,which are strongly established in all four countries. 

No doubt, the possibilities of increased competition from the 

three new memebers, due to their easier ~ccess to the markets 

of the EEC,as compared with the more restricted access which 
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associated members such as Turkey such as .Turkey would enjoy, 

are real. Very much wi~l depend on the transitional agreements 
• to be negotiated between the EEC and likely new membe+s, 

determining the timetable and conditions of the periods before 

the time when the new members can assume full obligations 

and rights. Also, mOch will depend on the nature of the new 

arrangements to be concluded between Turkey and the EEC. 

We think that, here again one should not be wholly pessimistic 

and negative about the economic effects which the enlargement 

of the community to 12 members may have u~oh Turkey; It is 

quite possible that the enlarged Europe may offer new 

opportunities for trade and inve;tment to Turkey which caul~ 
counterbalance negative effects. In other words, we should not 

only think in a mercantilistic way that what the new members 

gain, we sh~ll necessarily lose.. There may be gains for all 

from an enlarged European community, provided everyone is 

ready to take and seek new opportunities. 

The political side of the enlarged co~munity is an altogether 

different matter. Perhaps, political considerations may weigh 

so large upon Turkey, that Turkey will be induced td take, 
quite soon, the final step of applying for full membership, al.ong 

with the three new members. 



,, 1'\JH'\E'f /;f\J) ElJiWPE: THE !WSES MID '.!:'HE Ti~O!~r;s 

What arc the prospects of T~rkey's achieving full 

membership in the European Comcnmities before the end of this 

century? In discussing this question, I shall adopt a histo-

rical, economjc, and political perspectivs. The economic 

and political perspectives are Sl'lf-explanatory, s~•ce the 

formation of the EC itself and its past and possible futt!re 

enl.argements all are so many exercises in political. economy; 

between the two, I shall dwell more on the political perspective, 

and even loot at economic prospects through poli.tical eyes, 

. 0 0 d 0 t' . ~ ] 000 

because my tra1.'1J.ng an exper1.e!1ce are as a s 'uc,em; or po .. J.r.J.cso 

The historical perspective may requl.re an added word of 

explanation. 

The government of the Republic of Turkey first app}_iccl 

fer association with tLe European Comnnmities, with et view to 

ultimate full mGrnbership, on 31 July 1959. Yet acco:rdinc; 

to ··~ne understandings now in effect (c:nd partly still lan[,ui.sh-

inc, ·::hese past four :>'ears, for parliamer:tc..ry ratifi:::ati.cr,), 

'l.'urkev will not achieve ft:ll harrr.onizati.on of j ts tariffs 
/ -

·ii 
···'with those of the ::<:C until 1995. Thus ~ven U,:; proponents 

of Turkish nrer!'bership i;1 the EC have, in effect, envisaged 

a- protracted raprrocherner t, stretching over at least 36 ;y;,a1~s. 

But a pe: .. ·iod of three dozen years vastly exceeds the 

time range of economic for~casting and political pl?nning. 
2-.:"D~ If:. 

Econorric analystsAare happy whe•t they acree on their aia~nosis 

. ' of current condition~, sometimes a.ch10vea cange of c0nsensttS 
I 

for ~J1e next year or t~o, usualJ.y indtlJ.ce in heated ~ebate 

a'oo' 0.t pro,•:~cts fivn. a~ -<-en '"'~rs a"·1c1 ·-d V -:''-' v _.. \~ ._ l• .)-_;CJ. • .. ,;::,;_ .t f d!~ o1:ly 1"4 rely 

!~2.kB l1ol.S t_o pr·t~d:l:;t. bliss or door.-: fer tlv~ir chiJch_ ... r;n and 

C lt''dr~n'c : .. ·1~ ....... , !, ~-·--n .,..,~··+ c~--.-~-,~ ... ,-.. . LJ. t::! ~-' C1i.l C. re .. J.•1 V£1.-~ JJ'-Av C ..... 1:. v.J.-..~1• Politicians tend 

·to J.o~k a b1.·!: fsrti1er ahead, -::~·+ t~ ... ,..,n -~-~t!:lir v-.~.· c--.:~r-·> fJ'Oi" "·h·' -~V ·-~·--- .•• ,_ . ._..I.-··. L • .I -'"'- L 
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elected for three to five years, and governments often hope 

to be reelected for a second or tl1irdbonsect1tive term. In J6-
' 

year periods, entire reciw~s have come and c;one; the Vichy c;overn-

ment lRsted 5 years, the Third Reich and the Fourth Republic 

12, the Weimar RepubJ.ic 15; the Fifth Republic (so lar) 19, 

and Y:ussolini's rule 21.. And when l'linston Churchill in 1.91.J 

ordered the Royal :--Iavy to shift fror.; coal to oil he scarcely 

expected that less than four decades later he and others 

would be pre s id inc over the liquidation of tl1e 

Britannic empire. The_'Purkish Ecopublic Hself, shortly after 

its original application to Brussels, was celebrating its 

ovm thi rty--s ixtl1 anniversary, having undert;one by then 

and since (as we shall see in more detail) several drastic 

changes of regime and reorientations of foreign policy. In 

venturing to assess Turkey's prospects in Europe a ;eneration 

hence it will. thus not be amiss to look back briefly at 

her rf'lations with Europe and her internal conditions over 

the last two or three generations. 

II 

Toward the middle of the last century there began a 

' sweeping mo~ement of modernization or Europeanization of the 

Ottorean E~pira; and of course the Turkish Rapublic is the linear 

successor, or, if you will, the residuary legatee, of that 

empire. For centuries the Ottoman Sultans and their 

military~administrative elite (recruited by an intensive 
.. 

trainin~ process m6stly from Balkan Christians) had ruled 

over the most extensive and most durable empire this side of 

China and after the falJ_ of ~ome. Frorn that vantage point 

they looked with disdain a~d a~ussmen~ upon their European 

rleigtlho~s, who seemed lJackward in their ralie1on {which 
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contained sl1ocking traces of polytl1eism and :anthropomorphism); 
, I ) 

underdeveloped in. the arts and sciences. (which theJ
1
llad only 

recently re learned from the :v'usl.im world); recrc ttably fmatic-

al. in their peren~ial squabbles amor1g Orthodox, Catholic, 

-¥ Boe;umil 1 Lutheran, Calvinis·:;, aJ}d Unit2.rian; and hopelessly 
I ;y" 
~ mired in kleinstaaterei. But by 168J the Otto1nan advance 

had been halted and by 1774 piainly revcrAed. The forced cession 

of Muslim territories to Christian overlordship (in the Crimea) 

cast nagging doubt on the Koran.ic ppmise which held ou·~ to the 

true believers power and prosperity in this world along 

with salvation in the hereafter. • Tl1e ~eversal thus posed 

a problem not just L1 strategy and str 'esmanship but also 
w 

in theodicy --· but to th~ latter a ready anser was found 
~ 

j_n another· :<:oranie saying: to fight the devil with the devil's 

own tricks. 

From the time of Sultan Selim III (1789-1807) a lengthening 

procession of European military instructors was imported, 

notably from France and la:ter frorn Prussia. But the Ottomans 

S<•On found that it was not enough to try to borrow (in Lewis \'. 

Thomas' phrase) the cutting edge of Eur0pean power. 1 Artillery 

officers required training in geometry---and in French. The new . ' 

army and navy, and their arsenals and military schools, required 

unprecedented. expenditures, which entailed a tightening of 

administration, a revamping of the laws, an expansion of 

schools--and so on to yet heavier taxes, more numerous' schools, 
-. 
and ever swelling cadres of government. 

As the movement of Wester:1ization filtered dovm the sooial 

scale from vezirs to lieutenan~and sclJool teacb~s, it became 
" f. 

I 

evident that the new elitfo! would not rcrr,ain content to act 

as a passive instrunent at the orders.bf the sul.tan. The career 
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' of Ibrahira ~i.nasi (1826-1fl71') wa:s prototypical! sent to Paris 

as a younG artillery officer to imprcve his mathematics and his 

French, he returned to Istanbul irnbueu With the ideas of 

Lamartine and llur;o, started an Ottoman tradition of romantic 

poetr,y (in sharpest contrast to the pntterns of d iv'ln poetry 

as inherited from :fifteenth c <lllU!:'Y Persia), and fou:1ded the 

first political newspaper. Five years after his death, some of 

:;;inasis disciples contrived the deposiii.on of two sultans in an 

atte~npt to impose on the Ottoman Er1pi.re its first written, re-

presentative constitution (patterned mostly on the Belgian 

model). In 1903 rebellious army officers forced the recalci-

trant sultan to re proclaim that const ··;ution. The net result W«.s 

that partisan politics1 with its rhetoric and its violence, 

was introduced into Turkish public life, never to disapp:lar 
--

except in relatively brief periods of repression. 

The nineteenth century Ottoman refo:cmers, in ;i;rying to 

cat·~h up with the power of Europ~an weapons, organization, ·-and training, were not confronting a static but a highly 

dynamic model-~a sourc? of frustration analogous to that of 
I 

economic planners tr·ying toatta.i.n _Eurorean levcls of industria:. 
; 

output or per capita consumptbn a centuF~later. In the times 
' ' 

8f Selim Ill or Mahmud II (1808-J8J9), thA Ottomans would 

have done well to match the miliary technology of tlie Habsbct::g 

·or Romano\· empires; by the beginninr; of the twentieth century 

the rulers at Vienna and Saint Petersburg themselves had 

joined thei: Istanbul oolles.gue on the critical lis~. of the 

''sick men of Europe." 

The graveit threat to all three empires turned otit to be 

nationalism. Nationalism gave the leading Western peoples 
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--British, Germans, French, Americans--their internal 

cohesion and cxten1al political strength; nationalism infected 

the subject nationalities of the Ottoman~ one by one (precks, 

Serbs, Romanians, Bulc;arians, Armenians in the nineteerith 

century; Albanians, An•.bs, and Kurds in the twentieth); and ro,r.an-

tic8 such as J,ord Byron and '!.'.E. Lawrence did their best to 

spre~d the infection from one to the other, althouc;h statesmen 

from Canning and Palmerston to Clemenceau and Lloyd George 

did not disdain to profit from the results. The greatest 

asset of the Ottoman sultans in their days of strength--their 

evenhanded rule over dozens of ethnic groups,whom they left 

each to its language, (.;reed, and local customs-·· thus turned 

into the gravest liability b1 tl1e Ottoman days of decline. 

The sultans themselves, as well as their Turkish-spealdng 

subjects (from whom most of the ruling class was by then re-

cruited )J steadfastly resisted this natibnalist lure. In 187J 

·a patriotic play extolling the heroic selfsacrifioe of a 

young officer in a war on the Eomanian frontier was banned as 

subversive, In 1896 a poem full of shalloi·1 pathos glorifying 

"Turkish'' faith and descent was laughed off as the work o£ a 

crackpot and parvenu. Even the consti-[utinnalists of 1876 
~· 

and 1908, knovm to their hosts in European exil.e as "Young 

Turks,'' called themselves ''New Ottomans," and later the Committee 

of Union and Progress--the phrase ''JHn Ttlrk'' being naturalized 

in Turkish speech only ~s a French lean phrase. The wartime 

Otto.-,an cabinet was headed. from 191 J to 1917 by an Egyptian 

prince of Albanian descent; and an occasional Arab, Armenian, 

or Greek "'"-. served in most of the late Ottoman cabinets. 
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As late as 1920 Vustafa Kemal Pa~a (known only since 19)4 

as A tajJlit) felt compelled to d isa·:ow 9ne of his l 
; 

' ~ 
·- (_. 

ministeri who had incautiously appea}ed for ''Turkish'' solidari-

ty dur~g the War of I"depbndence--and closed the unpleasant 

incident in the National Assemb~y by urging er;rnestly that "We 1 

. '· r are all Ottomans, we are all Musl1ms.'' 1 

Yet in a historic speech a year earlier, f•1ustafa Kemal I 
he.d insisted that ''Today the'nations of the whole world 
. ' ~ 
recognize only one sovereignty: national sovereignty."·· Since 

the territory left within the 1918 armistice lines included 

. a population overwhelmingly 'l'urk ish j·· languai,e, the trans-

formation from an Ottoman mul tin<~thnal-dynastic into a Turkish 

national consciousness became both an urgent and a feasible coal 

for Kemal and his movement. 'rhe pursuit of that goal was combined 

with a consistent, radical program of cultural Westen1ization. 

Earlier a ''Young Turk'' intellectual and pamphleteer, Abdullah 

Cevdet, had asserted boldly that "'l'hETe is only one civilization: 

' Western civilization; and we must espouse it with both its 
~ .· 

roses and its thorns." 4 Kemalism involved the replacement 

of Arabic. with Latin letters, the outlawing of rruslim clerical .. 
g;:rr\J and the closing of the Koranic schools, the adoption of 

Swiss and Italian codes for civil and criminal law, :omd the 

legal emancipation ofwomen. The program was ir:J:>osed fror:J 

the elite on down through an ~lective parliamentary system that 

' in practice became a single-party personalist dictatorship, and 

through a rapidly expanding system of primary, second2.ry, and 

university educa·tion. 
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Europennization had been ndoptej in late Ottoman days 

from a sense of duress, and hence attitudes toward Europe have 

remained sonwwhat-ambivalent. For example, the Independe:1ce 

March, which over Mustafa Kemal~s objection became the 

Republic's official anthem, sneers at ''that monster called 

Civilization with but one tooth left in its jaw." 5 ~ut in 

the Kemalist period, the positive, pro-European side of that 

mixed sentiment was uppermost. Victo~y in the war with 

Greece of 1919-22 (known to Turlm as the War of ).ndependence, 

that is, the war to preserve Turkisl1 independence), resolved 

th_e mCJ.jor territorial problems and above all the qu,estion of 

national sovereignty in line with Kemal's own progtam 

(or National Pact) of 1919, and gave the victors a heady sense 

of self--assm·ance. The result was a foreign po:.icy, during 

the period from 1923 to 1945, of remarkable and growing 

In the late Ottoman period, as the sultans had tried to 

hold on, far beyond their political and military strength, 

to their farflung, polyglot empire, the European powers 

had moved in from all sides: Austria to Bosnia, Russia to Kars, 

Britain to Cyprus and Egypt, France to Tunisia, and Italy 
/ 

to Libya and the Dodecanese. Their intervention in the empire-'s 

internal affairs, on behalf-of Balkan nationalities or 

ArmEnians and thr'>ugh' establishment of the European-controlled 

Ottoman Dette Fublique, had hastened the decline. Now, as a 

result of the peace Settlement of World War One, the Europeah 

powers had moved into even greater proximity: the British 

to Iraq, ihe French to Syria. But sincs the Turks had resolutely 

abandoned all Ottoman imperial ambitions, and instead concentrated 

en consoJ id a tint; and developjng- t)·:e.'.r own r:ationa l terri tor::;, 

the nearness of the great powers helped Turkey keep all of them 

at bay. 
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The Treaty of Lausmme provided for a wholesale population 

exchanc;e with Greece, thus avoidinr; potential ethnic and irrGclent-

" ist problems; only Gyrpus, as a Brit.i.sh crown colony until 1960, 
.) 

was of course not included. In 1920, the Ankara government 

had 1·eceived some money and military equipr:~ent from the Sovi.etc., 

and in 1921 Moscow agreed to the rcitrocession of J(ars and Ardahan--

in line with Lenin's policy of post-imperial consolidation. 

Within Turkey, Kemal now felt free to proceed ruthlessly ac;c;_inst 

Co~munist tendencies and organizations, but official rel.ations 

with the Soviets remained friendly;and a program of economic 

aid (modest by standar~s 'of the next generation) resulted in the 

establishment of a textile plant at Kayseri. Turkey accepted 
by the League of Nations 

the award/of the disputed I·;iosul area to Iraq with good r;race, 

and made possible a normalization of relations with Britain. 

In the Montreux Conventiori of 1937, Turkey regained thdric:ht to 
( 

remilitarize the Straits. In 1937/8, Turkey applied much 

pressure to regain the disputed Alexandrette (Iskenderun) district 

from Syria, but the settlemerit with France was amicable and 

was soon foll'Owed by the Bri tish-Frencr:-'rurkish alliance of October 

19, 1939 (itself in part a response to the Nazi-Soviet pact of 

August 1939). In view of the Allied reverses on the \'iestern front 

and in G~eece,,Turkey remained neutral throughout the Second 

World War (exept for the pro forma declaration of war en the 

A . . F bu 191 c) x1s powers 1n e rary ~~ , Turkey's major contribution 

to the Allied side was its refusal in the spring of 1941 to 

.let any Ger~an equipmer1t or troops pass to Syria (under a Vichy-

appointed governor) or Iraq (under a violently anti-British 

.Junta): even -promises of territorial expans~on in Syria, ·an 

exasperated llitler explained to Italian foreign minister Ciano, 
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would not sway the Turks. 
7 

-~ 
The situation cha~geddrastically in 1945, Turk~y's 

' 
for;eign policy shifted drc:.matically towanl alignrnr:nt with the 

West i.n the Cold. War, and the earl·ier policy of cultural 

Westernization> which had mostly involved the educated elite_, was 

followed by 
c· . 

rapid econrnic development with American aiel, 

which involved ever larger masses of the population at large •. 

The immediate external threat after 19/.J. 5 clearly Cc,me frorn 

Russia. The Soviets supported the Communist gue~rillas in 
,-·~, 

Greece and the Azar·bayjan secessionists • .t :::ran, registered 

diplomatic claims on the Italian colonies on the Dodecanese 

and in Libya, and confronted Turkey itself with claims. to K2.rs 
. 

and Ardahan and with a proposal for "joint defense of the Straits." 

The Turkish respo!!se was President InllnU's 
c 

announ2ment, 

ten days after the final Nazi capitulation, that in consideration 

· of the democratic victory in the World War Turkey herself would 

now move toward full implementation of the democratic promises 

in its o1·m constitution. The Turkish s in.:;le-pai.·ty dictatorship, 

that is to say, would be transformed into a competitive liberal.-

democratic multiparty system. Despite some hesitation in 1946-47, 

InDnu·stuck to this new course-- so consistently that he was 

turned out of office in a landslide election in 1950. 

The initial American response was the dispatch to Ista.nbul 

of the battleship :.::issouri and the announcement of the Greek 

and 'l'urk .ish aid proc;ram ur:d er the Trurnan Doe trine. But it 

soon became clear that Turkey's choice of domestic regime W?,s 

a matter of sorr.e indifference to the A mer icc.l')S: 'ilashincton 

proved rGady to lend similur assistance to Franco, Rhee, 

th8 Shah, Diem, Chiang, Per~\ and n1any lesser dic·tators. 
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Still, a close pattcl'n of Amcrican-Turki8h cooperation cleve1opecl 

in the ten years of tl1e premiership of Acln~n ~enderes, victor 

in the Turkish election:J of 1950. Turkey eagerly .pespon\led to 

the call for troops in Korea, thus helping to {Sive crec.ence to the 

notion of a "United Nations police actio!'." and took the: regionCJ.l 

initiative in impler:,enting ,John !'ester Dulles' pet notion of 

~- "Northern Tier" (or Ba[Shdad) Pact. The United States in tm'n 

sponsored Greek and Turkish admission to ~:ATO over initial Scand--

inavian objections and made Turkey into one of the largest 

recipients of military and economic assistance. 

Thiu American-Turkish relationship of the 1950s was based 

on both sides on pragmatic, not to say opportunistic, consid-

erations, and thu!_, resulted in much mutual disillusionme;~t .:.n 

th~ 1960s and 1970s. ~enderes soon succu1nbed to the temptation 

of blaminz the strains of rB.pid and uneven economic d'evclopment 

on Amer·ican stinginess in refusing to supply even larger amounts 

.of aid. For the Americans, Turkey was only one of many bits 

of territory to be considered in the global strugg,le with the Rus-

Rians, and a territoty of decreasing value as nucleaP strategy 

shiftecl from bombers to missiles. Thus the United States in 1962 

proved willing to barter the withdrawal of Russian missiles from 

Cuba for that of American missiles from Turkey -- apparently 

without prior consultation with Ankara. When Turkey in 1964 

was poised to invade Cyprus, relying on the right to intervention 

laid down in the 1959 Treaty of Guarantee, President Jonnson 

warned Prime ~inister In~nn to desist at once: if Russia became 

involved in the conflict, the letter sp~cified, the United State~ 

would have to consider v~ether or not the mutual defcnse obli-

cation under ~hen the toc-sectet letter was . < 

I 

p~blis!1ed ln Turkey~ tJ1e reactio~ was i[eeling of betrayal by 

1;tle Americ~n ally. 
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Turkey's application in 19.59 for associate and eventual 

full membership iri the European Commtmit.\.os was conceived during 

thc apogee of foreic;n policy cooperation win the '1/est. The 

fact that the Brussels authorities had earlier received and 

granted an application from Athens was enough to rouse the Ankara 
,..., 

diplomats to competitive intitiative. The ministerial bureaucracy 

. of the If:enderes days had been trained by European and American 

teachers --at Istanbul University, a majority of whose professors 

~~ the 19JOs· and 1940s were anti-Nazi German refugees; at 

Robert College in Istanbul, founded by American missionaries in the 

1850s anc1 a century J.ater the fashionable school for the weal thy 
'l'urkish 

'l'urkish e 1 ite; or on/ c;o•rernmen t scholarships th'' t sent many 

thousands of Turkish students to Europe or the United States in 

the 1940s and 1950s--and for most of them a reinforcement Gf 

Turkish relations with the West was a good per se beyond further 

argurr.ent. Iienderes himself, in what turned out to be his 

last year in power, was eagerly grasping at any foreign policy 

success the: t would stave of{ the day of reckoning with the mcun ting 

internal opposition; and acceptance of the Turkish application 

in Brussels was just the sort of sucees~ after which he hankered. 

But the '1/estterni~.ati.on of Turkey, as we saw, ene:;endered 

from the start mixed feelings about civilization in its 

established Is lamic-Ottoman and newfangled imported for;ns, about 

roses r.tnd about thorns. Typically foreign policy furnished the 

crucial impulse to Westernizing refoFm: when Selim II!,in an 

era of monaichicaJ. absolutism in the 1790s, called in European 

military instructors to stave off further defeat; when Mustafa 

Kemal, in a Wilsonian era in 1919, prono~~ced nationalism the 

gJ.obally acknowledged basis of sovereignty; and when In5nU 
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in 1945 celebrated the victory of the democracies by pledging 

Turkey to government by, as well as for and of, the people. 

Each time the expected foreign policy dividends were in fact 

: obtained. Selim's new army and its military and c.i.vilian successors 

del.ayed Ottoman final defeat to coincide with 1:hat of hls Habsburg 

and Romanov rivals. Mustafa Kemal secured for Turkey a new 

stature as 2.n equal member of the family of ntates assembled 

in the League of Nations at Geneva. InBnli inaugurated a period 

of iiltirnate collaboratfun between Washington and Ankara and hence 

secured effective America~ protection from Stalinist aggression. 

· Each time, too, the foreign policy impulse of 1'/esterniza tion 

was honestly and effectively "internalized." The military and 

civil bureaucracy inaugurated by Selim transformed Turkish 
. 

culture down to the lyrical poer.r and the novel. Atattlrk 

effected the conversion of most of the Turkish elite from 

traditi0nal ~uslim to secular Western values, including ideals 

· of social reform, economic development, and equality among the 

classes that went far beyond Atatlirk's own more vurely political 

und cultural visirn. And InBnU's choice for demo~racy in 1945 

led to a radical transfor;nation of the governmental and party 

systems that swept him from the presidency in 1950 and from the 

leadership of his own party in 1972. 

And eac~ time the internal repercussions of the foreign 

st irnul.us to t~nsforma t ion ·-- no matter how substantial. the 

short-term gains in international stature -- ~erved to precipitate 

strains in foreign relations for the longer run. Sel.irn's 

successors in reform, by decreeing universal military trainins 

in the mid-nineteenth century and extending schooling to young 

males in all the towns early in -the twentieth cenury, exacerbated 

the linguistic.and nationality cnflicts within the Ottoffian Empire. 

(An army needs a ~ingl.e la~guage of commahd; and while no one is 
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-taught to read or to write it little matte~s in what laniuage 

they remain illiterate.) Atattlrk tried to turn national prid~ 
0 

from its Jslamic, Ottoman, and Byzantine antecedents and from 

any_potential antiwestern.~sm toward a (largely fictitious) Central 

Asian, Sumerian, and Hitttte heritage; but in the very unreali·:;y 

of that choice of nationalist symbol~~ promoted the chauvinism 

of a later generation over r;uch issues as Cyprus and Aegean oil. 

And the competition at thepolls and in the press that InHntl 

inaugurated made Turkey's Western orientation in foreign 
.• 

policy (including the as::-'oc ia t ion with the European Cornmun i ty) 

a subject of bitter contei'.tion among '.'lesternizers, Islamic 

traditionalists, enthusiasts for stat:o·pla:min££, left--winG 

radicals, rir,ht wing chauvinists, and assorted interest groups 

of labor, industry, and agdcul ture. 

In short, the major effects of Wer;ternization have been the 

espousal of nationalism in the 1~20s and of mass partic·ipation 
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·in politics since the 1960s, a.nd these were bound to create longranc;e 

these ideals had o~iginally been derived. In this respect 

Turkey has followed the general Viestern patte;:n: for the history 

of Etfi'ope_ since 1729 and 181<8 clear-ly shows that the advent of 

nationalism anc:1 radical democracy does not predispose governments 

to amity or tractability. In Turkey, moreover, the lingerlng 

awareness that these ideolc.:;ies were embracc•d as part of the 

price c:' political survival is likely to sharpen the antagonistic 

elements in natio~alism and democracy. 

V 

As Turkey has moved ever more rapidly sin~ the 1940s, and 

es~ecially r;i~ce.the 1960~ towird democ1atic mass participation 

and ~omprel1ensive b1dustrialization, many of the values and insti-
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tutions on v:hich the :First Republic (of 192J) and theSccond Re

public (of 1961) were based have been enda.ngered. The net 

effect has been growing political conflict, instability, and indc-

cision.• 

One notable chanee has been the recmergence since 1960 

of the military as a major political force. Army officers played 

a decisive role i~ the political events of 1908-2): they forced 

the reproclamation of the 1876 constitution in 1908, the depositjon 
and 

of Sultan Abdtllhamid in 1909,/the installation of the Union-

and-Pro[:ress partisan and military dictatorship in 191J. Army 

commanders throughout Anatoli'a and the lrnal rernm•.nts of the Union-

and -Progress pal'ty machj.ncry furnished the nucleus of the Kemal ist 

movement in the War of Inclc~endence of 191~22. But Kemal fitatUrk 

effected a withdrawal 6f the military from politics in the way in 

which only a victorious gene;.'al turned politician can; his role 

in this respect being not u~like that of de Gaulle three decades 

later. In Kemal's Republican People's Party, bureaucrats, 

school teachers, and economic specialists rapidly replaced the 

original nucleus of ex-officers. 

This pattern of civilian political supremacy endured until 

the )950s. ilut toward the end of that decade, the Democratic 

Party under Adnan ~enderes increasingly relied on military 

support in repressinG the growing political opposition. Faced 

at length with a choice of intervening in politics for or against 

Uenderes, the military deposed · ~enderes in the coup of 

!•lay 27, 1960, ruled the country by a military junta under 

General ~Ursel for a year and a half, and decreed the execution 

cf ~enderes a~d tw6 of his closest associates after a lengthy trial . 

. The experience of 196Q-61 has made the majority of officers 

reluctant to repeat the experiment of direct rule by junta. 
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For a while military cl iscip'!.i.ne and rfficicmcy were badly shaken. 

High ranking officers will not gladly take .orders from junta 

. inernbers who only a month ago may have been their own subordinates: 
I 

within a year, the \960 junta saw itself forced to consign to .. 
' 

:early (and lucr<'ltive) retirenw.nt vi.rtually all the General officers 

and o.bout half the colonels throughout the Turkish armed forces. 

Also, as the army e;ets into politics, politics inevitat)ly gets 

into the army: several military conspiracies aimed at the esto.blish-

ment of·an authoritarian regime of one kind or another were uncovered 

in the following years. The worst blow to national pride 

was that, as a result of the whol.esale shake-up of the top ranks, 

Turkish units for the first time. in memory scored behbd Greek 

units in the regional reA TO maneuvres. And the junta members 

so~n found that the pfoblems of administering a farflung bureau~ 

cracy 1 .regulating a rapidly developing mixed economy, and settling 

contentious and intricate questions of constitutional legislation 

went far beyond tl1e trainingthey had receivsd as regimental or 

divisional officers. The net result was that the 37-man junta 

decided, by a crucial vote of 24 to lJ, to retu1·n power to civiliar 

hands at the earliest opportunity, and that the cli.s~;ident members 

of the juntct were sent-into honorable exile as military attar::hes 

in distant ca]Jitals. 

Yet the withdrawal of the mil.itary from politics in 1961 

was by 110 means final or compl.ete. Repeatedly in the 1960s 

the milit,ary hierarchy made it clear that it would not tolerate 

any reversal of the outcome of the Yassiacla trial by which 

all leading me!nbers of r·renderes' Democrat Party had been 

deprived of their political rights. Several times in the early 

1960s incongruous coalitions were formed a~ong rival politicaL 

parties in the face of pointed warnin~s by the milit~ry about 
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. the likely co:1sequences of "instahilit.F'· or "irresponslbili ty." 

A simil.ar warning in 196~settled the choice of SHleyman Demirel 
So-d eHi11 

ove\'~1- Bilgi.<;: in a hotlJ' contested le<\dedership election in. the 
" 

Justice Party, successor to Menderes' Democrats (Bilci<;: beinG 

widely considered the representative of the !llo:ce extrer:1e or 

''revanchist'' faction). And as late as April 1973 a prolonged 

parliamentary deadlock over the election a new President of the 

Republic was settled by laborious· negotiRtions between the party 

leaders and the milit<J.ry hierarchy. (Si.:.;nificantly all the Presi

dents of the First and Second Republics, except Celal Bayar in 

1950-601 have been ex-generals.) The constitution of 196\ even 

tries to institutionalize this military p8.rticipaticm in politics 

through the creation of a National Security Council composed 
-

of top military cornrn<:mders and leading rninbters. 

In 1971 the military commanders went beyond the veto right 

and pattern of specific interference of the previous decede, 

by a public declar~tion forced the resignation of the Justice Party 

cabinet under Demirel, and for two years attempted to rule the 

country indirectly th1;ough cabinets enjoying tronuous suppo1·t 

(or running into outritht oppo~tion) from the parliamentary 

par~ies. This experi~~nt, too, was considered unsatisfactory 

by almost evey-yone concerned, The immediate Ol'Casion for the 

"coup by manifesto" v:as a wavE: of urban terrorism and the inadequat·e 

measures which, in the eyes of the military, Prime ~inister Demirel 

(whom they had bac~'ed in the 196'1 dispute within the J1.•stice Party) 

was taking to cope with it. The procl.&mation of ~arch 12, 1971, 

issued by the ~hief of Staff and the three service commanders, 

bears rereading for the light it sh~ds on the po~itical ideology 

of Turkey's senior military officers, an4 the function which 

they wi;:;h to ne!sen·e f-or themselves within the country's ::;overn-
• 
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ment. Parl~~ment anc: P:overnment, the m1.l1't· ry mf d ( 'd • ~ .... .- o. · omoran um aCI re ss-

ed to the President of the Republic) declared, ''have driven ou1• 

country into anarchy, fratricidal strife, ~nd soci2l and economic 

unrest; made the public lose all hope of reaching a level of 

contemporary civilization, a goal set by ;,tatt\rk; .failed to 

'realize the reforms stipulated in the Constit~1tion; and placed 

the future of the Tuclr.i.sh Republic i.n grave danger." Unless a 

"strong and credible govern1nent'' were formed, tl ' - 1e memoranoum war2:ed, 

"the armed forces are determined to take over the administration 
8 

of the State." 

One of the first measures of the Jnili.tarily installed 

regime of 1971 was the inpositi.on of mart-'a:t law on as many as 
_.. 

eleven Turkish provinces, thus putting the army, the military 

police, and military courts in control of political life through

out much of the country, including all the major cities. Since 

the Constitution restricts impositions of martial. law to periods 
\-1 

of two months, parliament regulEJ.·ly voted rene.als of this mil i tar:r 

mandate. In January 1973 martial law war; li.fterl in Izmir and 

Eslci:;whir (the third and fifth lart;est cities), but it was 

continued in Istanbul, A~kara, Adana, and six other prov~1ces. 

VI 
,' 

General staff officers are Said to be forever planning for 

a repetition of the battles of past wars; jutt so, const1tu"\ion 

makE:rs try their best to remedy the shortv.ominss of past 

political.regimes. Mcnderes and his Democrats l!acl been voted 

into power in 1950 unde~ a multiple-member plurality system of 

elections that enabled a party Vlith a hare majo:rity of the 

popular vote ~o gain as much as 801 or 90% of the parliamentary 

seats. The drafters of the C6nstitution of 1961 instead opted 

fo:r proportion~l representatiOil in full \nowlcdce of its. party 

.iplinterin~ effects. They adJed numerous other safeguards azainst 
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majority tyranny: constitutional guarantees for free speech and 

freedom of the press, freedom of asse'mbly and oreanhation within 

wide limits, judicial review of the constitutionality of 

! leg~slation, independence of the courts and universitiGs, and. a 

second chamber indirectly elected and with terrns for F.s members 

longer than (and stac;gP.red against) those of members of the 

National Assembly. 

· 'I' he extreme liberal ism of the consti cution is in sharp 

contrast to the political realities of military intervention and 

martial law that have just been reviewed. But in practice the 

elaborate checks and balances of the constitution serve to weaken the 

ordinary poJ.itica.l process -·· through multiplication of political 

parties ~1d through the encouragement of vocal and violent 
. 

factionalism -- and thus to invite the very authoritarianism which · 

they were designed to prevent. 

In the democratic period of the First Republic, from 

·1947 to 1960, Turkey developed a strorlg two-party system. 

The Republican People's Party (RPP), in office until 1950, 

had be em founded by A ta·cOrk on a loose alliance oi Ankara 

bureaucrats with conaervative landowning families in the less 

deveioped re~io~s. It pres erved this conservative and buEaucratic 
V 

character under Ismet Intln(l's leader·ship until the early 1970s, 

although in the late 1940s and 1950s it vastly extended its 

local organization throughout the provinces, Since then it 

has be en thorou;:;hly revamred and revitalized under the 1 ~ad er-

ship of BOlent Ecevit as a reformist, social democratic 

party with stron.:; support in the urban middle cl2.ss, among 

small farmers, and frorn the more moderate of the two national 

trade union confederat~ons. Ecevit was one of the few political 

leaders to take an unequivocal st~nd against the military coup 
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by rnemorandun, in 1971, and under his prime ministership in 1971+ 

,. Tur};ey launched its military .expedition tc ·protect its conationals 

on Cyprus; both circumstances have served to enahnce the popularity 

•of the RPP and its leader. 

The other major party of the First Republic was the Democrat 

Party founded by Cel&l Bayar and Adnan Menderes in.1946 and the 

victor (first overwhelmingly and thenby diminishing margins) 

in the elections of 1950, 1954, and 1957. It started out as 

a broad alliance of lar~e and small landowners, businessmen, 

urban intellectuals, indus.trial worker~ .• and assorted local 

opponents of the RPP and its earlier sing·~ party rule. More 

th2n any other movement, it contributed to transforr.-,ing the 

elite politics of the 19JOs and 1940s into the mass politics of 

' the present day. In contrast to the pronounced secularism of 

the RPP, the Democrat . Party appealed strongly to the moderate 

Islamic tendencies of the electoral majority. Under Yenderes' 

increasingly authoritarian ru~e (1950-1960), it gradually 

antagcmized its supportel'S among intellectuals and labe>r and 

developed into a yRrt;y mainly of business and of' landed interests. 

This char2.cter of a conservative movement of businessmen 

and 1arge landowners is even more pronounced in the Justic~ Party, 

which in the early 1960s emerged as the major successor of the 

outlawed DP. The Justice Party's leader since 196~ has been 

Stlleyman Demirel, remarkable for both the intense criticism and 

personal anatacnism he arouses and for the adroit and even brilliant 

maneuvring with which he l1as time and again recovered lost political 

c;rouncl. 

JP-and RPP remain the major political parties of tl1e 

Second Republic. The JP won an absolute majority of the vote 

l·rl ~r.·,~- J· .. sser:·.·h-.L.,J,. e''-ec'.tl'oy,,s o"'.·· 1C/>6~, n·J ~rl' · t · 't' " 1: _ _ _ _, a c po lc.men ary r~·~aJ or::.. -les 

bo ',:il 1'n 19o'.5 a" .. ····' 1'.n 10_.69. Tl' ''J'P · tc'"1 t t cl ' 'l . -' . . ,e 11 / 1n ;o. s .ar e, ou c as ~ w 
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larcest politic~l party (37% of the 1•optilar voie), and sharpl~ 

declined in 196.:, and .1969 (29/> and 27%) a.t a tirr:e of growing 

dissath:fc>.ction with the aginc IntlnU's p2ternalistic leadership. 

In 1973, in Ecevit's first election campaign, the RPP once again 

emerged as the largest party, with 33% of the eleutorate, whereas 

the JP declined to 30%. But the main gainers of the successive 

elections of the Second Republic have been numerous smalle1~ 
_,. 

par'"1es: 

the combined support for RPP and JP, which remained Eteady at 

72% to 7/j% in the 1960s, dropped to only 63% in 19'73. 

'l'he most powerful among the lesser parties has been 

the j';ational Salvation Pai~ty, founded as Tecently as October 1972, 

which combines a stronc;ly Islamic-religiuc!S orientation with 

skilful electoral propagand~ and pragmatic concen1 for 

agricultural and industrial development in the poorer regions of 

the country. In the 1973 elections it ,gained just 11.8% of the· 

vote, a fraction less than the 11.9% gained by tlae Democratic 

Party (see below); its 48 se~ts in the Assembly put it just ahead 

of that group. Yet with neither RPP nor JP commandind an 

"' absoJute majority in the Assembly, and with its lin:ited id~~'olog ical 

commitment on the religious question, the NSP managed to becon:e 

an e.sRntial coalitior: partner both in Ecevit's c;overnr.:ent of 1971~ 
" ~~~ . 

and in the four -party coalition formed under Demirel ·in ;·::arch 

1975. Under the ski.lful leadership of ~:ecmettin Erbakan, the 

NSP has overcome the stigma of ''conomic and political backwardness 

that seve~ly limited the popul2.r support of earlier religious 

conservative parties, s~ch as the Nation Party of the 1950s a~d 

1960s arid Professor Erbakan's own Fational Order Perty :(1970-71), 

which had been dissolved by the courts as contravening the seculari~t 

antitheocratic provisions of the 1961 Constitution. 

,. 
-· 
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Two other minor parties represent the extremes of the' 

political spectrum: the rnarxist 'l'urkish i'lox·ters' Party and 
j,r 

the fascist f'ational Action Par.ty . 
• 

The Workers' Party 

,gained as many as 15 seats in the Assen~bly in 1965 on the basis 

of J% of the vote; in 1969 it was reduced to 2 Assembly seats; 

and in 1971 it was dissolved by court decree, although several 

of i'ts former w~mbers ran in 197) as indepdendents or on other 

party t:tcknts. J,ike extreme leftist grot;ps in man:>' other 

countries it has been beset by bitter factionalism. But Marxiam 

of Kuscovite, ~aoist, or anarchc-syndicalist coloration 

has continuing support among a small group of vocal in~ellectuals, 

among sizable group:. of university students, and among the smaller 

and more militant of the two trada union confederations (DIS~J. 

' "' The fascist NationafAction Party is led by Alparslan TUrke~, 
" formerly a career military officer who in the mid-1940s had 

been disciplined for Turanist-Panturkist agitation, became one 

of the chief architacts of the 1960 military coup, was th& 

leader of the dissident faction in the 1960/61 junta that wished 
--' for the co~'1tinua-l:ion of authoritarbn military r'Jle, _:md in 1965 

,_ 

' 

tool' over the leadership of a minor rie;htist party (the 

Rep~blican Fe8.sants :'lation Party) which he transfor:,ed into a 

militant nationalist and activist directl.on, changing its 
' .,f 

na~~ to National~Actio11 Party in 1969. The Ttlrke~ group 

registered modest successes at the polls -- its vote being 

J.O% .in 1969 ar:d ).4;0 in 197), its repnsentation in the 

Assembly 1 a»•d J resp0ctively. But its p2cramilitary organizations 

have er.t:;aged in running gun battles with leftist students (or 

t d t ' "j - 1 ' ' " ~. J ;..t t. ., t s u en s ana ocJer pernons w1om ~ne ,,a.1ona .. Ac ·1on ~ar·y cons-~ •J ers 

to be leftjst). In 1975. the f-!AF entero~1 De:rtirel 's 4---party cc2.litior:, 

two of its three parlj_~:ncrltariGns assuniinc rtinisterial por·tfolj.os, 

--
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As Feroz Ahrnad, 8. keen observer of the recent Tur·kish politic2.!. 

scene, noted of the formation of the 1975 toalition: ''The Action 

Party had made the best bargain: of its three representatives 

in the Assembly, two ... were n1inisters. However, ••. the party 

made its contribution in the streefs, we'hre i.t directed the 

violence against all opponents of the Right, and became the stron; 

arm of the Natio~alist Front'' -- the latter being the high-flown 

name that Demirel had chosen for his heterogeneous coalition.9 

This summary abcount of present-day Turkish political 

parties must be rounded out by describing two eo;,servative 

groups, the Reliance Party and the Democ1 . tic Party. Both are 

offshoots from the two majo~ parties. The Reliance Party split 

from the R-=nubl ican People • s Partv when .·t>e RI'P in 1 o/67 too>- -.c .., .~. a 

moderate turn to the left,and received sizable reinfor 

in 19'?2 when Ecev.~t displaced InllnU as the RPP leader on 

the basis of a reformist, Fabi;w program. The DP spl5. t from the 

Justice Party in 1970, mainly from personal opposition 

against the leadership of SUlAyman Demirel. At the er,d of the 1969/73 
·.- ' . 

i 
' 

le·.::islative 
i 

pericod, the Heliance and DemoCratic Parties e'lch c.ontrcllecc; 
i 
t 
' ! 

one tenth of the Assembly seats. In the 1973 election, the 

r 
I 

~ 
HeJ.iance Pa:c:·ty declined sharply, from 44 to 12 Assembly seats; the 

DP son'ewhat improv8d its position, advancing from 41 to 45 Assembly 

seats, but was badly divided early in 1975 over whether o- not 

to support Demirel' s :;ati.onalist Front cabi;:-wt • 

. VII 

Turkish party pclit~cs reflects the social ar1d economic 

tensions of the country, but also bears the traumas of recent 

and cur-r<'nt political history. The divisiol'. between the two 

major p;::rties, ·'?Spec i:-::.lly ~~ in·ce the F:PP • s· decisive move to the 1~ft 

in 1972, is cle2.r-cut as _f--::~-- ,~., J'+ ··-oe~ 0.- - .... b ..:.>• The Justice Party 
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all(] R. c.nL l'l)ll' 0'".1 .l''e>Opl". s l','tl'tY ar·n I b1"C'lG'lv ~1,~; ]r 'n~ <1. ~- . - \;;" _ V •· ; L I .) ,::. . 1._-: d \. J... J(:_, , 

of Republicans ~~d Dcrnocrats in the United States or Conservat~vcs 

and laborites in Great Britain. One is the party of property (both 

industrial and commcrdial-acricultural in the Turkish case), 
" 

~edicated to free entcrpx-h>e and minimal (;ovcrnment in principle 

and t0 subsicli("3 or tax favors to specific interest groups in prac-

tice. The other is the piu;ty of social reform dedicated to 

equalization of incomes and expansion of the welfare state, and 

supported by urban intellectuals, industrial·workers, and small 

farmers. 

'I'he first histor~c trauma imposed on this straightforward 
.-~·) 

pattern of ~1tercst politics is that of tnc forced secularization 

of the Atatbrk pG~iod. The ~PP bears the stigma of its elitist

secub.rist 2.ntecedents, and in 191i7-50, vtHh the advent of corr.petitive 

mass polit~cs n:ade significant concessions to continuing religious 

sentiment. But in fact the RPP faces a dilemma, risking the 

antagonism of ~evout ~uslim voters if it sticks to its secularist 

principles and tl1e char(;e of inconsistency and 6ppoitunisQ if it 

does not. This RPP liability, conversely, became a major asset 

for tlte Democrat Party of the 1950s, whose very first measure in 

e;ov~_n•rnent was to revoke the ban on the Arabic pr~yer call fror.1 

the ·minaret. And in this and otltrer respects the Justice Party 

has beer the heir of J,'enderes' Democrats. Its very choice of 

name ir 1961 implied a rejection of the injus~ice of the hanging 

of ~enderes and of the other YassJada sentences; but its initials 

"A.}'." are said to sta~1d not only for Justice Party (Aclalet 

Partisi) but also for God and Prophet (Allah ve Peygamber). 

In the ·last decade issues of secular5.sm vs. Islam have 

reccf1ed amonG the tv.;o iY!(~jo:r par·ties- in favor· of soc5.o-ecor.·omic 

quef:tions. r;onstitutionc~l r;.uesticns, i~nd issues of law 2.r.d 

.or~cr. St~_ll., there is a sienifj_cant po~~tion of tt1e E·lector2tc 
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that is repel.led equally b~ the RPP's SE'!Ularist antecedents and 

the JP's social conservatism. Thus ihe chief beneficiary of 

·the Islcunic-sccularist trauma today is the l\atior!al Salvati0!1 }'arty, 

l~d by Professor Necmettin Erbaknn. Unlike earlier Jslamic-conser

vative groups, r>otably the Nation party of the 1948-5/l period 

and· Erbakan' s own National Order Party of 1970-71, the ~:sp has 

ste2red clear of the penal and cor.stituional provisions at;ainst 

advocacy of a theocratic order and has risen above a narrow 

regional base. More importantlyi it has avoided the stigma of corn-

bining Islamic fundamentalism with economic backwardness. Its 

leader has the credentials of a facul.ty member Rt a technical coll-

ege, won his political spurs as the victorious anti-Demirel 

candidate for the presidency of the Union of Chambers of Comm-

erce and Industr~r in 1969, and in his rhetoric adroitly combines 

the s~rmbols of Islamic traditionalism and econordc modErnization. 

The p<t.:ty has been no less adroit in parliamentary maneuvring 

and coalition politics, where its narrow ideological comrrit-

rnent to Islam enables it (not unlike the Center Party in the 

Weimar Republic or the ·National· Religiom• Front in Israel) 

to enter alliances with eithRr the right or the left, and in 
.~ 

return to bargain for Fpecific economic benefits for its 

regional supporters. Thus a little over a year after· its for~~tion, 

the :~sp became the cc-ali tion partner in "che c;overnment headed. by 

Ecevit of the RPP; a year later the ~SP became the second 

largest group in the coali~on headed by Ecevit's arch-:·ival Demirel 

of the JP. 

As the parenthetic reference to Germ1.ny and Israel indicates, 

] . . t' t . . ~ . 1 0 d . f re .1g1ous raumas are no uncommon ln.t:€ntocracles: an J 

Turkish,politics were dominated by RPP a~ the 19ft of center, 

JP o:t the rir,ht of center, and 
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... 
vac;uely radical-populist Va(;uely co::';ervative ·party in the n1idd:e 

(or rather, all over the place), Turl,isil p_oliti.c.s still would 

be fairly rational ancl predicatable. Evlm the extremist c;roups 

f{Jarxists on the left and fascisct Action Party on the right -- vrhich. 

have rev er shown much strenc;th at the polls or in parl ic.ment, 

could be kept from shooting it out on the streets by a mode~ate 

majority or coalition government with solid parliamentary backing. 

·But 'here the second, co;1tinuinc trauma sets in. The 

powers of parliamentary cabinets, and hence of the political 

parties and of the electorate, are severely circumscribed by the 

background presence- of the military ·as a .notential!y decis.ive 

political force. To be sure, the military hierarchy will protect 

the civilian political procciss from coups by authoritarian, 

military factions such as the two conspiracies of colonel 

Tal~t Aydemir in 1962-63, or the plans for permanent military 

dictatorship advocated by c6lcncl Alparslan TUrke~ in 1961. 

But this military support for the civilian :::onstitutional and 

electoral process is by no means unconditional: There must be 

no "soc'ial and economic nnrest," let alone "fratricidal strife" 

or ''anarchy''; there must be ''stron~ and credible 80vernmcnt'' 

sucp as will inspire "hope of reaching a level of contemporary 

civilization'' as envisaged''by AtitUrk.'' And of course it is the 

top military commanders who decide in each case when "strife" 

becornes "fratricidal" or 11 ar.c'..rchic," when govtrnn:ents are or are not 

"credible," anr> what "level of conteJ!'porary civilizatior!" ·.it was 

that AtatUrk envisaEed. 
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Since the 1960s, the mllitnry's conception'of the imperatives 

of the political situation l1as repeatedly ~een at variarice with 

that of the electorate. The majority of voters in 1961 voted 

.for parties that vied for the succession of the l)?_nned Democrats, 

and riven a choice would have favor;ed full amnesty for r.:enderes' 

surviving associates; yet the military made it clear that any such 

move was considered out of bouncls. The military, both in the 

Constitution drafted under their aegis in 1961 and ill the memorandum 

of March 1971,stated their c0mmitment to far-reaching social 

reforms such as land redistribution; yei; parties re1-)resenting 

,the economic status quo have constituted _·;.~c,rwhelming majorities 

of all parliaments of tha Second Republic~ And of course, the 

military's conceptior. of wh:o.i:. is
6
needed may change: thus 

JD 19-q. 
they lent crucial assistancej(through a timely public declaration) 

~o Demirel'~ bid for the Justice Party leadership; yet by 1971 

they had beco;ne su~'ficiently disenchanted with his govern!'lent 

to depose him. 

Civilian politician.<.>, bitterly ctivided among themselves, are 

unlik&ly to put up a united front against the threat of military 

intervention. Some r:ray welco!ne it generally, or at least in 

specific situations; others may use it in a squeeze play against 

i h . 1. t. l . ' '!' th f. . t b l tl d . 1 .:. e1r po J.'lCa r1va.~s. _o e 1rs. croup e. on.:; ·1ose ra 1ca 

intellectuals who dream of themselves as part of the 

brains trust of a military,or militarily installed, regime-- a 

regime that will push'throu3h their favorite reform schemes without 

the tedious necessity of find ine; parliarnentary or electoral support. 

The second group includes minor parties who hplcl out for an 

exorbi t2.~t price in coalition r.egotiftior:~J or left winG groups 

who blackmail a ~overnm.nt with the threat of street violerice --

in the co:lsciousr.ess that prclonced de.2dlock or widespread diso:cder 

~-~-~-----.----·-.,----~--·· ._ . .,, .... ~-· -·- -- .. ·--.. ~- ------. "• --------···· --- -·-
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will lead to n:ilitary .intcrvcntio:1. 

Once the military do intervene, the;y will not be 1·d.thout 

support. Ambitious .politicians, frustrated· in their desire to 

attain power by normal means, will offer their services as premiers 

or ministers. Technocratic refor~ers of the type just referred 

to wUl staff the ministries for which no pclitical candidates 

can be found. The opposition parties may find it hard not to 

c;loat over the displacement of the covernment party, even if by 

irreeular means. The gover~ment party itself--such as the 

Justice Party under Demirel in 1971--rnay find on second_ thought 

that a ''coup by msmoranfum'' relieves it of ~he need to shore up 

crumblbr; majoriti<os or ~·ace the risk of national elections --

while st.i.ll leavin;:; it in control of what parJa)mertary voting 

strength remains to it. 

It is hard to estimate the future prospects of military 

intervention. Ecevlt's principled stand against the military 

in~ervention of 1971 -- in markcJ contrast to the vaclllating 

or co6perative attitude of most other political leaders --

enhanced hi::.: porularity and politic2.l stature and thue helped 

;1in in h;s leacler:;hi.p bid a~;ainst Intln() and in restorine::; the RPP 

to the rank of the leading party in 1973, wh0teas lais decision 

to ifitervene in Cyprus in 1974 presumably improved his and his 

party's relations with tl1e generals. The difficulties of the 
e 

governments of 1971~73, which depnded for survival on support 
from 

both from the military com~anders nnd/shifting majorities in 

parliar1ent, presu~ably would make everyone rather more reluctant 

to attQ;~:pt a rcr.ewed "coup by memo1:at"'-durr:.." And th8 t;enerals' 

traditional comn•it1nent toward ~urope, combi~ed With the EC's 

record of o~~osition to militarv re~imes 1· L" s · d 
V ~ n :recce. pa1~, an 

Portu.;.al would acd to -thic; hesitatio:1. 
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Yet the political ills that precipi t2eted the military onto 

the political stage 1n 1971 -- governmental indecision, parl-

iamentary deadlock, and violence in the streets -- have become 

·~ worse rather than better. The RPP-NSP coalition (January-September 

197u.) was i1·,con,:;ruou~> to begir. w.i th 01nd soon b':oke up over differ= 

ences on Cyprus, where the KSP favored a more militant nationalist 

stanrl, It was followed by a cabinet ~risis of unorecedented • 

lenc;th, from Septem'o:;r Hl, 1971r, to r.:arch 1.1, 1975, resulting 

in an even more fragile and indecisive government of the JP, 

NSP, Reliance, and Action parties. And as tl1e June 1976 

9lections approached, political violence grew to record dimensions. 

vnr 

Turkey's association with the ~uropean Community evolved from 

1.959 to 19?J, 5.n a period when Tur~dsh government moved from a 

de,nocratically elected but by then aut:l0r 1. tariat1 and reyressive 

regir:~e to a coverno1e:<t by mii i. tary junta (1960-61 )) to a 

variety of coalitions with the rni.litary command keepin;:; discreetly 

in the bn.ck(:):'Ccl:'ld. ( !C!''' -1?65), to majority ;:;overnrnents of the 

Justice Party (1965-1971), and to quc>Si-p[:rliami)Jtary ~;overnrnents 
. r . 

following the "coup by memor;mdum'of 1971. No further action 

resJ'ecting the associ~tio~ has been taken rince the restoration 

of parliamentary coalition governments since t97J. 

. . . . t. f "' k. ' • t' The or 1,:>;1nal a pp :.1ca 10n :or , ur ,ey s etssoc 1a B:J, afe indicated 

initially, was subml.tted by the [enderes government in its declining 

year. The _6_sso·ciation 1~greernent was sir;ncd on the Tur"-ish side 

by a coali.Uon government heacled by RPP le:;.der Ismet IntlnU 

(25 :une 196J) a~d became effective when &nether co~lition under 

InBt1ti was in offico (1 December 1964). A Eupplemantal Protocol 

( 
",( r.) ... ·':::\ 
' • '·" L. r:.:::... 

' 
''r·o~,:·,·r' l f'' · tl 1 t ·r · · ~ ~· · · I v.;:~U ,, cc .... :t.nl-n£; 18 c.e aJ. s 0.!.. t..f!C tra~~~~;.ltlonal 



of the associat.ion w~s sic;r.ecl by the ,Tustir.e Farty cahinet of 

SUl8J'r~Cli1 Derr.irel on 2J :'lovem1wr 19'?0, to take effect on 

1 January 197J. An In~erim A:3recment (Ge9icl AnlaQma) puttin~ 

: some of the provisiOt1S of tha~t Supplemental Protocol into 

e,ffe<~t ear,_ier was s i:;nerl on 27 July 1971 by the c;overnment of 

r!ihat Er.irn that had been installed at the behest of the armed 

forces the previou;; r.'arch. The expansion of the European· Community 

from the Six to the ~ine on January 1, 1973, required a revised 

AssociatiOn Agreement and Supplemental Protocol, which were 

si~ncd on the Tur~ish sidp by the govcn1ment of Nairn Talu, a presid

entia 1ly appointed cab in et that had the c:::lccic of preparing for the 
' 

elections of the autumn of 1973; these documents have not ~o far 
'-

been ratified. But a second Interim Agreement, also si~ned on 

JO June 1973, took.effect on 1 January 1974. 

~ ·-This record indicates a_t first glance chat Turkey's 

movement toward association with, and ultimate membershi~ in, the 

. EC, with its deep roots in Turkish hisotory, enjoys ,near~universal 
. 0 . 

support and is a matter above partisan politics. Parliamentary, 

quasi.-pa~·liamenb.ry-mili.i;ary, and p1:esiderdi.al cabinets have signed 

the various agreements just listed. Crucial steps have been 

taken under the aegis of both major parties -- the Republican 

People's Party and tlte Justice Party, ~swell as the latter's 

predecessor, the Democrat Party -- nnd both of them stand committed 

to proceeding further alone; this same road. !\cen p;tblic interest 

in Turl,ey's European assoc2\tio!1 is attested by the ract that 
., ~-

early i~ 1977 a JOO-page documentary compilation issued by tl1e 

Ankara E~ office and entitled Turkay-~3C Relations rated fifth 

amon; th0 nOn-fiction wor~·:s on Turkey's current best seller list. 
11 
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But all is not well behind this surface. With the 

steady growth of interest politics and of ~ocal political discussion, 
k 

Tur~y's association with Europe is no longer taken for granted 

as ?" automatic desideratu~; rRther it has become a matter of 

intense dispute. E~en the most devcited advocates of Turktsh 

association with the EC arc concern~d about tl1e condii~ns 
--

envisazed for the transitional phase, and insist' that many 

of the details must be renegotiated. The fact that the Supplemental 

Protocol of 197J still has not been ratified is a clear z·eflection 

of this increasinc:;ly criti·cal and even skeptical attitude. 

"'· While bot:1 the HPP and the JP favor /~ontinuc.tion of the 

. . . ' . t " ' .('. t . t h N SD I 1 . ,_ . assoclatlon, w1ch appropr:ta <? mo\lJ...:.lCa J.cn.s, .e ..... , ,a coa 1 ... 1011 

partner in both the Ecevi t ;:;overnmer• t of 1974 and thG De mire 1 "i'~atf~ o-

nalist Front'' government of 1975-77) has been franklY hostile or 

at least equivoca] in i":;s attitude. Thus in 1970 the later, 

.NSP leader, Nec~cttin Erbakan, declared: 

Tltr}~eJI- ouzht t:ot be in tfle Comrr~o~ f.~2.rkPt of the 
\vestern states but in the Cor,nvn ;·:,a.rket of the 
eastern nations. Turkey is backward in relation 
to the westerners but idvanced in relation to the 
easterners. If Tur:-:c,y enters the Com~"on ;·::a?.'ket 
under today's condit~ons it will become a colony. 
Today the Common ~arkc~t resembles a three-storey 
buildinc. The American Jews live on the top floor, 

~the European workers in tl1e middle. Now thoJ are 
look)n~ for the lackey-janitor to live on the bottom 
floor. ·That is v:hv they v:ant to '.a'{e Turkey ii:nto 
the Common ~arket.'2 

And later that ye<'r, :;<;rb;o~kccn proposed a motion in the Assembly 

~-' 

that would have su~jected the Association agrement to a refcrenclu~. 

:;he Agrenment, he expJ.ai!1cd, wo11ld sul1ject Turkey "more oner-ous -

cone! i tions thaY'l th'2 Treaty of s'e .. rres"-':"'referri~g to the p·u.:-~i tive 

peace treity agains~which the Turk;sh War of Ir~ependence was fo~illt. 

A , t . . t . s a oepu. ·':/ pYJ.n:e rn-lns ·er ln the co::c)_it io:-1 t;o•roJ. .. nmen ts of 197 J 2.nd 

1. 97 5, 2:rba kan te::ecl down his r,hetorio, b1ut. pa~~•Dtod '~ ~l·s op"" ___ .._ .•• ~.,..!...._-.. .._ ..:...~1 .~. l_jv-

w.ill jJ_l:.u3tt'0.t~ this moc~ifi(;d r~~cc-?tt position: 

.. 

I 
I 
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••. ali the states of the world may one day become 
a world state. While we thi11k this possible, we do 
not conGicler it appro;n'L1te r-,t Ltis tin:e that Turkey 
under present--d''-Y co:cd i tions in the world should be 
broken ~way from the world t o which she balones, be 
carried off, and become a sincle state with the coun
tries of the West. Therefore we have not accepted the 
political ~oals of the Con:tnon ~arkct. But on 
the other hand we consider the economic aspects of 
the Ccimmon :arket from many points of view advantageous 
at the present time. ?or we do want Turkey to become 
stroncer. We want Turkey to industrialize. We want 
our manufac'tures and products to be strong enough 
to comptJe with the Western nations in the world 
market. . 

Nor has rrofessor Erbakan a.band oned , the phantasy 

of an ''Eastern'' alternative to the Common Varket which would 

join Turkey to "the wor.Ld"to which she belongs''• in January 

1977 he announced that he had r;iven "directives," prcsumablJ' 

as deputy prime ininister, to foreign ministry officials to 

begin ''negotiations'' for the formation of an ''Isl.amic Common 

~arkct'' to consist of Iraq, Libya, Saudi Arabia, Syria, 

and Tm'ke;y. There was no immediate reaction fro:1 Trip .ol i, ..._... 
Riyadh, or other capitals. 

These flamboyant, d-emagogical statements arc not, of course, 

typical of the more considered sentiments of other Turkish 

parties a~d inter9st groups on the subject of Turkey~ tics wth 

th E " . t ·. e 1uropean ~ommunJ y. They are worth quoting, however, 

because they illustrate the emotional heights to which a full 

pub)_ic debate on the subject might ascend -- and because 

they come from the lips of a man who since early 197g has held 

the second highest post in the Turkish cabinet. And the fact 

that Turkey for the last four years has been either in a state 
. ruJ.ed 

of proJ,onged cab bet crisi~ or/by incorJt,ruous coal it ions in 

which Fl'cfes::cr Erbakan's ~:s2 was a crucial part:;er coes "' 

lone way toward explaining_why no full fledged debate on 

the roses and thor:~s of r.rur}~cy 's relc.tion~ v:i th the EC has 
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Within the inner circle of academic ecOl!Oniists, forei,zn 

policy experts, and intcn·est ~roup rLcprcsontativcs, however, 

an intensive debate h~ts been eo3.~c on for some ti~e; and 

here too, critical and skeptical opinions have been expressed 

on the c~rrent arraneements of Turkish-EC rel.ations. Thus a 

com1nission of experts convened by the State Palnnin~ Oreaniza

.tion of the Prime lcinis'cer's Office in aune and July of 19ft 
drew thefollowing contluJions, a~ong othsrs: 

1. The Supplemental Protocol in its present form 
does not correSilOlld to our industr~.alization and 
develop.l>CJ!it policies. This discrepancy will widsn 
over tin18 and is such as to open up seJ~ious daneers. 

2. For Turkish-EEC relations to attai_n an ope11, continuGtlS 
structure and a balance commensurate with the levels 
of dev~lopment of th~ parties, there is need for 
radical changes in tlte existing relationship. 

J, The necessary cl;anges in the relationship can be 
effected el.ther withi11 ~he framework of the Association 
Agr·ee!nent or by consideri~~- new alterrntives outside 
a11 associatiort acrcen1ent . 

• ~ I 

5. . Outside the Association Aggree-
ment, there are alternatives sudh rrs a Preferential 
'l,rade A;reer;H?J,t, s. non-prefe r·ent ial Trc.de Agreesen t, 
and an A[;reement on Comuerc.i."l and Economic r;ooperatio:1. 
'rhe advartages and disacivn.nta•;es of these c>Jternc.ti.ves 
should be carefuL.y examined. l 1+ 

One member of the expert con~mission, • Professor Sadun Ac·en, 

repf'esenting the Confedc,rat)on of RevolutionarJ' Trade Unions 

(DISK), added a terse, one-sentence dissent: 

TJ "I~'· · t t. ' l ' h ht-1e u ~~ rep~esen a ·1ve acc_arec t a·t ~as opoosed to 
I ~ ~ . 

acceptinz_as an 01)ti.on in ·the Report the continuat~.0~ 5 o~ t.he As~;ociation Acreen1ent, even in in1proved1 form. 

Among the concerns.~xpres~ed by the critics of th~ 

present EC ~elationship is al.le~ed insufficency of concessions 

on azricul tural exports from Tur:-:ey, both in :celation to the 

composition of Turkjsh exports ~1Y11l in· vj.e~ of conc~s~iO!lS 

er·anted to ·other associate and ~o~-associate states. 

notably the ~:agl1rib CGllrltries. ~or examrlc, only J2~ of 
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Turkish ha~elnut exports are includecl in the p~eferred quota, 

even though hazelnuts a1·e among the very few products where 

1'l>.rkey, having a virtual world monopoly, does not compete with 

other sources of i':C imports. A similar source of complaint 

is that Turkish exports of cotton manufactures are unduly 

restricted, nlthough cotton products account for about one 

fourth of Turkl.sh industrial exports. 

Still, there appears to be a continuinG consensus that 

Turl:ish trade relations with the EC (accountine for roughly one 

talf of Turk"sh exports and imports) should be strengthened, 

'that a· lower in,; of trrriff barriers with t~e EC is to the benefit 
J 

of the '!'urL ish consumer, and that Turkish· 5.ndus try must learn 

to compete with the products· of Europe and other industrial 

regiohs on the world market. For example, the report just 

c.i ted emphasizes that "It is abso~.u.t.el v necessar:~; that Turkish 

indw:ot.ry bo opened to foreir;n con·pet.i tion and oriented toward 

exports." 16 

IX 

The continuing debate on Turkey's relationship with the 

EC is likely to dwell both on economic and political factors. 

In a lonEer range economic perspective, it is apparent that 
.< 

Turkey's European aGsociiation was devcl.oped in the 1960s and 

early 1970s in a period of unusual prosperity, and much will 

depend on the future developmer1t of the economy in the 

relevant respects. 

Turkey has a relati~ely balancad economic endowment, bei~g 

largely self sufficient in foodstuffs, and exporting a variety 

of agficultural and mineral raw materiaJ.s. (For example, the 

1 '. . eao :ng pr J :;·;2.ry products for export in 1975 were, in that 

order: c.ot.ton,· ::obacco, h::..zelnuts. dried f1·uits -- rr.ainly r'ais~·!s 

anc) figs--~ a~d ci1rc:n1itlrt ore.) llut irtdustrializ3tion has been 
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rapid, ~nd whereas in 1963 primary products (agricultural and 

mineral) accounted for a.s rr,uch as 92~ of all exports, that 

ratio: by 1975 had declined tb 64%, with manufactured products 

. . f 0 ~ t 36~ . 1nc~eHs1ng rorn <·>' o /''. Averar;e economic c,row:lh in the 

perioJ from 1950 to 1962 was 6.J~. ~nd from 1963 to 1975 6.9%. 

The balance of payments situation also was unusually favorable 

in the late 1960s and e?..rly 1970s, with intcrnatio1~al reseves 

mountins steadily from 1967 '.o 1973 (in millions of doJ.lars): 

196'?: 1'9; 1970: 431; 197f. 761; 1972: 1,401; 1973: 2,102. 

A major factor in that -~oarly e.i.ghteenfold increase were the 

remittances of •rur:•.ish wc,r1;:ers streaming to West Jlermany 

and other West European countries -- which by 1972 approached 

the total value of all Turkisl1 exports. 

The world recession of 1972-75 affected this unprecedented 

prosperity in two ways: the cost of petroleum imports increased 

. sharply, and more than co!"pcmsac;ed for the increase in the 

·._prices of raw m:::.terials exported by Turkey. At the same time 

the flow of workers to Europe has reached a_plateau since 

the early s8vent i:s (the i:r number more than d oub'Led between 1966 

and 1969, and nearly doubled again by 1972, but between 1972 

and~1975 i~creased by only 12~; also better conditions for 

Turkish c;ues' workers (the~r 2,b\ility to bring their families 

with them, and the richt for themselves and their chil0ren 
. 

to compete on more nearly equal terms for jobs with indigenous 

jobse~kers) has begun to decrease the avernce remittance 

per WOl'ker, 

The fact tl1at Goo,oooto 700,000Turkish workers abroad 

have been contributing as r:;uch to the bal2..nce of pc:.yments as 

all 2.t;riCul tur2.1, mineral, 2.nd m~lnuf~_ctu.red exports co~rb ined 

i~dica·~es ltow closeJy tl1c Tur1:1sh eccnorny ~lreadj has become 
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tied to Europe. 

the rapid Turk i.sh 

More obvious~, it is a direct reflection of .,x 
p~pulation increase, which~2.6% per'year (197J/4) 

is the highest in the CECD area, and among the hic,hest in the 

world. In l~nt-range prospects for Turkish relations with the 

EC, this prob<cbl:y is an ambiguous factor. If il! future periods 

of prosperity Western Europe (as in the 1960s) creates a sizable 

surplus of worl'; places, Turkey is one of the most con'c'enient 

and plentiful sources of additional labor supply. Because 

of its absolute size, its rapid increase in per capita income, 

and its rapid population .growth TurkeJ' also is the fastest 

growing mark:~t for European. industrial y'~oc!ucts. On the 

other hand, Turkish per cap~ta GDP today is still only roughly 

1/6 the EC aver2.ge--just over l/3 that of Greece and just 

over 1/2 that of Portugal. At present rstes of poulation and 

per capita CDl', it would require ~5172 billi.on to brir.£3: 

Turl:ir,:j, ; ncor~e levels up to those of the nine EC mer.Jberr;. as 
' 

against only 0140 billion for Spain ($82b), Greec~($2Gb), and 

Portuc;al ($J2b) combined. And even thouch the income gap 

may diminish per capita, the absolute Gap is bound to increase. 

If recent popul~tion growth rates ace proJected to the year 

2000, Turkey will be more populous than any pr·esent member 

country of the EC--its population being 78 million as acainst 

74 million for ':iest Germany, 70 million for Italy, and29J million 
17 

for the nine pre::.:ent EC members cc·~·:bined. 

But polltical factors arP likely to loom just as larle 

as econor.1ic ones in the future sh2.pinc; of' 'l'urkey' s reh:. tionship 

with the EC. The origi.nal application of 1959 and the 1963 

As~ociatio11 ~green~ent, on the Tttrk~sh ~ide, wer~ (as re~eatedJ.y 

note~) a nat~r~J. outgro0th of Tu~kby'·s ~ncDea?inely westward 

.or~~-entation 6vcr the l.ns~; century. Jut rGcent ev~nts have 
\/ 
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put that orienhtion (or rather occidentation) under something 

of a cloud. When Turkey in 1914 used its .ri3ht under 

the ~yprus ~reaty of G~arantee to thwart the authoritarian 

·; coup by Sampson instigated by the Greek junta, European reaction 

was mostly unfavorable; it w~s quickly forcot~en that one 

of the incidental benefits of the operation was the fall of 

· the Greek junta itself and· hence the restoration of democracy 

in that country. The Aegean oil dispute has added new and 

direct strains to the relatbnship with Greece. And the Cyprus 

invasion also clov.ded :rurk 'sh-Jwerican relations (which for 

most of the bPriod from 1946 to 1964 had·~cen the very pivot of 

Turkish foreign policy). 

Recently at lea<t two other possible foreign policy aligmwnts 

have suggested themselve~ in competition with Turkey's traditional 

cooperation with the United States or with Europe. The negative 

reaction of the Afro-Asian majority in the United Nations to the 

Turkish case with rec;arcl to Cyprus suggested the need for 

a rapprochement with the Third World. The fact that Turkey is 

indeed a developing country, and like much of Asia anrl Africa 

has suffereci from the effects of Western imperialism, makes 

such an id ent if ica tion with the ·rhL.'d ';/orld mturaJ.. The 

recer:t ,prosperity of !,rab oil countri,,s )1as also add e0. new 

zest t& the memories of Turkey's Islamic heritage -- and the 

circumstn~ce that most Arab countries, notablv Libva, Saudi 
" " 

Arabia, and the principalities of the Gulf, are money-rich 

and population-poor may su;gest a vast and lucrative new direction 

for the export of Turklsh surplus labor. 

The Soviet Union alsc has profited from T~rkcy's recent 

?SGistance. An orie~tation to~~rct the Russ5.an-East Zurop~an 

socialist bJ:ock of countries is welcomed by ~~arxint radicals 
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stach as !~UJ.ent Ecevit as Eln otninous : . J ·~ , . 1 B .· 8 .. ~..ern~).clve. 

Yet unless constructive solutio11s are found to the 

prese:1t discontents in Turl~:ey's reL.ttions with the EC, the 

most likely altemative for Turkey wonlcl be a policy 

. of "[;oin~ it alone," of atte1r:ptin:; the claunU.nc job of 

promoting industrialization 3nd soci~l develop~ent out of 

Turkey's own resources and with Turk.ey's o·.vn efforts, l'lhatever 

the odds, and of steering a neut~alj_st forei;n policy 

·, C(,urse that reflects Tur;,ey's gco:.;r::qch'tc situc.ttior. at the 

Eastern n'(:;ions, that is of the First, Second, and Third '•h'blds. 
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NOT7\S 

1. Lewis V. Thomas anrl Richard~. Frye, The llnited St~tes and 

'[' k 1 T (C br~cln·e r-rass.: H8.l..;Vard Univcr·sity Presr:;, _ ur .ey ?,;lC -"'"' ri!n arc .t 0 , 

195 ), p. For an excellent account of Turkey's Western-

ization see Pernard Lewis, The RmerPence o~ ~octcrn :lurke~ 

(2nd edition; .London: Oxford University Press, 19 ); see 

also the pioneerinc; work by Arnold J. 'roynbee, The 'ifcste;~n 

Question in Creece 2r:3_ TurkP:Y ( ) . 
2 . Kemal's remarks are quoted in D.A. Rusto·.•,·, "The I'-:odernizatin 

of Turke~· in Eistcrics.l and Comparative Perspective," in Kemal 

H. Karpat, ed., Soci:o.l Chan::£ an•:l-Politi.cs in ·ItJ_r1-:.r::·v ____ __..._ t -- • . \.Leluen: 

------ ~ :5~ Bi:i.:u, 1.97 J}, ri. 1 o6. 

J. for a fuller quotation from the speech;·· see ibi.cl., p. 119. --- ~ . 
.. -~ 

IJ.. Al>dul.lah Cevdet's statementof l91J is (lUoted in B. lcwis, 

· .. 5. On the Inclcpend ence :·.1arch and the ·religious ehnent in the 

Turkish 'liar of Independen(;e see D.A. Rustow, "l'oliti.cs 

and Islam in Turkey,'' in R.N. Frye, ed., Islam and the 

.. I 

6. For afuller account of Atatllrk's foreic;n policy see D.A. Euf;ow, 
I 

''The Foreign Policy of the Turkish Republic," in R.C. Vacridis, 
' ed., Forei~n PoJkc::_~n ~o~~~ PoJit5cs (Enelewood-Cliffs, K.J.: 

' -:: F ':! "' ., p p . "'.,. ":' > ' -. • 

7. Hitler's statement to Ciano is quoted from thelatteT's 

• • 1 • ~ 

meJnolrs,~~~ _p. 

~07S (Loncion: C. Hurst for RIIA, 1977) .. , p. 288f. 
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9 'l cl p. )~lli.~. . , .. lina , 

10. Stein .Rokk~m has theorized about the •Je1<iyed impact of 

. reformation and counterrefor:ma tion on European party patterns' 

three and four centuries later. See Sey;nour ;.\arti.n Lipset 

• \> 
(Anl(Ec':'a: Avrupa Toplulu;:;1 Yayinlari 

/1976?/, 331 pp.). For a lir;tin(; of best-sellers, see 

Y"!n1;_i.(Ankara, no. 306, 2'+-30 January 1.97'?), p. 21+. 
/ 

12. Quoted from Ahimad, p: J82f. 
J 

13. Quote~ (translated) from Ttlrk;~,e 

tl}, 'c'tan:>l?.tecl from '[',C. Ba~;~akanUk Devlet Flanlama Tq:kilati, 

~~ru (Ankara: DPT, August 19?6), p. J!;·, 

1_5. Ibi.(l. I P· 40. 

16. Ibid. I P· J.5. 

17. The per capita GDP figures are calculated from 197.5 GDP 

( ' ' ) . ficures at current pn.ces and exca·hnge rates and nnd-1975 
V 

population.flc~res given in OECD, ~ain Ec~nnomic Indicators 

(Paris, December 197G), pp. l50f. FOr population increase 
~ . 
rates (1971< over 1973) see t}2isl.1p. 157. 

18. Thus in June 197 5, three"'onths after the for:r.atio:J of the 

Demirel four party ··~ationalist Front''coaliton, Ecevit 

declared in an interview with the fr£l.0\:fur·Cer AlJ..":e~~eine 

Zei tu!l.z: ·"If Turkey e;ets sn.pc:.rated fro:n the West, afte~ 

being separ·ated from America, there v:i11 be only one alte·rn-

ative left, as you all know and the whole world %nows, and 

one which no 0:1e war:·:s. We ~ .. ;hould not ~=-c dra.~:c~t:d· .to this." 

The reference to a po::;sible alicnn~~r:t· v.:]_tr. the ?as·:~ern, soc--
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V I E W P 0 I N T S 
ON THE INTEGRATION OF THE lURKISH INDUSTRY 

WITHIN EC 

In 1963 1 Turkey by signing the association agreement with EC 

took the following bas1c political and economic decisions. 

Turkey would remain in Western free democratic world, would be 

willing to liberalize its foreign trade and to reorientate its 
industry towards the free market economy. The governments were 

to take appropriate measures for the restructration of the 

industry within the framework of the association agreement to 

be tealized within a period of transition with minimum possible 

damages. By the additional protocole, Turkey reconfirmed her 

will for gradual liberalisation of her trade in order to attain 
the customs union with EC in 1990, 

But, in spite of this political will and decision, the successive 

governments ignored the basic concept of free ecdnomy while 
implementing the economic policies. Adopting import substitution 

as a basic economic policy, a~d applying unlimited protection, 
Turkey gave rise to a very rapidly growing but mostly 

uncompetitive industry. Self-sufficiency policy was coupled 
with the will of rapid growth beyond the financial'possibilitias 

of the country. 

This policy, in contradiction with EC free trade concepts, lead 

Turkey to an economic ~risis ~hich was largely deepened with the 
oil price incr~as~s. After exhausting all foreign short and 

long-term borrowing possibilities, the balance of payment deficits 
put the country in an economic impasse. 
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As a natural consequence of economic collapse, Turkey was not 

able to fulfil! its obligations stipulated in the association 

agreement. This adverse economic trend has its impaet in the 
public opinion. The concensus of 1963 to join EC vanished. 
According to these new opinion moves Turkey should revise its 

relations with EC. The erosion of Turkey 1 s export advantages~ 

difficulties of EC ift freeing the labour movements, lack of to · · 
financial support/improve the co~petitiveness of the Turkish 

industry, the time-t~ble of the additional protocole for the 

liberalisation of the trade prove that Turkey has no .advantage 

to continue her association with EC. 

According to more extreme views, the limitations imposed by the 
association agreement are endangering the development of the. 

Turkish industry, because their basic concept of the 
industrialisation is to build-up an industry in all aspects 

similar to those of industrialised countries. Thus the 
liberalisation of trade becomes a major obstacle for further 
industrialisation. Under these circumstances the logical 
decision would be to give up the idea of joining EC, to cancel 

the association agreement and to assess trade relations with 
the community on bilateral trade agreements~ 

The countryis gradually growing economic and financial diffipulti~s 

created a strain in the relations of Turkey with EC. 

Just ~t the time when Turkey-EC relations were going through 
a difficult phase, the enlargement of EC forced the Turkish 
government to reconsider its policy with the' Community and ·to 
speed up decisions related to the implementation of the associ

ation agreement as well as its en!argement. 
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On the other side, Turkey's 1977-?Bacute foreign exchange 
· shortage forced the government to take urgent action to 

overcome the crisis. A stabilization program agreed with IMF 

is implemented. A political decisiori is framed behind this 
program. Turkey will try to. develop her economic and trade 

relations with socialist as well as the third-world countries; 
but, basically the former foreign policy towards Western 
Europe will also be followed. Such a political decision 

prepared the ground to take Up negotiations with EC. At the 

first stage difficulties arising from the implementation of 
the association agreement will be solved. At the second stage, 

the enlargement of EC, ~ill be considered. 

Under present conditions when turkey can not fulfill its obli

gations stipulated in the association agreement, full member

ship seems to be unthinkable. But, integration of Turkey with 

EC should be envisaged in a perspective of 20-30 years, as 
concieved in the association agreement. Presently, the Turkish 
industry has important structural problems which prevents any 

challenge to compete with European industry. 

' Previous economic development policies bas~d on self-sufficiency 
and a high growth rate beyond country's economic possibilities 

were applicable at a cost of very high rate of inflation , 
approximately an average of 20% per year since 1973 which had 

dreadful effects on production costs of the industry. In 

addition the Following Factors caused increase in production 

costs : 

1. Insufficient and unbalanced infrastructural investments 
in the fields of communications, transport and parti

cularly energy. 
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2. Political prices imposed by the state enterp!ises which 

incre,se the cost of local imputs to the industry. 

3. Small size of production units due to import substitution 

policies 

4. Low level of technology as a consequence·of unsound 

protection.of industry. 

5. Scarcity of management and marketing skills 

6. Negative developments in labour relations 

7. Low rate of capital accumulation, leading to shortage• 

of financing and increasing tremendously the cost of 

capital. 

8. foreign exchang~ shortage, creating bottlenecks iri 

procurement of raw materials, intermediary goods and 

investment goods and conse~uently reducing the utilization 

of industrial production capacity. 

9. As a consequence of all these factors, the quality of the 

goods manufactured by the Turkish industry is inadequate 

and creates another handicap for exports. 

It is obvious that in spite of the large potential, under present 

conditions the Turkish industry can not challenge its competitors 

in EC. This economic impa~se is not caused by custom 

concessions granted by the association agreement or by erosion 

of export advantages but by wrong industrialisation st~ategy 
and the high rate of growth basis of economic ~evelopment 

policies of the previous governments. 
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Recently it has become evident that T~rkey has to curb the 

inflationi change the development and economic policies to 

re-structure its industry, harmonize planning with he~ 

~arket mechanism and increase her export. 

If Turkish economy is re-organized and its industry is 
re-structured, then there is a big potential which can be 

coupled with unexplored important natural resources to generate 

the foreign exchange necessary for a balanced growth. 

The implementation of such an economic reform can be eased by 

reasonable assistance of EC. Such an assistance is also 

to the ~dvantage of EC. Turkey is a big market today and will 

grow f~st in the future provided that sound basis of develop

ment is assessed. Turkey's economic growth will continue 
to require imports at an increasing rate. In the next 5 years 

Turkey is expected to purchase yearly 5 billion U.S. dollars 

worth of intermediate and investment goods. 

A number of basic commodities, machinery and equipment which 

are required by the Turkish industry are produced and 
manufactured in excess in EC. The European industrialists 
effected by the economic recession of the oil crisis, can . . . 
find for these products a growing market in Turkey by credit 

arrangements. They would enable their industry to overcome 
bottlenecks. Thus, EC has interest to support Turkish industry, 
supply bechnology, know-how and financing and contribute 

to its re-structuration. In the long run Turkey has the 
potential•to become an important trade partner with EC. 
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A selective industrialisation policy bas~d on comparative 

advantages is the basic concept of the Rome Treaty. It was 

applied without restriction among the full members of the 

community. But when the same· basic principle is adopted 

and implemented by associate members, they are confronted 

with EC's obstruction. Immediately import prohibitions, 

quotas, contengencies and all sorts of protective ~easures, 

i~ contradiction of the basic principles of the Rome Treaty, 

are introduced. Examples to such action were recently 

observed in export of texliles, el~c·tronics, tomato paste 
and few.other products. 

While encouraging the developing members of th~ community, 

to build-up a specialized competitive industry during a period 

of trasition introduction of new protective barriers, quanti

tative restrictions to new candidates will hamper the 

development of their industry. 

Consequently, i( EC is willing to associate fully the develop

ing Mediterranean countries and Turkey in particular, to the 

Community, then it has to weigh the long-term advantages of such 

membership against the concessions it has to grant them. 

At present Turkey is imp~menting an economic stabilization 

programme. In the 4th 5 Years Development Plan, new strategies 

and policies will be adopted to curb inflation,to attain above 

structural changed. An outward. looking for.~ign trade policy 

will increase the country's foreign exchange resources. Such 

a fundamental reform necessitates the adoption of an imterim 

programme. Parallely, an interim Turkish - EC agreement has 

to be elaborated in order to enliven the relationship. 

• 
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lUl'RE COOIX DE POLri'I~ E1'RIINGERE 

La poli.tique exterieure d I \..Ul pays depend naturellanent de 1 1 ertviral
nement, des donnlies et des conditions du systane politique international. Avant done 

de rlifllichir aux di.fferentes possibilitlis de ehoix de politique etrangere par la 

Turquie, i1 n 1est pas inutile de rappeler et de dlicrire les lignes de force de oette. 

situation internatianale. 

Pour mieux oatprendre oette situation internationale et apprlicier 

d 'tme maniere exacte sa nature actuelle, ses exigences et ses caractl!ristiques, 

il nous senble indispensable de faire un retour en arriere : seul en effet 1 1 etude 

de 1 1 Mlution du systerre politique international peut penoottre d 1effect\lel;" d 1une 

naniere saine une analyse realiste des possibiliUs qui s 1offrent il. la Turquie. 

Certes ,dans 1 1 avenir la situation peut cihanger et speculations restent possililes quant 

au devP.nir de oe syst:erre. Il faut done tenir od:tpte de ces perspectives et de les 

int<!grer ll 1 1 <malyse. Par . consl!quent lorsqu 1 an se penche sur les differentes possi

bilites de choix de politique l!trangere par un pays, il est plus que necessaire 

de'faire des distinctions entre les possibilites s 1offrant ll court terme qui dliooulent 

du passe et celle a long terme dant les dannees dependent des modifications qui 

affect.ent les structures a 1 1 echelon I!Dildial.. 

L 1existence de relations directes entre les politiques inUrieure 

et litrangere constitue un phi!narene bien connu. La politique litrangere d 1un pays 

depend cx:rirle on le sait, de ses ressourses econaniques, de sa force militaire, de 

sa population, de 1 1 ideologie de sOri regime, de la stabilite de oelui-ei, du degrli 

d 1tmite nationale et des valeurs qui la soutiennent, ainsi que de la oatpetenoe de 

·son appareil diplematique. Des attitudes changeantes deooulent done de 1 1E!llSSible 

de ces facteurs fo:cnant une synthese dant la cx:mpriihension devra s 1effectuer dans 

IDle perspective dynamique. Notre politique etrangere qui se dessine dans oe cadre 
. . . I . , . 

sera deterrriine a court et a long terme par les donnees du systare politique 
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internationale et les prOOccllpations de defense nationale se plaoeront au premier 

plan dans 1 'appreciation et 1 'orientation des objectifs exterieurs. 

I - L' ENIJIRCXlNEl'IEN!' POLITI<;UE INTERNATIOtW.E 

A) L'evolution du Systeme Politique Intemationale 

Si 1 'an examine la situation depuis la fin de la seoonde guerre 

rrondiale, on s'a~it que le systeme politique intemationale a oonnu trois 

grandes pl!riodes : la guerre froide, la coexistence pacifique et la detente. 

Dans les annl!e~ qui sui vent la conference de Yalta et la fin de .la 

seoonde guerre I!DI'ldiale, les pays d'Est et d'OUest se groupent dans des camps 

adverses et le I!Dnde entre dans une periode caracterisee par la presence des blocs. 

La perte par les Etats-Unis du ITDllopale nucleaire acc!llere cette division du I!Dnde 

en zones d' influences et 1 'on entre dans la periode de guerre froide. 

On peut dire que lors de cette pl!riode de guerre froide !'orienta

tion de la politique etrangere des Etats-unis etait dictee par le souci de maintenir 

· le plus possible de pays dans le camp du "I!Dnde libre" et de creer des institutions 

et organisations en vue de conserver son influence. Si 1 'on se rappelle Ciertaines 

situations (en Grik:e , en Iran) , on peut at'firner que les efforts deployes par les 
. 

Etats-unis dans ce but ant ete cansiderables~ D'ailleurs la politique menee par 

Staline en Europe Centrale ocmre au Hoyen-{)rient rendait legitirre 1' attitude des 

Etats-unis. 

Eoonaniquerent aussi les Etats-unis devenaient le leader du I!DI'lde 

occidentale dans cette periode d'apres guerre : principal pays reste intact au 

milieu des deoc:nt>res de la guerre, les Etats-Unis imposaient la supr('ltlatie du dollar 

surtout aprcs les Accords de Bretton \bads. Cette suprematie se renforc;;ait encore 

avec l'entree en vigeur du Plan Marshal! et la Doctrine Truman. Parallelernent, les 

pays de 1' Est s 'organisaient sous le leadership de 1' Union Sovietique et dans le 

.; ... 
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cadre du ~ : les blocs cx:mnencent alors a exister eoonan:i.querrent. Ce regroupe

rrent en blocs se prolonge sur les plans militaire, ideologique renfo~ant a leur tour 

oette ooupure dichatritique. • 

. . . 

CePenrlant par la suite, oanne consequence des exoes de la course aux 

aiiienents, de la deCXJUVerte et de 1' innovation des anres sophistiquees capables de 

destructions massives, les super' puissanoes ont ccmrence a oessei de se rrenaoer 

mutuellement. Le relCveinent de la Chine populaire qui ccmrenoe a s.' i.np)ser sur le ·. 

plan international, notarment par le poids que lui donne sa population cree un nou

veau facteur intervenant dans le sens d'un rapprochement des deux grands. 

Un autre facteur agissant dans le sens d 'un assouplissement des 

hostilitl!s est cree par le dl!velopfEtent des rivalitl!s l!oorianiques a 1' interieur 

ni!rre des blocs. ( Les E.U. faoe a la C.E.E. ; l'U.R.S.S. et la Chine). 

B) La Situation Actuelle : 

Les blocs ideola<jiques, sociaux, econaniques, militaires crees apres 

la seoonde Guerre Mondiale par les deux grands a:xt11encent a avoir des relations plus 

souples, llDins tendues oes dernil!res annees cc.mre le llDntrent les observations. 

Le nonde occidental tend par sa logique a crel!r en son sein des centres 

ooncurrents et oeux-ci ne cessent de se renforcer. La concurrence s 'observe notarment 

au niveau des capitaux americains et de ceux de la C.E.E. 

A l'interieur du bloc oriental, d'autre part, des rivalitl!s ideolo

yiques et territoriales opposent l'U.R.S.S. a la Chine. La politique nenl!e par cette 

derniE!re sur le plan international gagne en i.np)rtance depuis notamrent son entree 

dans l'O,N.U •• Dans les Balkans, poursuivant l'exenple de la Yougoslavie en politique 

' 
etrang~, la Rounanie tend a avoir des attitudes relativenent I!Dins dependantes de 

l'Union Sovil!tique. Par ailleurs, parallclement la rivaliti! ideologique entre Moscou 

et Pekin, des divergences d 'opinion apparaissent entre les partis cxmmmistes des 

pays non-orientaux. 

~I· .. 
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ParalliHement 1l cet assouplissement des relations a 1 1 interieur m8nie 

des blocs, oo oonstate un dl!gel entre les blocs- eux-m3nes : la reoonnaissance au 

tatps de w. Brandt par 1 1Allanagne Fiidl!rale de la Republique D~atique Allanande 

dans le cadre de 1 1 "0stpolitique" du parti social-derrocrate, la nonna'lisation des 

relations entre la Republique Populaire de Chine et .le Japan, le developpauent des 

relations entre la C.E.E. et l 1U.R.S.S. en oonstituent des examples. Nous scmnes 

en presence d 1une situation telle que, oonstatant cette evolution des relations entre 

les blocs jadis radicalement opposes, les pays qui en font partie pensent aussi pouvoir 

effectuer des choix nouveaux juges auparavant iropossibles. Dans ce nouveau cadre, de 

nouvelles perspectives apparaissent rendant obligatoire une revision des oonceptions 

per:imees et une nouvelle definition des donnees de la situation. 

Ainsi des developperents tels que la revision de la politique ameri

caine :! l 1egard de la Chine et de l 1U.R.s.s., le developpement des attitudes posi

tives reciproques ( l 1enlevement des raJ!lles de fusee au CUba et en Turquie) pour la 

creation d 1 un cl:imat d 1 apaisement, ont eu cc:mre oonsequence 1 1 entree dans la periode 

de la coexistence pacifique. 

Cependant il n 1 est pas exacte de dire que ces developpenents ont 

pennis de clore detinitivement cette situation creee au lendanain de la guerre ca

racterisee par le partage du m::mde. Il· n 1 est pas vrai non plus que les deux grandes 

puissances ont perdu toute hegenonie a 1 1 interieur de leurs blocs respectifs. Non 

seulenent les alliances et les rapprochenents politiques, ideologiques, rnilitaires 

et eoonaniques criH!s apres la guerre n 1ont pas disparu, on ne voit pas aussi cc:mrent 

cela peut disparaitre totalenent. Les rivalites d 1 interets oontinuent entre les 

deux grands. Peut-QI1 alors parler dans un tel contexte de la fin de la situation 

bipolaire, de la naissanee d 1 une nouvelle situation rnulti-,olaire ? N1est-il pas 

plus exacte de parler maintenant d 1une situation bi-Jolaire assouplie ? 

o 1 une maniere generale on peut avancer 1 1 idee que ni 1 1 union Sovie

tique ni les Etats-!Jnis veulent creer des situations irreparables dans le sens 

./ ... 
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d 1une renaissance des hostilit§s. L'Union Sovietique n 1 a pas manifeste Wl.e vive 

rl!action lors du renversarent sanglant du regi.ne marxiste d 1 Allende venu au 

pouvoir pourtant il la suite d 1 i!lections legales. Les Etats-unis ont quitt€ le 

Vietnam et la Cambodge. Les deux grands font maxinund'attention vis'!! visde 

la situation au Mayen-nrient et agissent avec une grande prudence il 1 1 egard du 

oonflit entre 1 1 Israel et l'J:J;Npte. Ce soin pour ne pas enveni.ner la guerre froide 

s 10bserve aussi il propos de 1 1affaire chypriote. S 1agit-il d 1une poursuite du 

partage du nvnde souS une forrre nouvelle, au niveau econanique, cm same .un second 

Yalta ? Toute reponse a ces questions reste dans le danaine de la speculation. 

Une chose est cependant certaine : depuis 1972, les E.U. et l 1U.R.s.s. veulent 

poursuivre la politique de la detente. 

Dans les annees de 1 1 apr~s-guerre, dans le nvnde accidental 1 1 Europe 

est devenue, au niveau eoonanique, un puissant rival des Etats...:unis. La C.E.E. avec 

au di!but six , apres neuf et bient5t douze nenbres constituent· une puissance l!cono

mique de premier plan sur les marches m:mdiaux. Sous le poids de ses charges directes 

en Extrare-<>rient et indirectes ailleurs, 1 1 C'OOI'Iallie americaine est amenee a accepter 

1 1 ilcroulement du systare de Iiretton W:lods en 1971. oecretant 1973 "L 11\nnee de 1 1Europe", 

1 11\merique dernande il ses allies europeens de partager d 1 une maniere equitable ses 

charges de participation aux frais de dlifense de la Ccmnunaute Atlantique. De mElme 

elle propose la convocation d 1 une conference au sarmet pour traiter ensE!Ilble les 

questions ccmrerciales, militaires et dip1anatiques. Dans la rriene periode, le Japan 

apparait oc:mre un nouveau rival eoonanique de la C.E.E. oc:mre des Etats-unis. 

Au del:! de ces rivalites €oonaniques et la concurrence, le rapprochement se poursuit. 

C1cst en 1978 que oc:mrencent les travaux au niveau le plus elev€ en Europe pour 

traiter du probl::lre d 1une rronnaie europeenne. Concurrence et oooperation oonstituent 

done les caract€ristiques des relations au sein des pays du bloc. accidental. 

Une question epineuse persiste cependant dans le danaine militaire. 

Le rapprochement E. u. .,.. . u. R. s. s. d 'une part, le developperrent de la portee des 

./ .... 
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fusoos soviiitiques d' autre part creent des soucis en Europe quant ;i la protection 

de 1 ~Europe par 1' :'merique dans le cas d 'un llventuel conflit ann€!. Les pourparlers 

directs que les super-, .uissanoes menent entre eux pour limiter les d€ipenses pour la 

defense qui s 'accroissent demesurl!nent de part et d 'autre alimentent ce souci euro

plien •. Les conversations SALT, la non•autorisation par 1 'Europe de 1 'utilisation de 

ses bases militaires lors du conflit entre 1' Israel et 1 'Lgypte en 1973, la mise en· . 

_etat d'alerte de 1 'Annlie americaine sans consultation des allills europelins ont crlle 

a 1' llpoque un certain lltat de tension entre les deux parties. 

Les Etats-Unis par le biais des euro-dollars et du petrole sont · 

toujours en mesure de tenir sous c:ontr6le les liconanies europeennes. Surtout la 

wlnllrabilitli en matiere llnergetique de la c.E.E. apparue lors de la crise du 

plltrole apres les conflits du Proche-orient I!Dlltre les limites de 1 'autonanie de 
' -

la C.E.E. devenue cependant la troisieme puissance llconanique du M:mde. Toute 

influence sur les conflits au ~-orient, principal fournisseur d'energie de la 

C.E.E. risque de bouleverser les llconanies europeennes dependantes pour 80% du 

petrole de la zone. 1\lors que 1 'Europe deviant· vulnerable a chaque augmentation du 

. prix du plitrole, celui-ci affecte peu les Etats-unis et pas du tout L'Union Sovill-

. tique. La crise du petrole a done servi les Etats-Unis d'une maniere llclatante en 

lui assurant une fois de plus sa suprematie ll 1' interieur du bloc occidental. 

Cependant il ne faut pas exagerer outre mesure ces conflits intra-hloc •. Le systane · 

politique des pays du nonde occidental lie de maniere structurelle les deux parties 

et en cas d'une eventuelle conflit avec le bloc oriental, les Etats-Unis se place

rent obligatoirerent du o6tli des deroocraties liberales europeennes. 

En rlisumli, la pliriode actuelle peut etre caracterislle par 1 'aXis-

' -tenoe d'un systi:rne bi-rolaire souple. Les super-puissances continuant leurs suprll-

rnaties malgre les trcs grands progrcs econaniques enregistres par la C.E.E. _Les 

pays font partie des blocs tant que leurs interets sont satisfaits. Le poids des 
' . 

. I 

choix econaniques influertceront a court et a long terme 1' etat des relations entre · 
: t ~~ 

'' 

.( ... 
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et lll 1 interieur des blocs. De ce point de vue, la situation de la c.E.E. qui 

posslide un tri'Js grand potentiel eoonanique et politique reste trl!s caracteristique. 

I! - l-o8 POSSIBILITES DE CHOIX DANS L 1 Jm!RCNNEMENT 
POLrricm; lNTERNATIONl\L 

Si 1 1an prend pour hypothl!se une I!Ddificatian des donnees eoonaniques, 

politiques,. ideologiques ou militaires de notre pays, les differentes options de 

politique exterieure peuvent Gtre les suivantes : 

A - Rapprocher notre politique etrangere de celle du bloc oriental 

B - Avoir une politique etrangere orientee vera les pays musulmans, 

surtout arabes. 

C - Faire partie du bloc des pays non-alignes 

D - Rester solidaire du bloc occidental 

E - Rester solidaire du bloc occidental tout en devenant membre 

integral de la C.E.E. 

Dans le cadre de nos interets nationaux a long tenne, il reste done 

ll detenniner la politique etrangere la plus digne, rationaliste et rlialiste qui 

oonviendrait ::\ notre pays. 

Les facteurs qui determinent no17e systl'me politique sont les diri-

<Jeants, l 1 ideologie de ces dirigeants, lea institutions et la solidite de celles-ci, 

et nos organisations politiques. QueUe est done la politique etrangE!re la plus ratio

nelle qui correspondrait a notre systC!re di!nncratique ? 

Chaque systane politique possCrle sa specifite determinee par son 

histoire nationale, ses traditions, ;:;es rroeurs. Toute en ayant son originalite notre 

syst:E!me p>litique reste aussi foridanentalement influence par l 1ideologie di!mxratique 

occideittale. En outre lorsqu 1 an rappelle les equilibres fragiles de nos structures 

l!oonaniques i'l l 1heure actuelle, il faut tenir oanpte des conditions de renforoerrent 

de notre systC!re denocratique. 5 long tenne dans la determination d 1 une politique 

iitrang&e. Il faut done essa/er de reflechir aux differentes possibilites qui 

./. ~. 
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s'offrent i\ la ·Turquie dans une perspective du renforcerrent de notre systeme 

demacratique liberal. 

A - Se rapproc:her du bloc des pays de 1 'Est: 

Les relations qu'entretient un pays avec un autre sont' toujours 

determinees par les interets nationaux de oelui-ci notamnent sur le plan econanique, 

ideologique. Les soi-disant sacrifices consentis ne·doivent done dissimuler cet 

aspect ·fondarrental determinant. 

Il n'est d'ailleurs pas possible d'aligner sur le plan international 

notre politique nationale sur celle du bloc oriental lorsqu'on rappelle les struc

tures demacratiques libera~s de notre systeme politique defini par notre Constitution. 

Une politique litrangcre posSL"'de aussi sa structure, •;a logique determinees par le 

temps qu'on ne peut rrodifier brusquerrent. La grande puissance h!igerronique du bloc 

oriental, l'U.R.s.s. posSt."'de des frontieres avec notre pays. I1 est done nonnal pour 

la Turquie d'avoir cx:mre ligne directrice de sa politique exterieure de chercher des 

aliian~s en vue d'C'quilibrer ce voisinage. cette mefiance de la Turquie est alimentlie 

non seulement par les souvenirs de la periode d' avant la. revolution d 'Octobre (politi

que traditi~elle des Tsars de conquerir le Sud), mais aussi par les reVendidations 

sovilitiques de la periode stalinienne sur les Detroits et les departertcnts Est de la 

Turquie. 

Au temps de la presidence d'ATATORK et mEime jusqu'a la fin de la , 

seconde guerre ll'Onctiale, la politique exterieure turque !!tait dict!!e par la politique 

de "Paix dans le pays, Paix dans le Jronde". Ainsi la Turquie a pu alors realiser au 
' 

niveau de ses relations exterieures un equilibre entre !'west et l'Est. L'inp:>rtance 

strategique de la Turquie a cette epoque des armes conventionnelles rendait necessaire 

et utile une telle politique definie d' avantage par 1' interet que par 1 'ideologie; 

Par ailleurs lors de la mEime periode, la politique sovietique, preoccupee davantage 
I . 

par,les problemes de la construction du socialisme a l'interieur avait ll'Oins de 
' . . ) , 

visees expansionnistes,.Dans la periode suivante tout·a change a cause no~t de 

./ ... 
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la nature des annenents, la,politique extllrieure de l 1U.R.s.s., l 1 ~rtance de la 

situation stratiigique de la 'l'w:quie dans 1 1 ~ventualitli d 1un oonflit global ••• 

D' autre part le choix par la '1\u:qllie dans les annlies d 'apres-guerre d' un rlig:lire 

derrocratique pl117aliste 1 'a rapproc:M d' avantage du bloc occidental et· rend de 

roins en roins probable et possible 1 'alignement de sa pc)litique · extlirieure sur celle 

de l'Union Sovilitique. 

C'est done dans cette perspective qu 1il faut cx:mprendre et interpreter 

la phrase de notre Premier Ministre Billent EJ:E.Vrr qui affinne que " le rapprochement 

sur le plan liconanique de la 'l'w:quie avec l'U.R.s.s. ne oc:mstitue pas une alternative 

1l sa politique occidentale, mais un cx:mplement " llinsi, les aCcords bilatliraux avec 

les pays de 1' Est pemettent d I etablir un dialogue servant a 1 I oojectif de la crliation 

de relations amicales. Ces pays aident aussi la '1\u:qllie pour la rl!alisation de ses '· 

plans pour la amstruction d'une industrie lourde, au niveau de l'envoi des cadres et 

techniciens et du financenent. De ni!rre pour 1 1accroisserrent des exportations agriooles 

turques, ils constituent un rnarche. 

B - Choix d'une politique litrangere orientlle vers les pays 
musulmans et surtoUt arabes. 

La region du 1-Dyen-orient qui lie trois amtinents et qui s' ctend de 

1 1 Iran jusqu '1'1 la Libye a une tri!s grande importance dans le systene international 

bipolaire souple actuel.L' importance de la rligion dcooule de ses ressources en plitrole 

et de sa situation stratligique. La rivalitli ideologique intense observee dans la 
• 

· rligion entre 1 'LSt et 1 10Uest s 1 cxplique par ces facteurs. 

L' Iran, 1 1 Israel, Le Pakistan et la 'l'w:quie exoeptlis, la zone est 

peuplce de pays arabes. or ces derniers qui n 1ont pas encore atteint soeiologiquement 

et politiguerrent le stade de "Etat-Nation", et amnaissant, des rivalites locales, 

tribales, rligionales se caracterisent par une incessante instabilitli politique et la 

scene politique est daninee par des regimes autoritaires. La sucx:ession de coups d 'Etats 

s 1 cxpliquant sauvent par de rivalitlis personnelles amstituent dans cette zone un oercle 

./ ... 
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vicieux. Ccll1neht alors \D1 pays .tiers peut · axer sa politique !!trangike sur la 

solidadte avec \D'le region si instable et roouvante ? Axer la politique ext!!rieure 

sur le facteur religieux - L'Islam - donne des resultats encore plus d!!cevants et 

transfonnent dans un sens r!!trograd!! la signification des alliances. 

Cependant la n!!cessit!! energ!!tique de notre pays qui revete une si 

grande i.rtp:>rtance ces dernieres annees rend la cooperation obligatoire avec · ees pays • 

. I.es revenus petroliers de ces pays en voie de developperent c:t;!!ent aussi en TIRquie 

des attitudes de plus en plus favorables ll \D'le revision des conceptions de politique 

exterieure turque ll 1 'egard de ces Etats.· Le probFire est done i.rtp:>rtant politiquement. 

En TIRquie on avance 1' idee qu 'une telle cooperation nous per~rettrait de oanbler notre 

deficit energetique, <le profiter des euro-dollars et d'accrol:tre notre poidS dipl.ana-

tique sur la scene internationale. 

La possibilite d' initiatif de la Turquie reste cependant limit!!e dans 

la region ii la suite de 1' i.rtp:>rtance qu 'y accorde les deux super-puissances. De ce 

point de vue il n'est pas inutile de rappeler les conditions de la cr!!ation et du 

developpE!lent du ·Pacte de Bagdad, <le sa transfonnation en C.E'.N.T.o., et la naissance 

· de la R.c.o. • Les limites ii 1' interieur de laquelle la Turquie peut avoir 1' initiatif 

decoulent de l'Gtat des relations E.U. - U.R.s.:; •• certes, dans \D'le certaine mesure 

nous pouvons adopter ici une politique plus souple. Mais on ne peut aboutir il. partir 

d'une telle situation A la definition stricte et durable de toute une politique 

exterieure ayant oamme base l'!!tablissement de relations f~tales dans la region 

et en privilegiant cette region. 

Quant ii nos relations avec les deux pays non-arabes de la region, 

l'Iran et le Pakistan, clles s'etablissent dans le cadre du C.E.N.T.O. et de la R.c,,o., 

qui se situent l'un oamme !'autre dans une persrective occidentale. 

En ce qui concerne la situation de 1' ;JJypte qui a des pretentions au 

leadership dans la region, ce pays agit ouvertement pour limiter 1 'audience de la 

'l'.rr<JUie. La periode nasserienne en constitue une preuve. Dans la region les sentiments 

./ ... 
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d'Jostilitl! sont enoore vifs a l'i!gard de la puissance colonisatrice de jadis, 

1' Unpire ottanan, qu 'on reiXl responsable de 1' Gtat d 'at~t actuel de la rl!gioo. 

Or, notre politique chypriote nous oblige ll amUiorer nos relations avec lea pays 

arabes. Eoonaniquement aussi, oc:mne prouve l'exemple de la construCtion de la pipe

line Irak-Turquie, nos intlirets vont dans ce sens. En sarme, des amtiliorations de 

la politique turque doivent E!tre atteniues dans la ri!gion.Mais lorsqu'ori songe a 
1' etat de sous-dliveloppenent, d' instabilite et aux oonflits dans la ri!gion il ne paratt · 

ni daliste ni rational pour la Turquie d 'axer toute sa politique extlirieure sur lea 

relations avec lea pays de cette ri!gion. 

C - Faire partie du groupe des pays non-alignlis 

Il n 'est pas daliste du point de vue des interE!ts a long terme de 

notre pays d'adopter une politic.(Ue exterieure non alignee et faire partie de ce bloc. 

D'aill.eurs les discussions sont en cours sur la validite et la realitl! 

de !'existence d'un bloc non-align~!. La plupart des pays qui affil::ment en faire partie 

sont des pays sous-developpes tri!s differents des uns des autres sur tous les plans 

et 11 n 'est pas rare qu' ils entrent en cxnflit entre eux. Ccmnent d 'ailleurs une unite 

de vue et une solidaritl! peut exister entre des regiJnes dont certains sont d'extr&ne

droite et d'illltres d'uxtrilme-gauche. De m&ne, an retrouve dans ce bloc 00te a 00te 

des pays producteurs de petrole assez riches et d' autres demunis de toute ressource. 

Nous sarmes en fait en presence d'un groupe de pays ~t hetlirogene. ou point 

. de vue du dliveloppe•ent politique, le niveau de ces pays est tres bas. Dans la plupart 

le processus de democratisation CUIIIIance 1l. peine et nous sctnnes souvent en pr1isence .. 
de leaders et de regiJnes extrernement autoritaires. Dans ces pays souvent a structure 

> 

tribale, une unit~! de we ne se rnanifeste pas non plus au niveau des rlisolutions a 
l'O.N.U., certaines s'alignant sur les positions de l'U.R.s.s., d'autres des Etats;..Unis. 

La plupart des decisions qu'ils adoptent lors de leurs propres rliunions sont guidees 

par les pays ne participant pas ii ces reunions. Les l.imites de leur autonanie reelle 

sont tr~s etroites; les decisions servent surtout a accroitre le prestige des leaders 
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des pays participants devant-1 1opinion publique l!Dildiale. D1ailleurs lew:'s affir

mations restent sinon toujours oontradictoires souvent sentiroontales et utopiques. 

La position de certains pays non-alignes appara'it a::rnne plus que douteuse (CUBI\) , 

celles d 1autre sercble etre liee a la presence au pouvoir d 1un leader'.Il S 1agit done:· 

en same d 1 un bloc difficilement detinisable, a utilite discutable sur la scene 

intemationale. 

Camlent alors la Turquie peut prendre ce groupe Oc:ntre une entite 

viable pour aligner sa politique exterieure sur celle du "bloc"? I1 est plus realiste 

pour la Turquie de developper ses relations bilaterales avec les pays de ce groupe 

pour miewe defendre ses interets nationaux. 

D - :.ester solidaire du bloc occidental 

Aprcs la seoonde guerre m:>ndiale la Turquie s 1 est rangee sur la 900ne 

internationale dans le canp occidental. Il ne faut pas expliquer ce choix uniquerrent 

par des revendications territoriales sovietiques. Des raisons plus profondes d 1ordre 

culturel et historique intervierinent aussi pour expliquer ce choix turc. Le choix 

S 1est facilite par le climat de la guerre froide et bien a~iili par l 10ccident. 

Depuis le XIX. siecle, l 1cltl>ire ~ se fixait a::rnne objectif la 

m:xkmisation et prenait alors a::rnne nrxiE!le la civilisation occidentale. Malgre la 

guerre que la Turquie a dO. nener oontre certaines puissances de l 10ccident a la fin 

de la Premiike Guerre Mondiale, not:re pays a maintenu son objectif de doter ses 

structures politiques des institutions demxratiques de type occidental. L1evolution 

vers la democratisation s 1est done realisee apres cette Seoonde Guerre Mondiale. 

Pans ce climat, lorsque 1 1Union Sovietique a o::&il<ence a nenacer la Turquie, notre 

pays a pris la decision de se rapprocher d 1 avantage des pays occidentaux et concre

tiser ce rapprochemmt par 1 'entree dans des alliances P:>litiquee, ecor\aniques et 

mil:i.taires. C 'est ainsi que la Turquie est devenue membre du Conseil de 1' L'urope et 

de l 10.T.A.N •• Quant & l'aooord d 11\nkara de 1964, il manifeste le desir turc d 1.an

trer dans le HareM Ccmnun. SUr le plan regional d'autre part, la Turquie est ehtree 

.; ... 
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clans des alliances qui sont la prolongation des organisations occidentales : le . 

Pacte de Bagdad ( le C.E.N.T.O.), la R.C.D •• Le voisinage avec l'U.R.S.S. explique 

done en partie ce rapprochement avec les Etats-Unis. Mais par suite de ce voisinage, 

la cooperation militaire avec les E. u. s 'est beauc:oup developpee. Cette cooperation 

c:onvenait sans nul doute beauc:oup aussi aux interets des Etats-unis d 'un double 

point de vue : Politiquenent dans cette periode de la guerre froide - qui etait avarit 

tout ideologique - il c:onvenait aux Eta:ts Unis de maiittenir la Turquie dans le canp 

des pays libres denocratiques. Militairement, la Turquie poss!idait pour les :i!:tats 

Unis une valeur strategique inccmparable : son voisinage avec 1 'U.R.s.s. et les bases 
I 

· militaires qu'elle pouvait abriter attestent cette irrportance. 

Cette cooperation Etats-Unis - Turquie <Xttliencee dans le cadl:e de la 

doctrine Trurnan et de 1 'ilide Marshall a accru a long terne la dependance technologique 

militaire de la Turquie a l'egard du E.U •• Les inc:onvenients se sont faits sentir 

depuis 1 I eclatarent de 1 I affiaire chypriote. En outre les Etats Unis preferent de plus 

en plus, cxrme prouve l'c~le de ses rapports avec l'Iran, a vendre des anres aux 

pays qui paient au CCI!l>tant, ce qui rend aussi la situation turque difficile sur le 

plan de la rrodernisation de 1' C'quiperrent de son anni'ie. La strategie actuelle de 

1 'Union Sovietique consiste l'i maintenir la statu quo en EUrope et en controler 

1 '·expansion chinoise en 1\sie. L' :importance strategique de la Turquie apparait ccmre. 

ooins iJrvortante a 1 'heure actuelle sur le plan nondial. Toutes ces raisons poussent 

la Turquie :; detinir elle-m§me ses objectifs nationaux sous un eclairage different 

de la periode de la guerre froide. Notre pays doit diminuer sa dependance militaire 

en arroorrent en developpant lui-mt:roe ses industries de la detense. 

Les questions qui se posent a court terroo a notre politique,etrangere 

p~identale sont celles relatives au problerre chypriote et egeen. La resolution 

pacifi.quE cL, ces problE!rres exige l'etablisserrent d'un dialogue entre les partenaires. 

La Turquie, poursuivant une ligne pacifique en la matiere, cherche a trouver un 

CCI!l>rcrnis avec. la Gr(lce mais elle ne peut bien silr renancer a ses intercts nationaux 

la tension r;;gne done entre les deux Etats malgre la multiplication par la TurqUie 
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des initiatives dans le sens du retablissarent de la cooperation et de la realisation 

d'1m aooon'l juste .et durable. 

C'est sans doute a la suite de ce problerre chypriote que la plupart 

des pays du l'byen Orient, le Pakistan et la Libye exceptes, ant 11Ddifie leur poli

tique etrangere a 1 I egan'l de la Turquie. Les Nations Unies sans aller jusqu I a oondam

ner 1' intervention turque a Chypre a rocintre ceperrlant son desaooon'l par ses resolu

tions reclamant le retrait des troupes litrangcres de Chypre. Il faut done oonstater 

1 'insuccE!s de notre politique etrang;ze en mati.cre de 1 'explication des aspects 

veri tables du probl:-me :'i 1 'opinion publique rrondiale : il est temps pour la Turquie 

de passer d'une politique extlirieure imrobiliste Cl une politique dynamique. 

Le problerre Chypriote a servi la Greoe en lui pennettant 1m retour au 

regilre dlimocratique o DepuiS 1 redevenu rrembre dU Conseil de 1 I Europe 1 la Grece 1 not:an

meJlt en s' appuyant sur 1' influence qu 'clle possMe aux Etats Unis, ( la presence 

d' une o:>lonie gre<:X]Ue et des capitaux ~rtants) a reussi a rrobiliser les groupes 

de pression et 1 'opinion publique occidentale en sa faveur. C '.ost ainsi que fliisant 

oublier le o:>up d'Etat de Samson en accusant en la maticre les politiciens de la 

junte renversee, la Grec::e a reussi i'i presenter son point de vue d'une maniere positive. 

C'est dans ce climat que certain.~ etats occidentaux ont reclame de la 

Turquie le retrait de ses troupes de l'Ile. Non seulerrent !'intervention turque litait 

rendue obligatoire a cause du =up d' Etat de Samson, il n 'est pas non plus possible 

pour la Turquie de =nsentir dans cette situation de grands sacrifices sur le plan· 

militaire a Chypre. La Turquie etant un des signataires des aco:>n'Is de Landres de 1960, 

elle doit garantir l'independance et l'integritc·territoriale de l'Ile. En outre, des 
• 

sacrifices outre resure non realistes risquent de nuire aussi a la Turquie sur le 

plan de sa politique interieure. Les deux parties doivent done s 'entendre sur une 
' ' 

politique realiste et rationnelle reglant a la fois le problerre dlypriote _et celui 

du plateau oontinental de la rer Egce. Un calendrier peut done etre fixe par les 

hcmres d 'Etat, des delJl!. parties. La rrer Egee importante aussi bien ecortaniquement que 

du point de vue strategique peut devenir une zone de paix. D'autres nations dans le 
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passli ont rliussi a transfonoor l'hostilite histori.que en une amitili durable 

·( cf : France - Z\llanagne Federale) • 

En sarme , bien que son inpJrtance strategique diminue, la TUrquie 

fait toujours partie d 'une zone isntable (rappelons le prcblme libanais) oil l'unian 

sovieti.que oonstitue une nenace. Les Etats Unis veulent, sans retourner a une position 

isolationiste d:imi.nuer leur oontribution lioonani.que pour maintenir le statu quo dans 

la region. D'uutres alternatifs s'inpJsent ccmne prouve !'initiative giscardienne d'une 

politique europlilinne ml!ditlirranlienne. La C.E.E. semble, tOut en se pl.ac;:ant dans le 

canp occidental, s 'orienter vers une nouvelle division des taches sur le plan diplo

mati.que. L'adhlision de la Grece a la camnmautli devient certaine. C'est dans ce noillleaU 

.climat de ooopliration politique qu'il faut maintenant envisager le choix d'une nouvelle 

politique litrangere par notre pays. 

E - Dlivelopper notre politique etrangere dans le cadre d'une 
C.E.E. 1ilargie : 

La C.E.E. a sans doute ccmne objectif final !'aspiration millena.ire 

d'une unification harmonieuse europeenne. Fondee a court tenre sur les int<irets · 

ocmrerciaux et econaniques des pays rrenlJres, elle s'avance 1entement sur la voie d'une 

unification politi.que dont les premiers pas sont la creation d'une monnaie europel!nne 

et !'election des deputes du Conseil europeen au suffrage universe!. 

Politiquement et ideologiquement, la C.E.E. est CXI!ilOSiie de nations 

fonda!rentalerrent attachlies au rl!g:i.Jre democratique pluraliste. Ainsi s'explique sans 

doute ce desir des nations. peripheriques ( Espagne, Portugal, c;rece) qui attachlies 

aux principes des institutions democratiques veulent les concretiser et rendre 

durables dans leurs pays : ceux.,ci,en entrant dans le Marche Ccmnun esperent clore 

definitivanent tout retour a des reg:i.Jres autoritaires •. 

Dans les pays metibres du Marche Ccmnun, non seulement cette ideologie 

democratique est puissannent enracinlie, mais,en outre, la Ccmnunautli favorise le 

succes des forces les plus democratiques. Les forces politiques dcminantes de la 
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Ccmnw!autii sont la dlirrocratie chretienne et la social d!!npcratie. SeU1 en,effet;, 

des hames politiques de pays differents se reclamant des principes dfurocrat:.iq14es 

plus, ou ·IIDins similaires peuvent riiussir a faire avancer cet ensemble :Clans !la woie 

d'tine. unification a l'cchelle europiienne. 

Par son fonctionnement, la C.E.E. developpe les relations non seule

ment au niveau des politiciens professionnels, nais a celui d •un ensenble de groupe.;.' · 

n'ellts : du fait des prises. de diicisions cc:mnunes a Bruxelles, les organisations patl:O

nales, .r;yndicales ccmnencent a se connaitre, se rapprocher, voire rnene a se ooncerter 

a 1 'iichelon europeen pour detinir elles aussi des politiques cc:mnunes. Un rapproche

ment s'effectue aussi au niveau des municipalites. Les organisations de jeunesse, de 

sports, les associations culturelles OCltlpCrent aussi ·de plus en plus, 1 'Europe deve

nant de plus en plus petite, solidaire et unie. L'unification realisee au scmnet 

descend petit a petit a la base. 

Pourquoi alors la Gr~'Oe est-elle tentce d 'une maniere si subite 

d'cntrer dans la C.E.E.? Pour se prot<?!ger sans doute des aventures autoritaires la 

gn.."'ice a interQt a devenir nerbre integral de !'Europe. Mais en meme tenps on peut 

se denander si le conflit avec la Turquie n' accelere pas cet ~vie grecque ? Dans le 

oonflit qui oppose la Grece a la Turquie sur les problenes chypriotes et du plateau 

continental egeen, la Grece prefere obtenir l'nppui des pays europeens en entrant 

elle dans la c.E.E. et en laissant dehors la Turquie •. Ainsi, le choix pour la Grece .· 

est d' avantage politique qu' econanique. 

Devant cette perspective, rrais en tenant aussi cxnpte de la situation 

historique, cconanique, ideologique de nos structures nationales, il est de notre 

inter(;t d'ndherer nous aussi a la C.E.E •• Ne pas y adherer constitue aussi. un choix 

· politique mais ce choix ne ·:onvient ni a nos inUrets politiques, ni a nos interets 

e.:;onaniques, ni cxrnnerd.ia.ux. Ccmne la c.E.E. constitue un partenaire priviliigie, au 

niveau politique des Btats Unis et un grand sous~Toupenent de l'C1I71N, la position 

d'une Turquie tenue en dehors de la Camrunaute devient prejudiciable pour la politique 

./ ... 
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mediterran<H1nne_. Militairorent, une Turquie affaiblie n'ariimge pas non plUs les 

intl!rets des puissances allilies •. Une Turquie mimbre·de la C~E.E; prli~te des · · 

avantages pour i 'Occident._ Cette adhesion renforce aussl eri Turquie, sur· le plan 

interieur, le regime denncrati<]UB, assez enracinl!, rnais rrenace tmijours"pilr le 

dl!veloppanent des ideologies anti-denncratiques. · · 

Nous vivons dari.s un ItDnde oil.meme les problares politiques mineurs 

des nations interessent tmites les autres. De plus en plus les conflii::s sont portl!s 

aux tribunes internationales, exposl!s a 1 'oi?inion publique =ndiale. Dans une telle 

situation, la s61itude est toujours prl!judiciable et 1' importance. des alliances 

devient evidente. Une Turquie nenbre de la C.E.E. pourra y trouver des appuis pour 

defendre rnieux ses interets nationaux devant C:ette opinion publique internationale. 

L'adhesion a la C.E;E. ne constituera pas non plus pour elle un obstacle pour le 
' 

dl!velopp:!iteilt des relations amicales avec les pays tiers. De" ce point de vue, beau

coup de pays de la C.E.E. ( France) rnaintient une politique extl!rieure ouverte et 

souple. Dans une Europe Clargie la Turquie aura des relations aussi bien avec les 

pays du tiers =nde qu'avec les pays musullrans arabes ou autres producteurs du pl!trole. 

Cette situation pourra etre benefique aussi pour 1 'Europe dans 1 I etablissement des 

rapports amicaux avec ces pays. 

Une organisation internationale n'est pas un~ construction theorique. 

Elle est faite d 'Etats representl!s par des han'res politiques qw,, de rl!unions en 

rl!unions finissent par se connaitre, devenir amis. Ainsi lorsqu'un pays nenbre est 

confront!! avec un probll'me exterieur, ces relations pemettent une meilleure dl!fense 

de ses interets. La situation du pays voUI! a la solit~ devient par centre de plus 

en plus difficile meme si la th3se qu' il defend est juste •. Dans la resolution des 

p~bltfres exterieurs - Chypre, plateau continental de la Mill: Egee - la vl!racite de 

cette situation est apparue une fois de plus. La Turquie a interet a enger dans la 
.. 

C.E.E., et la C.E.E. doit te.nir canpte de la position geographique, l!conanique, 

sciciale, derrographique et politique de la Turquie pour faciliter cette entree, dans 

son propre intl!ret. 

X X 
X 
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Le choix d'tme politique etrangere orientl!e vers la c.E.E. · 

n • interdit pas a la TUrquie de dWE!l.ower ses relatiohs plurilaterales · avec 'le 

reste du IIOlde. C'est pourquoi le maintien ·de la TUrquie dans le capps occidental, 

son r~t avec la C.E.E. oonstituent un choix rational oorrespondant sans 

doute le plus aux exigences de ses intl!rets natialaux vitaux. 

Prof • or. Esat <;1\M 
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